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PUBLISHERS' NOTE

This treatise on Bookbinding is issued in the confi-

dent belief that it is not only thoroughly practical

and reliable, bit is so simply worded that even
inexperienced readers can understand it. Should
anyone, however, encounter unexpected difficulty, he
has only to address a question to. the Editor of

Work, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.G., and his

query will bft answered in the columns of that
journal
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BOOKBINDING

CHAPTER I.

BOOKBINDERS' APPLIANCES.

BooKBiNDiNO is a term that is popularly annHpH fn

du L of tL tt '"". ^r^' "* representative p™

Tt aretf ll°th
" "=»"•.'«<' ""t. »<I the resultSd

A hol^ K f" '™''™«ntaJIy different.

book EVer"'
"""' '''"''' 'h^' ' Sbo'arded

ueionging also to the division af bound



to BoOKBiyoUfG.

books are half bound books, of which the back mH>
be of leather, or of cloth or other material used in
plac3 of leather, and the sides of cloth or paper.
Other minor but not unimportant differences that
distinguish bound books from cloth-boarded books
will be explained in due course.

The tools used in bookbinding first will be
described. A cloth-boarded book can be produced
with th3 same tools (though less in number) that
are employed for a leather-bound volume, but the
latter ca,nnot be produced with the appliances used
tor the former.

Before beginning the study of this subject, the
amateur is advised to obtain two old leather-bound

Fig. 1.—Beating Hammer.

books. Take one of these books to pieces carefully
bit by bit

;
and whilst doing so note every contriv-

ance used for holding the book together, and fre-
quently compare the partially disserted book with
the other volume, which should be kept intact The
value of this object lesson will be realised when
making the first attempt at binding a book.
A book may be bound by the amateur with the

aid of comparatively few and simple tools. It has
not, therefore, been thought necessary to describe
here the many more or less expensive machines and
appliances at present used in bookbinding. Leather
bmdmg is largely done by hand, the material em-



BooKniNDERn' Appliances. ,,

ployed the manner in vvl.ich tl.c work is done andthe hmUcd demand for leather compared uith cIobooks precludmg the use of machinery to any con

SLTrSh ""l
*'^ ^^''^^^ ha^dfth^rndrg

01 cioth-ooarded books is considerably he^ned and

beer: sv^'r^^ ^^i"^ ^-- ^y-^^^^^^\oecause cloth books must be produced rapidly and

s'efd rafted'? ^"'^f^/^^^
^' thousands,'ai% :„'

Th. f^n ^'
^'^'^ ^^ ^ comparatively low cost.

Fig. 2.—Standing Press.

The folder or folding-stick is a piece of fl-.f hnn«about 6 in. long and rather moreThan i;^ t d"'

T..Jff^^^^'' ^^" ^"^'^^'•' ^« i<^« name impHes'IS used for foldmg into page size the printed^heetsreceived from the printer.
-^"ni^ea sneets

The beating hammer and stone are adjuncts ofan old-fashioned bookbinder's shop, andW beenreplaced by the rolling machine The amateurhowever, unless he can get his work rollLl frhimmust use the beating hammer, and he should 1^'
aeavour to obtain on. tliat has 'been sjecillly mX



la Bookbinding.

for the purpose. The beating hammer weighs from
10 lb. to 12 lb., is more or less bell-sliaped, and has a
short handle (see Fig. 1, p. lo). A stone or iron slab
will also be required. The slab must be level and
perfectly smooth, and it should be firmly bedded.
When not in use the surface of the slab should be
kept covered. It will be found convenient to bed the
slab in a box of sand, and to provide the box with
a cover.

The standing press is usr 1 to compress books
during the process of binding, and there are several

W ^ifif. 3.—^Simple rresa.

different forms of it. The typical standing press
(Fig, 2, p. 11) consists of vertical pillars, a long stout
screw, a platen, and the bed. A letter-copying
press represents, roughly and on a small scale, a
bookbinder's standing press, but in the bookbinder's
press the power is applied by a long iron bar that
is inserted in holes drilled in a ball of iron that
forms the bottom of the screw. The folded sections
of the book are piled upon the bed of the press,
and the platen is screwed down as tightly as
possible by the combined strength of two or more
men. A stout copying press, however, can be used
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for bookbinding on a small scale, smooth slabs of

r^Th«^^
wood called pressing boards, not ess

e^thrt %°^ ^^' '?°°^' ^'^'^^ P^«^«d betweeneach three or four sections. Or, if a copying press

wejJT^"
contrivance f. not available. Yeavyweights may be laid on the folded sheets, and thepressure contmued for twenty-four hours, or longer

If necesswy. A small press; like that sho!^*by

Fig. 4.—Sewing Press

5!S,m' r""^*'""?' u,*y
^^ '^'^"8^^ second-hand, aadwould be a valuable acquisition. Th, pressingboao^s should be of some hard wood, generluybeech planed perfectly smooth on both turfLes!

^e used
^^ """ '^^^'' ^'°" P^^^^ ^ors.^^^^.

The sewing press is not a press in the modemsense of the term, as it is not used for purposes
™

compressic^
; it is a contrivajice by which the bands
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or cords upon which a book is sewn are kept at
tension and in their proper places, whiln the sections
or sheets of a book are sewn to them. The usuaiform of the sewing press is shown by Fig 4 n 13ajd Its use will be described later. In Fig 4 areshown the keys employed to hold down the cords

.c ^ ^'^'"^^a-de sewing press is illustrated by Fig
6 The bottom board a may be made of 1-in. stuff!

high by Urn by J in. The top piece B, shown
separately in Fig. 6, should be of ]-in. oak. 2 ft
3 m. long, 1 m. square, with corners rounded, and

-mi T

sm
A

I
\\

ill

Fig. 6

*"^£

3

Pijf. 7

^'»- « Fig. 8

Figs. 6 to 8.—Details of Home-made Sewing Press.

2i in. wide at the ends. The cross-pieces e under-
neath measure \\ in. by \ in. The uprights can be
either hinged or fixed with iron plates screwed on
from outside. The key (Fig. 7) is of |-in. ash, cut
to the shape shown, 2i in. long, li in. wide, and
i in. wide in the middle, and with a saw-cut for the
string. Three keys are wanted. The cutting and
backing boards (sections of which are shown at A
and B in Fig. 8) can be 1 ft. 3 in. long by 3^ in. wide.

Another sewing press is shown by Fig. 9. It is
simply a flat bottom with two screwed uprights,
and cross-bar with nuts below for the purpose of
keeping the bands or strings tight while the book is



through and bebir W *
i" °"T' °' ^""«- «oing

tack or Tythi^ ham t A
°" '•?" ^^^'^^^ ^^^ »

i- preferable ^^uthJ ends „r?'^''; TT "P'^«*>^

the bottom, burfitted .r.i, . !f
"^ '^^^ ''^ »'"«^ i°to

for convenience "nd th« K^'^
'"" ^* ^'^^^'^^ o"fc

-allcompasr'DlSerif/onl'tdSt
tT'^^

'"

mgprese illustrated by Fig fo p 16 " ''" '""
The lying press (Fiir n n im t^'

•ailed the Ia,u.„„ULykl^„ 'b'i ler:dTeri^

Fisr. 9.—Sowing Press.

ing press and the cutting nress »« k^.i, xi.
tions of backing a book aVdTcuttin;l'''S

'^'^^

performed at it. For cufctin^io i! 5 ® ^^^^^ ^^e
side that has on the left chtif.'^"^^"™^**^^
between which the plough ttst'2 5^'^
12, p. 17. For backing thrnroL • *

"^^ ^^ ^^«-

'^nd the plain sides of fh.oK ^l ' '' *^""^^^ ^^er.

most. This press s worked bv^T ^^'^^ "P^^'"
iron press pin ^ ^ '^°^^ unattached

illulltl bTK;^^3'*'p 'fs'whT^^^"^^"^^"- "/ 'ig. 13, p. 18, which shows a plough.

»
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A, in position also. The construction of this parti-

cular plougli will be dealt with later. This press con
lists of six essential parts—two boards, two screws,

Fij?. 11

Pig. 10.—Sev'infr Press. Fi}?. 11.—Lyinpr Press.

and two drilled and tapped handles. To make it,

first procure a piece of board 18 in. long, 6 in.

broad, and 1^ in. thick ; tl>en gR^ another one of

the same length and thickness, but only 5^ in.

broad. Plane these i)erfecily true and fasten



^ig. 12.—Lyin- Pross.

screwa through the hole ii the Iti^ Tv'"^
'"""'

»... keep the large .crew LlXr^^V:Z^l
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S-i^S-^^T"
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ST^nl''"^^''?''
*°^ *''° ^^°^ t"^°ing round while

th« ^hl !' ? "'"; ^""^ P"^ °« the ffont and s^rewthe boards together with the handles. Turn thipress over so as to have the edges thaf -Z^ i

noThratouT?-^':,'^
-'''' ^ '-<^3ersrw^;i

apart rLh^r ^
'''Vk

""^ ^* '^^i^^^^X^ of about 2 in.

bo^toxn 'ofVrria ''ThTl
'°"''^' ^^-^^^^^ ^^ ^he

Dlete hn^^ •
"" ^^'°» P^^ss itself is com-plete but for convenience is attached to a sunnorfc

t:ti^c ^^ ^^"^^\t° j^--p the books pS,;evel while arranging them for binding. To makethe support procure a piece of board about?t
H in t s'in

• ''f ^"' ^^^ ^ P^-^ of lt"Vo "d

angTest tt°eiVTotreVes%K ^-^
^^^^^

ported on the larger^^iL: The ^l ^8 -n^LTe

01 tne press IS laid a piece of wood 5 in. by 14 in

tlfe tuppo^fti' f^ " "^^"^'
.^° ^^^ "Pr^S^t back of

It has been remarked that a press must have agood support If required to work with convenienceSo many thmgs are done with this appliance-pres':

etc' th r^'-.^^'^^'^^'
screwing-out, screwing fn,

mg on the table or bench, and thus causing troubleTo remedy all these inconveniences, one method isto make a combined press and box. In aTorfrom
2 ft 6 in to 3 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, and 2 ft deenfix two pieces of beech wood (5 in bv 4 in f*' a'

uiLent of box Thf""'
'"^*^

u^'
^^ ^^^^^^ «»«a-surement ot box. The wood must be planed straiirhfand squared up

; bore holes for the screws rf.
li m. diameter. Inside the box, on ends naS twobars o wood n (as shown by d;tted ifnes in pfg15), 5 m. from top, so that the front and hnltpieces of the press, when placed on them ^li .nlevel wath the top of the 'box. Obtari^rn LC^

. M-V/S^'-Tr'T'
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and nuts to fit, say 1 in. or li in. diameter, of the
shape showTi at c, and on the nuts have tails with
two holes for screw-nails to fasten into the press
bar, cutting a hole in the wood so that the nut may
be inserted flat.

The plough is the implement by which ordinarily
the edges of well-bound books are cut. The plough
consists of a couple of wooden cheeks, which can be
brought together or drawn apart by rotating the
handle and screw. To the bottom of the right cheek
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'^^^If^ ^^°"^^ ^"^^^' ^^'^^^^ >« a blade of well-fcempered steel secured to the under surface of the ri^h^

the pfesTld?h: ^d^es'ofThl"'^ T^'^ "^ ^"

«liHi-n» *v, 1 , ,
"^®8 Of the book are cut bvBr— ~«- --t.d

^x-ugn Jcmfes are shown at a and b, Fig. 12, p. 17.

^'^'''
Fig. 17

Figs. 1(5 and 17.-Detail8 of Home-made Plough

Home-made ploughs are serviceable tools andcan be constructed from simple material," ; aTa

Knock offTh T"^^. 1 ^°°^' ^^ ^ ^^'- ^^rewsKnock off the handle from an ordinary fin chiselhav-mg a 'shoulder" near the hnffc, and replace itmth a cork
;
cut to the shape of Fig ?6 Tpiece ohm wood (say \ in. thick) 2| in. in breadth iLength depending on the length "of the chi el Placethe chisel on the wood so that the cutting end overhangs about If in.

; at the other end mark wherehe shoulder of the chis.el touches the wood, and cutacross just above the mark so that the shoi'dTr fallsover the edge and allows the chisel to lie flat on

he' Wrof ?n r'^^^T^- of wood thickertLthe last (of fuU fm. stuff) to the shape of Fig. 17
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IMi

This will
J^,

say, 2i in. in breadth, \\ in. along its
parallel sides, and 2^ in. in extreme length. Cut a
groove down the middle as wide as the widest part

th.vt u 1' rm"^ !;'
^^^^ generally as the chisel is

thick, but a little deeper than this towards the end

Fig. IS.-Elevation of Home-made Plough. Fig. 19._Pla„
of Home-made Plough.

B. Put the second piece of wood, groove down-
wards on the first one so that the square end B of
i^ig. 17 rests upon the portion marked a of Fig 16
allowing the pointed end to overhang. Screw the
two pieces together from underneath, taking care
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ftrdlnslf̂ it^'
screw-heads. In the tunnel thustorraed insert the chisel with its hevdkdcdqe unxcards

hi:'.T±fZTtt \^^" - "-' -^ -e'thatt
ed«e wni nrn° f ^K H ''

'' ^" ''«ht' the cutting

MhfnM ^-1,
^?°*^ *^°"*^ ^ ^°- a-t one end, and theshoulder will just fall over the edge at 'the other

bTv 2 i^n bvT' °lT^ ' ^^'^' ^«>' measuring'

same w^dth « ^h I'
^"^

t
'"•' """^^ * ^^'^^^^ ol the

groove IS at b (Fig. 17). Screw this last piece tothe foundation a (Fig. 18) so that the groove el

Pig. 20.-Wedges and Chisel of Home-made Plonjrh.

closes the chisel just below the shoulder when thechisel is lying in the position above dlscrlbed

(fT 9)sftL"t,''Kl!?^^^
^'^ ^^-^ ^^^^^^^-

un^.A^ ^ \^^ ^^""^^ '' prevented from movingup and down
; also put in wedges at d and e andone above the chisel at f (see Fig. 20). The^i'h "lewill then be perfectly rigid, and the chisel w II befirmly fixed m position, though, by taking out thewedges. It can be withdrawn readily for thf pu^osS

h as usefulT
'' ^""' .''"^ '''''^ removabr it

l^ok edg^s
"""' ''^''' P"'P"'"^ ^^^^ ^"tting

The body of the plough is now complete. It is.
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ri !'i

of course, intended to be pushed to and fro upon
the right cheek of the press; but the tool, as it
stands, will not cut straight through so as to leave
a nice flat surface, but will rise until it has made
a hog-s-back." To prevent this, provide a bar of
wood H(Figs. 18 and 19), which should be fixed at
one end to the top o of the plough, and sh-uld rest
at the other end on a guide-rail j fixed to the top
face 01 the left cheek of the press. The bar should
be ngid, say of fin. stuff about 8 in. long, and be
fixed to the plough with two screws. The top sur-
face of the rail must be level with the top face of b
(see Fig. 18) ; the easiest way to effect this will be
to make the rail j of the same stuff as Fig. 17 and
let It stand at each end on feet l (Fig. 18), made of
the same stuff as Fig. 16. The bar will then lie
quite horizontal across the press. Notice, too, that
the rail j should be set back 1 in. or more from the
inner edge of the left cheek, otherwise it will inter-
fere with the " backing " operations. •

In working, grasp the body of the plough with
the right hand, and with the left keep the end k
(Figs. 18 and 19) of the bar always touching the
rail When it is desired to work the plough out-
wards, set the detached end of bar K a little out-wards so that the bar shall be at a slight angle, asshown m J ig. 19. Keep it at that angle, and move
the plough from the near end of the book to the
.arther end, pressing the chisel edge quite lightly
against the book. The first finger of the left hand,
as It presses agamst the side of the rail, will regu-
late to a great extent the depth of the cut. If thewoodwork has been properly executed, it will be
possible to work the plough both backwards and for-wards by simply alternating the left end of the bar :

Phitii A '^fr ""^^«°n«ss in the woodwork, the
chisel edge w,lj not travel both ways in identi^allv
the same hne, but will make two separate cuts. Insuch a case the plough must be worked one way
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only-it will not matter which. The edxe of the

ft?l /^! Y ""^ ^ °^''^^ ^' ordinarily used. Be careful, therefore, not to incline the bar more than Lshown m the illustration

by means of grinSLrnT ^Y'oiSoVe" ^U'ifZmportaat that the book edges be screwed u^ tight

"ivaLroM in" :?7""."!f^ ^^ ^ amateu'rXOTVdnce of I-m. stuff worked with screw bolts as

ttrn? \^:^'' '^ ""^ ^^' fi^ ^ little pratform f^
press cheek, and support the rail on brackets m

Fig. 21

Fig. 21.—Ploiijrh.
Pig. 22

Fig. 22.-Sliding Block for Plough.

fixed to the outer side of the left cheek. A cuttingboard of some sort (not shown) must be placedagamst the left side of the book

made by threading fU^o^^ito th "^IV^Ztof u-on wire about No. 4 b.w o 8 in Innl £•
washer at . with a bit of soTder! lervmrenougrof

holTnlhe'S"" '7?"' '' ^° P-^ tlirouXhenole in the flat bar and for a thumb-bolt e to screwon. The wmg-nut can be made of brass wl^hlrounded neck and flat wings Drill nnrl / -K^
screw tiehtlv ot. ir, ^ • " ^°*^ ^^P ^t to

fixing ifon whili fh k""'
""^ ^"^^^ it before

UD «.f n„ 5^ ^
;

^^t ''°"' ^«d bend about #-inup at one end. as shown in the sketch. File it up
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perfectly true and smooth all over, and then drilla hole at F for the 8cre^v to pass through easily,

?n. .K u^"'^
countersink two holes at the other end

(W 0^1 ^•^''1' °^, ^^"^ ^i'"- ^^'•^^s t« drop in.
(Fig. 21) 18 the sliding block, and D is an end view
of the runner block. It is important that the slidingHock (Fig. 22, p. 25) be accurate. Get a block of
brass 1 in. by 1 in. by \\ in., carefully square it up,and then round the top comers a little, as illus-
trated. Cut an oblong hole i in. by \ in. at b forthe bar B (tig. 21) to pass through. If two holes

bv L-2r -f
* \ u

^^^™«ter) are drilled through sideby side It will be easy, with a small chisel and file

tt'bat'wplf' '°/^^ ^T'^ ^^^P^- See that it fit^the bar well-not loosely-and then drill and tapa hole at A the same size as the screw already made
JL KV r^ ?^'^ ^'°"« ^^^ '^^r till it is agains

th! bn
*^^," *"»n«d up, the proper position forthe hole will at once be found by passing a needle

o^^nV^'
^"^' f'^^^ ^" '^' ^^'^^^ marking acorresponding circle on the block c. If any doubt

mark'th h,' «f
"°« ^^ese holes through accuratelyS ,^^ iu^v°\^?^^ '^^"^' ^^ d"" «J«o fromboth sides till the holes meet in the miadle. Nert

to fit th °b'"^ "p'^T """^ ^ ^"- ^'^'' d°-«t^i el

tn^A !, f •^- ?.T^ ^ ^'^ °^ «o°d Steel, I in.broad and f,m thick, to fit in the block t ghtlyand. while it is m, drill and tap a hole through itand also into the block, so that a small screw mlybe mserted to keep it from slipping out when it

II?r^- ^ ^l^^^ ^ '°'*" '*^"^^ ^°^ the purpose just
stated, and then proceed to finish the knife (Fig 23)Be careful, when the screw is put into its place,
that it does not project above the surface of the
knife, or it will tear the edges of the book as it
passes to and fro when in use. The knife is nowrounded at the end. as seen in Fig. 23, and then
bevelled off to the shape shown. Fig. 23 represents
It as It would appear if looked at from underneath.
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fL 21) v"'° "u"^ ''^•'•7„ Tins i» shown at o(rig. il). Near the top dr a hole in .vhich tl,„

^^,o «\r ^ ^'^ P^^^*'' ^n^ the various Darts of

«a tne neck into the screw a. Now fix the

Fig. 23

Fipr. 23. -Plough Knife. Fig. 24.-Plougn.

XTdrr^n e "Jn je'"p,ar°„^ t"'?,
'^

cos«„ga hundre^-lLTl ™h" ""'^""^ =" "-
btiU another kind of ploujrh rP6*.«,kr

HeJ;^rtht4 :,'ih^tivi:-\;irr'
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li

opposite to the hanc.o. By using a wooden screw,a hole could be tapped in the side piece, and thetrouhh. of .nsortinK the iron nut wo^.ld be saved

arl/..".
'
'\u''\ '""i?'^''

'°"« *"d 1 in. square,

bottom.;" ^^' ^"u^^" ''^^' «*y H in- f-om the

.. ir? / '^ " '''^ ;^''°"«h "^"^'•^ holes. A notch

oZt\^ ''"''? '^' ^""'"» ^^"'f«. '^» shown at E.

is flat wlt^V"' '" ."''•' '^^° «"'«^^ "'^''^ th« kn'?e

movement in hn^^'r'''
^•^" ^^ ««^°- '^'^ «n»"removement m both directions, a hole is boreHthrough the screw spindle for the pin and washer

o'^ or : a^rTeiui^ed^S?^
^'-^ -^ wilT --

« «^.i •
^®fl"»red. It remamc to put a slin of

ont "tir™
°"

't'
°'^" ='"=• '" that ^t»ay hold

expensive and i, used for cloth book,
^ " "

up for some distant from the flo^ t^**" ^"""f
shaving, cut from the book ed^es A T" ""^

"rptt^fr-''"^
case mL:fl^ o„d^!,r

""'"

: %o/iuu::!;rrsrt^ridT^^^^^^
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and oilstone are very economical additions, for allcutting tools must be koi)t sharp.
The holing machine is used for perforating the

rZ'n'?''' ^°?^• V''''
'^"'^« ^'•^ ^"tended fo? thereception of the ends of the bands or cords by whichthe book ,s attached to its covers; but a brldawlor a bodkin or a small punch will answer the pur-pose o a holing machine. A tenon saw is required

for making the "kerfs," which are grooves or cutmaxle across the hack of a book to hold the band

seVn Tf"*^'" "'Y''^''
''" ^''^""^ '^^ ^'- ''-^^

"-
sewn. These cuts are made when the book isscrewed up tightly in the lying press

Backing boards are of very hard wood, as thevhave U. resist considerable strain, and ave'made
pairs, of the usual book sizes. The purpose fo, which

(the bevels being somewhat exasgorated for the s ke

and 36, pp. 49 and 51. Cutting boards as their.a^e implies, are placed on each side of th^ b^kN^hen Its edges are cut, and they are not so thick

and el'"' ^^'^^ '^^""«'> ^^'^ Lacking boa dsand cutting board.s can be made },v an amateur he

serve as a pattern for those he mny afterw.ards

Sundry small tools include one or two pairs ofc.ssor.s, a sharp pointed knife for squaringp a esthat IS. single-leaf illustrations-large se vineneedles, a small wooden tub tor thick pa'sle ^d .^nearthenware vessel for thin paste, a large glue no?for thm glue and a smaller pot for thick glue wUh
pot (any large stoneware vessel or gallipot will do)a sprink e brush, which must be a well-made brushwith a stout wrought-iron ferrule (not a bit of common hoop iron, but a ferrule made by a smith)Tnagate burnisher, that known as a dog'^s tooTbeing
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the moat useful a backing hammer, a small roundSi / n-
''"''. ?'"'"» ^"•'''' "'^^ «•• two bent

M^nl /I '"'^ "^"^' '^"^ '^P«i«' of iron compasses.Many of these tools, or suoh as may very well be
substituted for them, are already possessed by themajonty of anmteur workers. Other tools may be

nnntr - K V"' "^^^ ^'° Purchased second-hand ofpnnters brokers. An ingenious amateur will con-trive many mechanical aids for facilitating his work

comnlM ''\ \ ""''^••«*'^"ds the purpose to be a^

aS fil ^" '^'^'"•''•^'^ f'"'^"^' therefore, is not
absolutely necessary to enable anyone to begin

Fijf. 26.—Straw-board Cutter,

bookbinding. It is, however, obvious t'.at ) ronertoo 3 and machmes lessen labour and save time
^

It 18 possible that particulars of a machine 'forcutting strawboard. cardboard, etc., marbe usefilThe appliance shown by Fig. 25 consists of a ^oodor iron table a resting on a framework and fourTegsOn the table are gauges, which can be so adjustedthat the operator can cut the boards to any sLe re

TZt.^'l'^ ^ '''' '""^^ °^ t^« t^bleis'a clampto hold the boards in position while being cut Thiselamp is worked by the foot, a treadle^eing provided at the bottom of the legs, near the floor Theboards are cut between two knives, one b bein^screwed flush to the edge of the abe,' a^d heother, c, bemg movable and screwed to the lever

'Jit^-:^mm
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StSef^fn'/aL";!,
"'"?."• ''•'«"•<' like .ci..o,

o .ci..„i? » \ ,°
"'"'""» '' ™Plj' « !'"(!» pair

fcinn Tj^«u I. • .
^"'^ '^i" keeps It h Dosi-

they will be Ii,hl« Z i • ^. *"^'" ^°*' ''a'*'^' or

.4e A on^'top of tie tZe ^T^hif
"^"""^' ^^«

an L shaped piece of moHl ... T^^ " """^'^

of the L isbonfTri- 1
'

^''® '^'°''**"* 'branch

A sbt almost I'^nUrel^In. or.,"'*^^
^' *'?^ ^^•'"^

the table and a tTn.T "'""^•"^" *'" "^'^^ °^e ana lastens the gauge in position. The

Pig. 26.-Gaufire of Strawboard Cutter.

Other portion of the gauge lies flat on the table Th«caoip.s a hpht casting shapecl like Fig 2^ p 3/

ciaVfid a^ g ^od Tt fh'e'oth'
°'^^•^"' ,°^ ^^^

a stirrup for the foot ThP. f *^"^'' «"di°« in

li-
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to the top of the table as shown. The strawboard
is placed against these strips and the gauge when

Fig. 27.—Clamp of Strawboard Cutter.

cutting, the clamp is applied, and the knife brought
down forcibly. Such a machine is in general use
amongst bookbinders, paper-box makers, etc.

Bookbinders use large (lUfintities of glue in their
work, and doubtless much time would be saved by
employing some such preparation as ^'Gloophlex," an
elastic gK.e, guaranteed by the makers to be strong
and reliable. As bought, it has the .smell and appear-
ance of consistent glue-jelly, and the only preparation
needed is to melt it by heating it on a water bath, and
then add boiling water according to reiiuirementa.

«
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CHAPTER II.

FOLDINC .niNTED ^u-., SHEKTS.

The first operatic r. in hnr.L-v . i- • .

printed sheets, anu ,o reuu
' ? '' ^^'^'"° the

is to have a ^ood inue. "n
' ^'T '"''" '^ ^^^ ^^^^k

usual for prinfeTsl^^rCet:^^^^^ ^^ '^

sides of the sHpp^ c« i-u , ,

margin to the out-

been foldfd the 'raVg^/wilb'er '^ ^'"^*^ ^^^
edge and tail than atZta I'j^S ^^tf

-

the paper presIntsLvHr^ °^ ^^" ^''*^'^t- ^^

two latter edges beinl ^^ %^f^.^^"f
i" si-n, the

bmding, the diff^,tce^v ttn b. f L ^"i^"
^^

the margin will be the^sl^i Sr^rou^d'""^
°''' ^'^"^'

and no^tThfet: of'th':
'''' '' .^'^ P^^'^ °^ P^-^^

tion in the size of f. T'^' ^°' '^" ^^^^^ ^'''^"''^-

spoiled book
^^'" '^^'"^ ^^°"J'' ^-^sult in a

by ^r?o7i:;Lrtt;rY^^^^^^^ r ^--
royal (25 in. by 2oTn ) cKTsii '"k^^ '? ^"•^'

erown (20 in. by 15 i^ ^ ^oTcifiV"' ^ '^! ^"•>'

and pott (15 in bv "i'inT S 1
'"• ''^ ^^* ^"-^^

are clenoiiinated ac ;n"ni'to';h " T' '^Z

'°°^^
into M-hich the sheets olded Th." o ^^ '^ ^^^'"^

are folio 4to 8vn ilLT ,n
^ ordinary sizes

A sheet/whe; foWed has '
''°^'' '"^ ''^°-

leaves, f^r the obvious reason tLT-r^" ?^^^^ ^^

both sides In snonkLI- p fu
-^^ '^ '' P'''"'^^^^ on

for example it is'^sa'S ?f b.
" T' "^ ''''^ <^«'-'-'

cause the^heeVl:rtttK^ro;^!'r/ '^-

or^..nal size, and has sixteen Jagef TrSlVl:

r.
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the most general size of a book, and the type matter
is so imposed that, when the sheet is folded, the
sixteen pages will follow consecutively.

In the early days of printing only a few pages
could be printed at one operation. Now, however,
the number of pages that can be printed on one
sheet of paper is only limited by the size of the
l)rinting machine. But, as a matter of convenience,
the sheets the ))inder has to deal with usually con-
sist of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 i)ages, the number of

pages that are folded into one sheet depending on
the price at which the book is to be sold. In the
host work, the sheeis do not contain more than
sixteen pages—that is, eight pages on each side
of a sheet of paper; and each sixteen pages is

called a section or sheet. At the bottom of one of
the pages (the first numerically) of each sheet is

printed a letter or figure, known as the signature
;

this is the guide when folding, and, as the letters

or figures follow each other consecutively, the plac-
ing of the sheets in their proper order when sewing
them is thus ensured. Thus, when the sheets in a
work each consist of ixteen pages, the signatures
will be found at the foot of pp. 1, 17, 33, 49, etc.

The manner of folding is as follows : A printed sheet
(say, pp. 1 to 16) is laid on a table in front of the
operator, that side of the slieet containing p. 1 (the
signature side) lying in contact with the table.
Page 2 backs p. 1, and p. 2 should be the corner
page close to the operator's left-hand (see Fig. 28).

Tlie comer page at the folder's right-hand is p. 3.

The object to be obtained is to fold the sheet over
in such a way as to place the figure 3 exactly on the
top of the figure 2. If this is properly done, the
printed lines on p. 3 will lie exactly on the printed
lines on p. 2, line for line, and when the book is

bound the white margins round the print on each
ttnore will all be of the same relative widths, the
front and the bottom margins being always wideT
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mea over, and the result seen bv Fijr "^i T^^first page is p. 1, containing the J^n,^,^. J^.^case the letter a nn.i n j 1
signature, in this

P 16 All fll
' .^''''^ P^*^^ "^ the sheet is

these nL -1 ' ^
''°"''"'''' •'^^^^ exceptions buttnese are easily recoB-niatirl w^r 1 .

fo.«, ^he fou,e/.,,,„:;nc^;,jri;;;;'r;;f;:

: 01 ir

15 H

Fig. 28

Figr. 28.-Printt
First Fold.
Fig. .-n.—Prin

.'{()

Sheet. Fi<'. 20

Fig. 31

Printed Sheet,^0 p..;„* id '^ ""'-'- u isneet,

.Jetr^ntt.S'"'' ^'^^^'^'^ ^^^^•

are contained in a section. To everv «pnf;. u,
a distinguishing signature orTetS^^^T .^f^rpages coming between the first page 'of l-'^"

'^''

ture A and the first pa^e of signafureVbelonfTsignature A Thii<! if »«o, u ^"""7^ ^ oelong to

consist, of .hirtXopa%s bStin'-'","*"""'^^
'

better folding th/thi^f,
' "''''"""

'» ™=u™
- to f„,d in fwo"":eSr're'on.ir;h •''™'''' ^^

in tl,e centre of tlie other Th " '""<"''<'''

t-es are then arrtngedaTfoIloti'S "f "P""
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folded independently of each other in the manner
already described, and when the inset is inserted
p. 9 follows p. 8, and p. 25 follows p. 24. This is
the general rule applicable to all insets of this
character. Exceptions to this rule may, of course,
occur, but these exceptions would probably be
caused by the limited plant of the printer who pro-
duced the book. A sheet may consist of several
insets, but the signatures would follow the rule
already stated. The worker must be always on the
look-out for things of this kind. Figures as well
as letters are used as signature marks; where
letters are used, the first sheet of the book (exclud-
ing the title and contents) sometimes begins with b
instead of a, and the letters J and v ai-e not uted in
all cases. The folder is held in the right hand, and
13 used for smoothing the folds, etc. Creasing and
puckering of the folds must be guarded against-
these mishaps readily occur if the- folder is not
properly used.

In order the better to describe the further stages
of binding, let it be supposed that the operator is
dealmg with one book consisting of nineteen sec-
tions, each section, except the title sheet, which
contains eight pages only, consisting of sixteen
pages. This will give a total of 288 pages of text
and eight pages of introductoiy matter, consisting of
title page, preface, and contents. The signatures
of the sheets, omitting the letter j, will run from
B to T, and the title sheet will not contain a signa-
ture. The sheets must be placed in their proper
order, and the folded edges, which will be the
heads and the backs of the sections, brought level
by knocking them up on the table. The embryo
book may now be placed in the press between a
couple of boards, and subjected to pressure in order
that the sheets may lie closely together.

In large establishments, folding is done by
machmery, without which it would be impossible
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for the enormous quantities of ;vork to be turned
out There are a great many machines in the
market and it would be difficult to say which is
best Nearly all bookbinders' engineers manufac-
ture folding machines, and some are manufactured
wita special features to suit certain requirements.
Cundalls IS a very good machine, which cioes its
work well without any special attention, and will
do two, three, or four folds. It has a nice tidy
delivery, and is easily set from one size io another
Its speed is close on 1,700 per hour, so that, with
a very ordinary feeder, it will fold 1,500 sheets per
Hour. The Salmon machine acts much on the same
principle. The name of Martini is well known in
iingland m connection with the Martini-Henry
rifle, but on the Continent his name is still more
famous for the invention of the single and duplex
folding machine

; and a wonderful machine it is,
folding sheets of paper by means of a series of
cross metal knives, folding true to register, and
delivering m a trough already knocked up. Binders
in this country were slow in adopting this class of
machme. With the tape macliine there always is
a large number of re-folds at the end of the day's
work, and there is the risk of a tape breaking at an

T ?'?u"'°T^''^- ^°^^^ °^ ^^'^^^ ^^'iJs are entirely
obviated by the Martini folders, for there is not an

JnM . ^^V^'^r.^^P^ ^'"'^ ^° ^''^••'•y the sheet from
fold to fold. Two girls feed the machine; they
s and each with a pile of sheets below her hand",
at the ends of the machine, feeding them one byone to the points or gauges. The sheet is carried
immediately to the centre of the table, first fromone side, then from the other, the knife going upand down away from where the girls are standing,causmg the sheet to disappear. Such a machine
can get through an enormous quantity of work.
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CHAPTER III.

BEATING AND SEWINO.

It has already been suggested (see p. li) that beak-

^^en a ro Hnl''^" 1

"""'' '' ^'^ ^' '^'^'^^ ^^env^nen a rolling machine is generally used Beafcinir

Ihe objec of beating ig to make the leaves of abook he close together, so that the volume when

block VJ""' ''^^^ ? '^""^^^ '' ^-''^ °»-7ngi:

sth ifnii
^^^^^'"'^^r stands before the beating

onprnf? !
^°°^ ^' '^^ ^^^™^ advisable tooperate upon at once, say, from five up co ten or

fi teen, according to the thickness of the paperTlie bundle of sheets is beaten for some timewfththe hammer, ^.-^iich has already been described Theproper use of the beaf.ing hammer requires somuch manual dexterity that it is advisable trprac

pan^r Thf h" n
'• ^'" ^'^^'^ '^'^'^ °f b^-nk

^^fC lu 1
^'^'^ '' grasped with the right hand

curved. The wrist and hand are then slightlytwisted so as to give the face of the hammer anupward turn that almost permits the operator tosee the face of the hammer. Then, by a downward

ThT'b nl^'Tr ".""°"^^ ^^ ^-^^-'^ on th™orkThe blow must be given with very little more forcetha^ IS furnished by the weigh" of the h«The hammer must not by any chance fall edg^S
?;

^\^^^ets; if it does, many leaves wiU be cutthrough, and the work spoilt. The bundle if sheete
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must be constanlly shifted and evenlv struck allover and a sheet of stiff, smooth paper paced a

tCZC' boftom of the bundle' Sili tlf^^.
on fh

Tie solidity of a bound book dependson the amount of beating or rolling it receives

sheets ;f ""'^"^^f
^^ ^« bind very recently printed

thnf I'a ^i • .• ' ^ " ^^ technical y termed •

sho,,.d, before .he, l",. wtc ''b'?.; /orLr*

Tnrlo^.i
p- ''OH ever, vviii answer verv well

rolld 'th -n

''^ ^'^°^'^«ho"Id on no account e

uneven t^wT" '" ^'^""'^ ^^^^ ^"-^ Panted bein'K re ^e?-- t.tr:!.';--^:™^

placed once „„re for . short time' in The stndi^s

Cutting with a saw several kerfs nr «i i

the book (either one or manrt i ""et'd „'?„";;,'•
^.ng pre,,, either between pressin^'b::,, 'rickmg board,, wh.ch are placed ,lightly beW the
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evel of the back to allou- the cut to be made If alymgiHVss IS not available, an ordinary"arp;nter'sbench will answer the purpose. The back of th«book IS, according to its size, rovv divided ti^lcertain number of spaces, mostly equ-U but ovWn^to a common optical illusion, in order hat aH hfspaces shall appear to be of the sa^ftLf he

otners At the pomts of division lines are drawnacross the back of the book, and these lines maTkthe bands or cords on which the book is to be sTwnthrough, for ornamental purposes, books are ofTenmarked up for, say, five bands and on y sewn onthree, the dummy bands being fastened on when thebook receives its cover. In flexible work The back

Z ^1 \l •

''"'^' °'' ''^'^^ b^^°« outside the sheetthe thread bemg sewn around them.. In the otSkind, the back is sawn across at the places markedthe cut for the kettle stitch being very shallow

sTngle'Ze:rtct"'"^' ^° ^^^'^ '^^^° '^-^^o!single thread. Octavos are generally sawn for five

tnt' ^^^:;"^ «"^^"«r books have more o fewer

bnnt
' .^''""'^'^S to size, because in the Wer

and ^ht :h""t7 '\ ^'^''^ '- ^ -^tion are few

til5S\hfsmfii!;rb^rkr"'^^^'^^^
^° '-'' - ^^

;n^^^rd-gtir:Lf-f^^-^.il:
na^ed after it, and is sold by that name in thecase of lai-ge books, where the cord is thick a plan

m!fi!^ V "''"^ '''''^'''^ °f one thick piece Thismethod has much to recommend it

8hould\'"*''
which are made with a tenon saw,

one sId/ r '"^ '"'^^^""'^ "°^ he deeper onone side than on the other, and should be justlarge enough to receive and hide the cord If the.aw has a thin blade, it should be inclined Just a
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little, altornately to the right and to the loft s., -is

Sev.ing books is very .implo. b„t soraewhat
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difficult to describe clearly. The amateur should

tZ ar"Th°
'''"" '""^ ^^'^^^'-' ins'uctl r n

by fLs 4 to' n"'"'' ^?^^ ""^' ^^y« ''^'•e illustratedby J^igs 4 to 10 pp. 13 to 10; the other requisites

o fnn 'r V' •''^"i''
^''^^•''^' '^«^^'-«- ««d 'coup eof folJ.ng-st.cks. The cross-bar of the press hav-ing been screwed up to the proper height he re

Jr^T'oS':? ^h t^^^ ^^'r^'"'^'^^
fa-st'en'^'roVnd

by a bow knof
)'/"'''' " ^'"'^''^ ^^^'^'-^^ i« '-attached

other end of
>^^

'r.u'''^''^
^^ ""^'^^' «°d ^heotner end of the cord then is wound round a kevwh,ch ,s pushed lengthwise through along slotTnhe ront of the bed of the .ewing'pres and then

Stion'^Th'-^H'' ' '^'°"'
?" ^^

'^' '-™-^- - 'h"

with h"' I
?"'''

f'^ ^^'J"-"^*^^ to correspond

crosVba/nnh
''^' '" '^^ ^"^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"«k. and thecross-bar of he sewing press is screwed up by turn-

rf tt"'"4?
""^^ ""

^r'
'^'^'^ -^^^ 'h^ binds

kI!. if r ,
P*"^^^ '^ P'^c^fl on the ed"e of abench o' M,,:able height, and the sewer si fbefmeit m such a position that the left arm resVs on the

'^
ch mtrb:V;" ^'T ''\ ^-^^inJe" - thre dwnicnmustbeofgood quality, is supplied bv the

needles. If only one book is to be sewn it will befound convenient to raise it from the bed o thepress by placing another book under it It is of

2lV::rf '' *^"^. ^" ^^^ P-Paration of thiwork to sew at one sittmg as many books as the

a book'f- 'id t
'''" ^"^ ^"^ ^h« '-t ^-t/on/ofa book sl.ould be overcaat, this being generally donpwith fine cotton. The sewer lifts the fir fcsection

bench. This, which will be the title sheet (con-sisting of the title page and contents), is placTdface downward on the bed of the press so that

nefs %X:\llf -,^-,^^7 .-^Pecti've ^a^cha^^

hind tL J!^
^^^ ^°°^ ^' ^^ *he sewer's righthand. The needle is passed into the saw cut for
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the ketjle .titch at the tail of the book, then passed

side of the first cord. The needle nevt enters on

^'t^/ttiof;^
'!'' ^"•"' ^"^-^-"^ -''-« the nndde"

near side Th '''?,
''""" '"''^' ^'^'^^^ °"t on the

section to T'.P'''"' .'"^^^"« *^^" '"''•"'' "f thesec on to the third or top hand, and is hmuKht outon the near side. The needle is then inserted on

Pipr. S.^-Scwin^Book.

middle of the section, and comes out at the side o^the kerf made for the top kettle stitch. The threidnow runs along the centre of the section from keSestitch to kettle stitch, except where the corcLccurwhere it passes round the outside of them It ,^obvious that by this process the sheet is s'eci^elvattached to the ba.nds or cords THp tLLT ^
drawn tight and smooth, Tb^ut^n.^^T^re^d
being left protruding from the lower ke'le stitchThe second sheet of tiie book (which wiU be sig^a-'
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ture B if tlie first section had a signature, otherwise
it will be signature a) is laid face downward upon
the first sheet. The needle is inserted at the top
kettle stitch, and the sewing is done in tne same
way as with the first sheet, except that the needle
travels towards instead of from the sewer. Having
brought the needle out of the opening for the lower
kettle stitch and pulled the thread tightly along
the section, the slack of the thread is firmly knotted
to the end thread left hanging from the kettle stitch,
the knot being made twice for greater security. The
remainder of the sheets will be sewn " two on,"
except the last two sheets, which are sewn on like
the first two sheets. In sewing two on, the sheet o
IB laid on the two sheets already sewn, and the
thread, which has not been detached from A and B,

is passed from the tail kettle stitch of c to the first

band along the centre of the section. A folder is

then put in the middle of the section to mark the
place. Section D is then laid on c and is sewn
from the farther side of the first band to the near
side of the third one ; then section c, the middle of
which is easily found by the folder, is sewn along
frona the third band to the head kettle stitch, two
sections being thus secured by a single passage of
the needle from tail to head, or v'xcf. versa. These
two sheets are secured at the head or the tail by
making a kettle stitch. This is effected by passing
the needle under the section already sewn, up
through the loop thus formed by the thread, and
then upwards until the knot is drawn tight, taking
care that the stitch is kept in the saw mark cut for
it, and that it does not tear the back of the section.
When the needleful of thread is finished, it must
not be fastened off on the book, but the second
needleful must be knotted to the first so that the
book is sewn with one length of thread.

Fig. 34 may help to explain a method of sewing
"two on." A, B, and c represeut the first three
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heets; 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 the saw marks and the
position of the bands. The small letters, if taken
in alphabetical order, will show the outs and ins
of the needle. Thus in at o, a. out at b, in at e,

out at d, and so on until k is reached ; the needle
will be at the outside of the first sheet or A, which
will have been sewn all the way up. Now in at t,

in the second sheet or b ; out at j, b ; in at /fc, c •

*6«» . "«*-:^^ «--i' x'a^'ss'"3^-? w--f^ •••-

.
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out at ?, o; in at m, b ; out at n, b; in at o, o;
out at p, c : and fasten. The diagram has little of
the appearance of a book on the bench, its pur-
pose being to show intricate matter plainly and
simply.

The method of sewing just described is that
which is used for non-flexible work—that is, for
books in which the back of the cover is not glued
to the backs of the sheets. In non flexible work,
when the book is opened the back of the cover
forms an arch, leaving a space between it and the
back of the book, but in flexible work the back of
the book adheres to the cover. For flexible work
the back is marked up, but is not sawn in, the cord
or band being iaid on the back of the book and not
embedded in the sheets, ""he marks for the kettle
stitches are sawn slightly, as in the case of non-
flexible work. In sewing, the needle is passed in
at the right-hand kettle-stitch hole ; the left hand
inside the section takes the needle and thrusts it
out of the left side of the mark for the first band,
and with the right-hand the needle is taken and
thrust in on the right-hand side of the same band, so
that the band or cord is encircled with the thread.
The same operation is repeated at each band, and
the needle finally brought out at the left-hand
kettle-stitch hole. The other sheets are sewn in
the same manner.

It is hardly necessary to point out that in flexible
work the cord on which the books are sewn will,
if no corrective measures are adopted, be seen
through the leather covering. When it is desirable
that the cords should not be seen, the spaces be-
tween the cords are levelled up with paper so that
the back presents a smooth appearance. The
levelling up is much easier when the sewing is done
with strong tape instead of cord.

When several books of the same size are to be
bound, they are usually sewn in the one stack. The
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cords, which are kept sufficiently long for the pur-
pose, are then drawn out between the volumes and
cut off so as to leave about 1^ in. of cord projecting
at each side of the back, a three-band book having
thus half a dozen ends. A few experiments in sew-
mg will very soon demonstrate the fact that the
kettle stitches pull the head and tail of the book
together, and the thread swells out the middle
Care must be taken, therefore, that the kettle
stitches are not pulled together too tightly, and the
swellmg must be counteracted by frequently beat-mg down the back with a heavy folding-stick
Attention must also be paid to the thickness of the
thread used in sewing ; when the sections are thin
the thread must be thin.

Overcasting is used when a number of single
leaves have to be bound into a book, the plan being
as follows

: Having ascertained that the pages follow
each other in proper order, the book is knocked up
carefully at the head and the back and placed in
the lymg press between ao boards, the back pro-
jectmg about \ in. above the pressing boards. The
back IS roughed with a saw and sawn in, after which
thm glue IS brushed over the back, and the book is
left to dry. When dry, the book is pulled apartm sections, each section consisting of eight or six-
teen pages, according to the size and other charac-
teristics of the work. Each section is then over-
sewn along the back, the thread being fastened off
at each end-that is. at the head or foot of the page.
This is known as overcasting

; after this the sections
are hammered lightly to embed the thread This
operation must be performed carefully, or the threa<'l
will be cut. Then these sections are sewn in theordinaiy way, like other books. The first and the

estn7h'^"''-KM-"
book generally are overcast toessen the possibility of their being torn awav bvthe weight of the covers, from the other»heeta ^
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CHAPTER IV.

ROUNDING, BACKINa, AND COVER CUTTING.

At the beginning and end of almost any book is a leaf

of plain or plain and coloured paper popularly known
as fly-leaves, but by the bookbinders called end
papers. These end papers generally consist of a

couple of stout leaves of coloured paper, one of

which is parted down to the cover of the book, and
the other is a loose or fly-leaf ; there may also be

another fly-leaf of white paper. End papers are

made by pasting sheets of white and coloured paper

together. The coloured paper, which is specially

made for this purpose, may be purchased with other

bookbinding materials. The colour of the end

paper is governed by the binding and by the colour

of the edges of the book. The ends of the bands on
which the book is sewn should be untwisted to

separate the fibres by the aid of a bodkin and dull

knife ; an end paper is then aflSxed to each side of

the book by pasting the back for a short way in.

When the end papers are dry, the books should be

knocked up perfectly square at the head and back

by striking them on the cheek of the lying press,

the backs being lightly but completely glued

over. The glue should not be too thick, and the

brush should be worked well in between the sec-

tions. The glue should then be allowed to set.

In the process of rounding the binder takes a

book on which the glue has set, but is still plastic,

and gently tapping each side of the back alternately

with the backing hammer, aided by a drawing move-

ment of the fingers of his left hand, which holds

the book, upon the upper end paper, and a pressure
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o: his left thumb against the centre of the fore

tur^'to the b ''t
'1"^ ^^^"^ ^ ^'^«^^ -«"^- --I

baol *Lf !k u^-
^^ 1 "P°" ^h^« curvature of theback that the beauty of a well-bound book depends

causeTrhTa '
''

ll
'^' ^°°^^^^^y °^ ^h« b-'^ thaicauses the agreeable concavity of the fore edge andadds much to the effect of the finishing or gildedornamentation of the volume

^

to ^^^fZ%t^
^^'

"f""^
operation, and is intendedto render the roundmg of the back more regularand generally to consolidate it. The book,Tth abackmg board on each side, is placed in the lying

Fig. 35.—Method of Backing Book.

press the highest part of the thick edge of the

ed^ of r^ ^.'^^° " 'i^"'"* ^^^^^^^« °^ the Llded

to form thpT- r^'''
'"'* '°°"«^ ^P^^« being leftto form the jomt or groove in which the board ofthe cover works. The size of this groove dependson the thickness of the cover board, which ?s ofcourse governed by the size of the book The bookwith ,ts boards, is carefully lowered into the presslevel with the upper surface of the cheeks Sscrewed up tightly. The book is then struck al^gthe back m order to spread it, and afterwards carefuLy hammered up and down each side with the
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m

pene or face of the hammer (see Fig. 35) until the
back has become solid, smooth, and well curved

;

it must also overhang the backing boards so as to
form a well-defined .roove on each side for the
reception of the cover boards. At this stage of the
operations the book should present in section the
appearance shown in Fig. 36, where, however, for
clearness, the grooves are somewhat exaggerated.

Cutting the boards or side covers of the book is
the next step. The early bookbinders used wood
for the side covers of their books, and the name
has survived, though the material has changed.
These wooden covers were often elaborately carved,
and many specimens are still in existence. Deer's
hide, silk, velvet, and, later on, leather, were after-
wards used to cover up the wood. The material
employed for ordinary leather binding at the present
day IS millboard.

The better qualities of millboard are made of
sound old rope or cordage, and the boards are
manufactured of different thicknesses, and are very
tough. The darker the colour of the boards the
better is the quality. Cheap millboards are adul-
terated with clay, which gives substance and weight
to the boards, but does not impart tenacity. Mill-
boards improve by keeping, and should not be used
fresh from the mill. They are made in a variety of
sizes and thicknesses, much in the way that printing
papers are. What is termed " tip » is the thinnest
variety, and is scarcely thicker than stout brown
paper. This kind is useful for flexible bindings.
The largest and stoutest millboards are principally
employed by the portmanteau makers.

Strawboards are largely used for cheap work.
As their name implies, they are made of straw, are
very smooth and compact, but are so extremely
brittle as to be useless for any purpose but cloth
binding, cheap Bibles, and other common work. The
amateur should not use them. The covers can De
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set out with the compasses, and marked off with a

with the ri^^IK
^.°\'''' "' "'^ P'-''P='- ='«. »"h«'

For the better class of leather work, the required

l«n.'T
<>' billboards is frequently-made up b,

fh?nne? tZ„ T'^' '?*'"""'' "' "='''» •'""'I being

warn a'lM °T^ "S^'
'^''"« ""«"« boards

covers are w?th th°'"^
'" ""^ '"""^- Single-board

initTho^ 'i;?.^
the same purpose of slightly warp.

be om-t^ld'-'ilr \e'"'r I'l-'-e »l«="lci neveroe omitted. Unless the boards can be cut withshears or knJe true and square at the edges, the

Pig. 36.-Book and Backing Boards in lying Pre,,.

Xroba°bIv fi^d if
1* *° "'''"«'• T""' -"-'eur

to grhl'ttrs^c^u^^rr- hi'm'"'nd'\™\"'f

'

keep a pair of covers by him Ts a pltl^^'^^f

wHtstlf^ft'^i.rrs^^.'i-eJ^^^nr
as these projecting porll^s^f?h'e ^ove t^cS'
"

th'tt c^piref
^-^ ^""-'' '- "^—.^«

in f\"
^^"°^ ? ^'^

.'^'^'''^°*f ^"' ^ c"t eover is placed

and rhr"*'?-
P°'^'^°" °^ ^'-^^^ «ide of the book
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what farther in. These holes can be made with a
bodkin, piercer, or awl, with or without the aid of a
hammer, or with the holing machine (see p. 29).

The bands, which have been previously untwisted
and fluffed out, then are pasted slightly, twirled up
to a point, passed through the holes in the boards
(those nearest the edge iSeing taken first), and
drawn tight. The protruding ends are then cut off

tolerably close to the board and knocked down flat

with the hammer and left to dry and set. The bands
laced through the millboard are knocked down with
the backing hammer on an iron plate (termed the
knocking-down iron). The book is tapped along the
sides of the back with the backing hammer in order
to restore the proper curvature if it has been im-
paired at all during lacing in.

In the process of scratching up or raking, the
books, with their backs protruding, are placed be-
tween pressing boards and stacked up in the stand-
ing press, which is screwed down tightly. After
lightly pasting the back of each book, a " scratcher
up " (Fig. 37) is drawn several times with some force
down the back, care being taken, however, not to
catch or break the kettle stitches or the stitches
over the bands. The backs are pasted again and
then scratched diagonally from left to right, and
then from right to left, being pasted after each
scratching, and the paste is well rubbed into the
grooves made by the scratches. It is then rubbed
off, and the backs are smoothed with an old cutting
board, and wiped clean with a wisp of paper shav-
ings. A light coat of glue is given to each back,
and the batch of books is left in the press for some
time, preferably all night. This operation gives
strength and firmness to the backs of the books.

Lining up gives stability and smoothness to the
back of a book, and it consists of gluing several
thicknesses of paper on to it. For the first few
thicknfisses, good, smooth brown paper will do, but
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stout cartridge paper ia best for the last layer a>

K „f ,J^ ^"^^ °' "" '""Ok Md the hold-onback of the cover are both lined, as may be seenon examining a leather-bound volume. FlexTble

v":5rt"' »-^"wa-out:'rt-;?eei

S-St!dLtXeSr-r a*^are cut up m p.ece. the width of the\hSsrof

Fig. 37.—Scratching-up tool.

the book allowing for the curve of the back anrlare glued on top and bottom, the woven patterncoming level or flush tvith the ede^/ a f^*^^^^^
to any well-bound book will at e e^tr^h:operation Headbands are sometimes wo ked bvhand silk and gold and silver thread bdng used

S: [Z:tZ7' 'r'T -bstantialmlterd:
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binding, saw kerfs were not made on the back of

books, and the cords on which the sheets were sewn
formed prominent ridges across the back after the
book was covered with leather. The actual bands
are never left protruding now, except in the so-

called elastic work, but as raised bands take oS the

monotony of a plain flat back and afford scope to

the finisher, artificial bands are affixed to the backs
of well-bound books, the number of bands depend-
ing on the ize of the book. For octavos, five is

a usual number. The bottom band is farther from
the tail than the top one is from the head, and this

allows for the extra fillet in finishing, which is

worked twice at the tail and only once at the head.
Bands are usually made of narrow strips of solid

stout leather carefully cut, all of one width and
thickness. The space between the bands should be
set off on the back with compasses, and the bands
securely glued nn. When this has been done the
book is ready for covering.
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CHAPTER V.

CUTTING BOOK EDGES.

CuTTiNO the edges is performed with the plough at

hn r^^PJ"^''; '^.^^ ope'-ation is termed cutting in
boards The plough knife should be carefully groundand whetted, or good work cannot be done Thehead or top of the book is cut first, the back beinK
towards the operator. A cutting board is placedbehmd the book, and a straight runner along themillboard and level with its edge ; the book is then& Z^i '^u^^l

^''''' ^^^«h i« ««rewed up

hnH^' Tit^l ^^.^.^'^ ^^« ^««° «"t, the tail orbottom of the book is treated in a similar mannerThese operations are simple enough, but cuttingthe fore edge or front of the book presents morf
difficulty, as It is necessary that the curved Wkshould first be rendered flat. This is a« c

•

'nthat requires considerable care, and if the an ateurcannot obtain a little personal instruction oiThl
Cu u 'lu^u^ ,^° 'P°^^ °^^°^ ^^^^'- The .perltor holds the book in his left hand, permittiag theboards to fall back flat, and passes i piece c/sfrLonce or several times round the book. He thenpushes a couple of pieces of thin bevelled iron

hnT r?u^'t ^''f
^'^- "«' P- ^^) between thebook and the boards at the head and at the tail.Taking the book between the palms of his hands

the operator now beats the back of the book
quite flat on the cheek of the press, the cordand tnndles helping to keep the back flatHaving made the book flat, and having marked
the front edge of the book back and front theoperator places a cuttmg board level with the
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mark at the back of the book, and another cutting
board, or a long, straight runner, a little below the
line on the front (or right hand), and, striking out
the tnndles, lowers the book into the cutting press,
the millboards hanging down. The distance below
the mark at which the runner is placed must be
equivalent to the desired square for the board at
the fore edge. When the volume is in the press, if
It has been kept level, the runner must be level
with the right-hand cheek, and the other cutting
board must stand up for the distance of the size of
the square above the left-hand cheek. When the
book IS correctly fixed, the press is screwed up
tightly, and the front edge of the book is cut with
the plough as before. When the book is taken out
of the press the back will resume its.convex shape,
and the fore edge should present a regular con-
cavity.

As the cutting of the edges of the book is a very
important operation, the following points must be
remembered. The edges must be square with the
printed lines on the page, and should not be
trimmed more than is necessary. The marg' of
white paper on a page must bear a certain \ > por-
tion to each other. The printer, when pr. aring
the pages for printing, settled the margins for the
page, and fixed also the proportions. The binder
cannot improve on this arrangement, but lie can
spoil It altogether by bad cutting. The white paper
at the top of a page, measured from the type (ex-
cluding the headline) lo the edge of the paper, and
the white paper at the front of a page, measured
from the tyr to the edge of the paper, should be
of equal width ; the white paper at the bottom of
the page, measured from the type to the edge of the
paper, should be about one-fourth more than the
front or the top margin. Thus, if the front margin
and the top margin are each 1 in., the bottom mar-
gin should be \\ in. ; the back margin in such a case
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would be \ m., and as this margin cannot betrimmed the width of it compared with the other
margins shows at once whether the book has been
properly cut It will be readily understood now

W^LT ^\ '"'""''^^ ^°'^^"K '^ °f the greatest
importance because the cutting of the edges of abook magnifies any errors committed in folding.

Jint [k
'"^1^^^' ^°^^«^«''' i« « better guide for mar-

gins than the measuring tape. The book coverr

Pigr. 38.—Book tied up for Cutting.

must be absolutely square to the paper, as the paper
is to the prmt; the covers must not overhang thebook too much, and the amount of overhang mustbe in the same proportion (the difference, of course
18 only enough to be just perceptible) as the margin
is to the printed page.

Books bound in cloth or in other ..heap styleshave their edges cut on the guillotine, as the useof the plough IS too expensive for cheap repetition
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OOVBRINO BOOKS.

Books may be covered eithe'* with leather or with
cloth; leather may hv. Und cither to cover the
entire book, which i- ;. ,med whole binding, or a
strip of leather may be applied to the back only,
and small pieces of leather affixed to the corners,
which is termed half binding. For whole binding
the leather should be cut of sufficient size to cover
th« book and to allow about an inch all round to
ti.rn over. For half binding a strip of leather of
the desired width and rather longer than the book
should be cut for the back, and four small pieces
for the comers. The edges of the leather then must
be very carefully pared or skived, so that no un-
sightly ridges can be seen. When the leather is
pasted on the covers of the book the paring is done
by laying the leather (flesh side uppermost) flat on a
marble slab or smooth piece of board, and taking
off a slanting shaving with the paring knife, which
should be very sharp.

Suppose that an octavo volume is to be bound
in whole morocco. The leather cover, properly
pared round the edges, and rather farther in at
those places that will come at the head and tail of
the back, is carefully and completely coated all over
on the Hesh side with thick paste, and placed on
the work bench with the pasted side upward, and
one of the narrow edges towards the operator. ' The
book to be covered is taken up and the boardp. are
adjusted so that the squares are correct at the head
and tail. Those portions of the string bands that
have not been laced into the boards are lightly
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touchecl with thick paste ; some binders also makeA practice of brushing over the back ^vith thin ,Iue.The book IS laid down on its side in the proper
place on the pasted cover, with the back from theoperator. The lower flap of the leather is drawnover the upper millboard and turned in at the fore

nn .Vk'' .u"^^^" i^'*
'' ^""« ^^« ^0°^ ^8 turned overand the o her side of the leather also turned in atthe fore edge The book is then rested on its foreedge and the leather worked tight at the back withthe fingers of both hands, as shown at Fig. 39 In

In.? r^Kr.^'°? *
u^ l"''^^^'"

'^ °"^ °"J>' J'-^^n closeana tight to the back crosswise by pushing it down-

Fig. 89.-Tightening Leather on Back of Book.

ward on the millboards at each side of the book,but 1 13 also drawn tight longitudinally towards the

i^ac.. band should be raised alternately, and theleather drawn tightly over its surface and rubbeddown with the palm of the hand or the folder till

at";t 'r\ ''tu
'"-^^^^ ^'^^ -- ^ b: S^ed n

IS nnd'o
^""^ ^^^'^\

I''
'^^' P"^P°«« the book

40 n Iw ''''V'"^ "°u^
'^' ^"P °f ^^^ther A (Fig.

rhl 1 Jo^»e/"W oi the paper which lines the backThe other end of the book is treated similarly Itnow remains to turn in the corners. For this nnrpose the leather is cut off diagonally to ^iK
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rather less than \ in. of the comer. This is bent
back from the book, a cutting-board placed under it,
and the diagonal edges are carefully pared and
afterwards pasted. The leather is accurately
doubled in level with the board at the head or tail,
as the case may be, and the part a (Fig. 41) pressed
tight to the other surface of the leather as shown.
Both the folder and the thumbnail can aid in bring-
ing the leather close and level. The flap of leather
B IS turned over and rubbed so that it adheres to
the board. The leather above the headband at

Fig. ii.—Turning in Leather at Head and Tail of Book.

both the head and tail of the book is now pulled up
a little if necessary, rubbed quite smooth with
the points of a folder, then turned down over the
headband and rubbed with the folder until it main-
tains its pkce. This double fold of leather above
the headband is termed the cap of the headband,
and l?ig. 42 shows a section through both headband
and cap During the operation of covering, so that
thorough contact may be ensured, the leather on the
back should be well pressed and rubbed down with
the hand and the folding-stick. The edge of the
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folder also should be rubbed carefully on each side
of the bands to force the leather in at these anglesand make them clean and sharp. The book is thentied up and left, generally for a night, till the

*f^

B

^'"- *^ Fig. 42
Fiff. 41._Turninff in Comers of Leather. Fig. 42.-Section

through Headband and Cap.

paste has set. '^Ving up is effected by first tightly

in "if ? i°°^ -^ packthread lengthways round thebook at the joints ; that is, .fc that part of the book

Fig. 43.—Book tied up in Boards,

where the boards are hinged to the back Astronger piece of twine then is wound several time,round the book so that it passes on each sidTofeach band, as shown at Fig 43 A naJ. «f\ 1
•

or outtmg boards should be Sd ttZt^°:^Z
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the book as shown, to prevent the string marking
the leather.

Covering with calf, goat-skin, roan, or any other
leather, is conducted in the same manner. The calf
cover must be soaked in water, carefully wrung out,
and all the creases made by the wringing smoothed
out before the skin is pasted. If the book is to be
covered with white vellum or forril, the millboards
and back should be covered with clean white paper,
or the colour of the vellum will be degraded by the
colour of the boards underneath. Half-bound books

Fig. 44.—Book with Square Lettering Pieces.

are covered in the same general manner. The four
corners are first pasted and affixed, and then the back.

Books bound in morocco or roan are usually
lettered directly on the leather. But as this plan
does not answer well with calf, it is usual, when
binding in calf, to affix a small square of smooth
morocco on the back at the place where the title is
to appear, and these tablets are called lettering
pieces. They are generally scarlet, green, or purple,
and should be in contrast to the colour of the calf

;

thus, a scarlet lettering piece looks well on a book
bound in dark-brown calf, a green piece on a dark
purple, and a purple or maione piece on a fawn or
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salmon colour. If there is but one lettering piece,
it IS usually fixed in the space between the first and
second band from the head, as at A in Fig. 41. If
a second piece is required to bear the number of
the volume, it can be placed either at b or at c.
Sometimes, when there are no raised bands, a
square lettering piece is placed towards the head
of the book, and below it a small round or oval piece
of a different colour, as shown in Fig. 45. This is an
old-fashioned method which at one time was very

Fig. 45

Fig. 45.—Book with Oval Lettering Piece. Fig. 4G.—Book
with Lettering Piece at the Head.

popular. For crown octavos a lettering piece to-
wards the head is frequently adopted, as shown in
Fig 46, and, instead of fiUeting, the lower part
of the back is tooled ornamentally. The backs of the
books should be marked off for filleting before the
lettering pieces are affixed. This is done by set-
ting off the places of the fillet wiUi a pair of com-
passes, and then creasing or making a slight channel
at those places with the sharp edge of a thin folding-
stick, takmg care that the marks shall be perfectly
straight and square across the back, as the finisher
will be guided by them in applying his fillet, roll, or
pallet across the back.
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Putting on sides and pasting down end papers
are two processes properly belonging to forwarding,
though the practice of different binders varies.
Some perform these operations before the books
are sent to the finishing shop ; others have the
finishing executed before they affix the sides and
paste down the end papers ; and some defer burn-
ishing the edges until after the finishing of the book.
These variations in practice are matters of conven-
ience.

The sides of the half-bound volume may be either
of marbled paipe- or of cloth. If the book has
marbled end papers and edges, the sides should, of
course, match them. Cloth sides are more durable
than paper, and are much used for books that are
likely to undergo hard service. Whether the cloth
sides should match the leather back or contrast
with it is a matter of taste. In cutting the cloth
or paper the sides are cut perfectly straight along
the back, and obliquely ofi for the corners, as at
Fig. 47, the latter portions being so cut as to leave
the leather corners showing beyond the sides all of
exactly the same size. It is advisable to do all the
cutting with a sharp-pointed knife and pair of
cutting boards instead of scissors. Cloth sides are
affixed with thin glue, and marbled paper sides with
thin paste. The sides should be carefully rubbed
down to exclude air bubbles, and turned over, and
the edges made flat and square by rubbing with
the folding-stick. Before pasting down the end
papers, the least possible shaving should be cut
off at the head, tail, and fore edge of the leaf ; other-
wise, as the leaf* will certainly stretch a little when
it is pasted and rubbed down, the pasted-down end
paper might show slightly on the square of the
board, which n-ould be an imperfection in good
binding. The end papers are then covered with
thin paste, and are carefully rubbed down to get rid
of any blisters or air bubbles. The end of the
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if ^h. Kn , r ^u^'^f"
"^""^^ "^'^ ^tick to the edge

a a "npn5
'""' a hollow space, known technicallyas a pencil case," will be left, and this is considered very objectionable. The books, with theboards or covers open, should be set up on their

Fig. 47.—Side of Cover of Half-bound Book.

heads or tails on a bench until dry, when they shouldbe placed between pressing boards in the standingpress and considerable pressure applied. The booksthen are ready for the finisher. Gilt-edge booL

^am
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CHAPTER VII.

CLOTH-BOUND BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, ETC.

What in professional bookbinding is termed cloth
boarding is, as has already been stated, different
altogether from leather binding, but in cases where
cloth is merely substituted for leather, the earlier
steps of forwarding are the same as for half-bound
books. The edges may be left white, or sprinkled,
or gilt

;
it is merely a question of co^t. The cloth

cover is carefully cut out to size, glued over, the
book laid on it, and the cloth drawn on, just a^ with
leather coverings, pains being taken to secure ad-
hesion everywhere and not to leave blisters. The
corners are cut off and turned in as described
for the morocco cover. The principal thing to be
attended to in cloth work is the state of the glue
and the manner of its application. The glue should
be very thin and very well frothed, so that it may be
applied to the cloth in such a state as to be readily
and equally distributed over the surface, with no
lumps and no thick or thin streaks. Cloth work
18 not head-banded, but a fold of the cover at the
head and tail is turned ir over the fold of the paper
lining the back. Sometimes leather lettering pieces
are placed on the back of cloth books, but this is
rarely dor.e, and generally all lettering, filleting, and
other gliding is performed directly on the cloth

Cloth boarding is the binding adopted for cheap
new books, and those who practice it are known as
publishers' binders. Many of the processes are
nearly identical with those used in leather binding
but the work generally is fragile, and has little
durability, being executed very quickly and cheaply
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Much of tlie work is done by machines, the folding
being performed at the rate of from 1,000 to 3 000
sheets per hour, according to the character of the
work. Gathenng is also done with great rapidity
by a machine like a revolving table, at which
gatherers sit, and as the table revolves each
gatherer takes a sheet from the pile as it passes.In gathenng by hand, the piles of folded sheets
in the order of signatures are laid out on a long
table, and the gatherer passes along the table!takmg a sheet from each pile until a book is madeup. After collating (that is, examining each^om
pleted book to see that the sheets have been placedn their proper order), the books are slightly rolledto compress the folds. Cloth books a^e sewn Insevera different ways. If se^vn on cord, the kerfs

™T"',r:?
^^P^dly .-evolving circular saws, whkhmake all the kerfs simultaneously. But it l^moveusual now to sew this kind of work on tapes wSdo not require any saw kerfs. The sewing iroer

descnbed. Books are also sewn by a specially contrived sewing machine in which a wire bread ?semployed. Such sewing can be used for ephemerapublications, for which, and for pamphlets andperiodicals it is admirably adapted but t s notrecommended for leather work
The edges of the books next are cut with thegml otme machine. The backs then receive a coatof glue, and when this is sufficiently dry the hn2lare rounded and backed, and theVlTned on thebacks with a double thickness of paper
In preparing the cloth covers or cases fh^ »«;ii

boards, the cloth, and the stiffene^s are cu^to thi"proper size, large quantities being done at one1^i,ueThe stiffeners are slips of stoutish paper o thelength and breadth of the back of the b^ok Thecloth IS glued all over, the millboard laid on t andthe stiffeners are placed between them L proper
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position, 80 as to leave a slight space between its

edges and those of the millboard, so that the case

will fit well at the joints. The cloth is now rubbed
well down on the millboards and stiffener, turned

over at all the edges, and the corners are cut off

and turned in also. These cases are finished at one
operation at the arming press. The lettering and
any ornament either for the back or sides of the

case, whether gilt or blind, is attached to the platen

of the press, which is heated by gas, and can be

brought down forcibly by working the handle, some-
what after the naanner of a hand printing-press (see

Fig. 101, p. 135);

In the forwarding shop the back of the book is

glued to the back of the case, and the end papers
are pasted down to the boards. The books are then
put in the press for a time, and when dry are ready
for the bookseller's shop.

Books that are illustrated with plates independ-
ently of the text usually contain for the guidance
of the binder directions for the placing of these
plates, and it is of course a simple matter to follow
the instructions. It must, however, first be ascer-
tained that the margin is perfectly square and
straight, and any error should be rectified by cut-
ting with a sharp knife and straightedge. In the
case of an upright picture (that is, when the inscrip-
tion reads across the bottom of the page) there is

diversity of practice in placing it in the book, some
contending that it should occupy either the right-
hand or the left-hand page, as the case may be, so
as to face the descriptive text. Many publishers,
however, insisL that in all separately printed plates
the picture when the book is open should be on the
left-hand page ; and this contention is, for artistic
and other reasons, undoubtedly correct. In the
case of longway pictures (that is, when the inscrip-
tion reads along the side of the page), there is no
diversity of opinion as to which is the correct posi-
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tion of the pictme. It should always be on the left-

hand page, the inscription should always read from
the bottom to the top of the page, and should
always be on the inner and never on the outer
margin. Cases are, of course, often occurring
where both printers and binders flagrantly dis-
regard this arrangement, but the best authorities
never permit a longways picture to be on a right-
hand page. The plate is pasted along the edge and
placed in the position it is to occupy. The visible
margins on the plate should bear the same propor-
tion to each other as the margins of the page.
Double plates and maps must be folded correctly,
special care being taken to see that the folds do not
appear beyond the edges of the book. In some
cases a guard is pasted at the fold, and in other
cases the ends are pasted like single plates. The
guard is preferably of stout drawing or cartridge
paper, about 1 in. or li in. wide ; tape or narrow
Imen is sometimes used. This is pasted to the
section, and permits the map or double plate to
open well when the book is opened.

Coloured plates, unless thoroughly dry, are very
liable to stick to the protecting tissue paper gener-
ally inserted. Jf the plates show any disposition
to stick they may be lightly dusted over with French
chalk.

A binder is sometimes required to interleave a
book with writing paper, the object being to give a
page of white paper facing each page of print, in
order, perhaps, to facilitate the making of correc-
tions when a new edition of a book is required, or
there may be other reasons. The edges (top and
front) of the sheets are cut through with a knife by
hand, and the writing paper having been cut and
folded to the proper size, a four-page section of
white paper is inserted between each four pages of
printed paper. The sheets are then dealt with in
the usual manner.
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As regards law books, gencrnlly these are bound
in a manner peculiar to themselves. The edges are

left white as cut, and the books are whole or half-

bound in calf of the natural colour (a kind of fawn-
coloured drab). They have generally marone-
coloured or scarlet lettering pieces, and no other

ornament but a plain fillet. If in half calf, the

sides are usually of cloth, as such books have fre-

quently to undergo hard wear.

Pamphlet binding may here receive attention.

After pamphlets have been stitched, whether with
wire or thread, the next operation is that of cover-

ing, if this is required. There are many ways of

covering pamphlets, and of them the following is

very economical of time—a very important item in

a long job. Supposing the pamphlet to contain

16 pp. or 20 pp., proceed *hu8 : Lay the covers out
on the table with the inside uppermost and the

head at the right hand, knock up a parcel of, say,

twenty or fifty pamphlets, and paste or glue the
backs. Paste should be used if there is time to let

it dry. Set them down at the right hand, and lift

one and place it down in the centre of the cover and
draw the front over it. Repeat the operation
throughout the job. The operator thus will be
able to watch whether the covers are being drawn
on straight. The front of the cover has generally
more printing on it, and if there are any lines they
can be kept even, and the pamphlets will have a
good appearance when they are cut. If the pamph-
lets contain a number of pages and have been sewn,
it will be best to knock them well down with the
hammer before cutting them, or they will cause
much trouble in the cutting. They should be well
rubbed in the back with the folder, to make the
covers stick properly. Pamphlets of many sections
may ba stitched with thread through the side, but
it will be necessary to make holes for the needle to
pass through. This may be done with the hammer
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and bradawl, or a stabbiriK machino may be had for
the purpose. Make the first hoh; in tho ccntro of
the back, about midway betwet-n the printed matter
and the outside margin, the other two at e(|ual dis-
tances from the first and the head and tail of the
book. However, wiring with machines has super-
seded this old method. After the pamphlets have
been covered and properly dried, it only remains to
cut their edges.

The rebinding of a book requires considerable
care and circumspection, whether the book has been
already bound in leatlier or merely cloth boarded.
The book must be very carefully taken to pieces,
bjinds and thread being cut, and the sheets gently
pulled apart, the glue being moistened if necessary.
Even if the book has beei badly folded in the first
mstance it is seldom advisable to refold the sheets
unless such a measure ia unavoidable. In this the
binder must use his discretion. Narrow and
irregular margins and crooked pages are evils, but
It is quite possible to make matters worse by rashly
undertaking to refold sucli a book. Tom leaves,
often met in old books, must be carefully mended,'
and any missing portions of a leaf or margin should
be replaced with small strips of paper carefully
pasted on. I'aper discoloured by age should be
matched as near as possible. A perfectly clear
gum should be employed for mending, or the thin
Lranspare nt gummed paper that is sold for mending
music may be used sometimes with advantage.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ACCOUNT U00K8, LEDGERS, ETC.

Ledokr and account bookbinding is a class of work
that IS i,ardly likely to be offered to or attempted by
the amateur. Although, in a general way. the
method of binding ledgers is much like that used
lor ordinary books, there are considerable differ-
ences m matters of detail. Strength and durability
being of vital importance in a ledger, great atten-
tion is paid to the sewing, which must be very
strong. Ledgers are not sewn on cords, but on
strips of parchment ; therefore, saw kerfs are not
required. The needle is inserted at the kettle
stitch brought out on the farther side of the band,
then back across the band, entered again on the
near side passed up the centre of the section to
the top of the next band, and the operation alreadv
described m the case of the first band is repeated
ihe covers are made by pasting together thin mill-
board, which IS then subjected to considerable
pressure Two of the boards are pasted for half
the.r widt^ only and in the opening thus left are
inserted the bands on which the ledger is sewn, as

I^fi bn'ot tk"^^ k 'T'^' °' ^^^^^'' «^"^d across

tri\l\ t" f'.u^-"^
^^" '°^'^" ^' ^'^«n Pasted,and the book with its covers is pressed till drvLedgers are generally furnished with spring backs!The back is usually made of thin millboard which

IS warmed at the fire and worked to the shape ofthe back and then glued on. For large ledgers
severals layers of millboard are glued together each
successive layer being a trifle smaller than that to
^^rhich It 18 glued. Other differences, such a^
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leather joints to strcriKthen the covers, etc., will he
better understood by comparing a bound book with
a ledger.

Account-book bin'ling or. more properly speak-
ing, stationery binding- includes everything from
the penny memorandum book to the u ^ ive ledger.
Passing over the cheaper kinds of stationery, a de-
tailed description will be given of what is con-
sidered to be the best and most workmanliko
method of binding an account l.nok. After the
paper has been ruled, it is foMed inl<. sections and
prepared for sewing. If the pnj.er is wiiat is ( rmed
hand-made, there will be two sh. Jcs on every
sheet: one side will appear blue, .ind he other
white; so to prevent a blue and wliiic aj.i.caring
together when the book is opened, Llie pappr is
faced," that is, two blue sides are made to face

each other, then two white sides, and so on through
the entire book. The ruler will have left four sheets
unruled

; theso are for the end papers.
The joints of account-books may be of cloth,

hncn, or leather. Black glazed linen makes a good
joint for general purposes. The joint is glued, and
two sheets of the four already mentioned are laid
upon the joint, about i in. apart from each other.
Ihe other two sheets are treated in a similar
manner. Four pieces of marble paper are cut to the
size, glued all over, and laid on to the edge of the
linen and rubbed down with the hand (nipping the
papers m the press is superfluous), and hung up to
dry. Meanwhile the folding of the paper has been
going on, and it will be done up in three or four
sheet sections, according to the make or thickness
of the paper. If the sections are too thick, the
leaves will .tart when the book is being rounded,
and If they are too thin, in sewing the back will
swell, owing to the quantity of thread used The
first and last section should be lined on the outside
with a strip of white calico. Some binders line
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the Inbide and outside of each section with calico

;

this may be necessary in special cases, but for

general purposes it is not to be recommended, as a

book tlius treated will be very stiff to open.

Account books are sewn on tapes ; therefore saw
kerfs are not required. For the class of work under
notice a good strong twilled linen tape (known as
" binding ") of a grey colour, and sold in rounds,

will be needed. Three or five bands, according to

the size of the book, should be set up on the bench
Strips of vellum are sometimes used as ba is in

conjunction witji the tape for heavy books. To set

up strips of vellum on the bench stitch a piece of

waste tape to each end of the vellum, lap the one

end round the rail at the bottom of the bench and
the other round the cross-bar at the top, and put a

pin or a broken needle through it.

The thread must be well selected. A good linen

thread 3-cord No. 18 is a very sen ' able size. Wax
the thread to preserve it and to m<-L;3 it wear better.

Each section of the book must be sewn all the way
up, and the needle must be brought out at the far

side of the band, and introduced again at the near

side, thus bringing the thread round the bands.

The end papers will also have to be sewn to the

book, and treated in the same manner as a section

of the book. The slips, when the book is sewn,

should project about 1^ in. on each side of the

back.

Gluing up the book, the work of the forwarder,

is the next operation. The glue should be of f?ood

quality and thin, and tolerably hot when applied.

It must be rubbed well into the sections. If the

brush does not accomplish this satisfactorily, the

thumb should be used for the purpose. When the

glue is dry, the fore-edge should be cut, and if the

edges are to be mottled instead of marbled, do the

fore-edge at this point. For instructions on this

paart of the work see Chapter V. The book will
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now be ready for rounding. A greater degree of

roundness should be given to it than to a letter-

press book. The inside sheet of the end papers
will require to be glued to the first and last leaf of
the book. This should be done after rounding the
back, and the book put in the standing press be-
tween tins. This pressing of books with tins should
always be done, especially in the case of account
books, as a greater degree of solidity will thus be
imparted. If the book can be left in the press over-
night, so much the better.

In the morning, as soon as the glue is ready,
get the book out of the press and line the back.
Scraps or waste pieces of strong leather are kept for

this purpose. The linings are cut to fit between the
bands and the head and tail of the book. They
should be long enough to extend from 2 in. to 3 in.

on each side of the book. Glue the linings and the
back of the book, and when attaching the lining,
rub it well down with the folder to ensure it adher-
ing well. The book should be screwed up in the
lying press during this operation. In lining very
heavy books, cover the entire back, the bands as
well.

Before making the back of an account book, it

will be necessary to measure for it with a strip of
paper. For this purpose, lay the paper strip on the
side of the book about | in. from the back, bring it

over the back, carry it to | in. on the other side,
and cut off. With this strip of paper for a guide,
cut three strips of good hard millboard, a special
thin but hard board for this purpose being known
as "black board." The first strip must be cut
exactly to the size of the paper ; the second one a
trifle wider than the first ; and the third one wider
still. These strips will of course be about 2 in.

longer than the book. Then with strong glue fasten
the strips of board together. Glue the smallest
fii'st and each larger piece in succession so thftt the
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exposed edges of each larger piece are kept clean

and free from glue
;
press fiimly and leave till dry.

The back must now be rolled, a wooden roller

covered with stout brown paper being necessary.

The paper is glued at one end and fastened to the

roller. Heat the back thoroughly over a gas flame

or a bundle of lighted shavings, and ollow the heat
to penetrate the boards, taking care to prevent
burning. When the back is hot and pliable, place

it in the roller and give one sharp turn ; then
reverse quickly and give another turn. It may re-

quire to be reversed several times to keep all the
parts m place during rolling. Now roll up tightly,

and with a flat board, such as a backing board, roll

the back over the bench several times, pressing
heavily all the time ; then set it aside to dry. The
diameter of the roller should be about half the
width of the back itself. When the back is

thoroughly dry it should be well rubbed down on
the edges and forced on the back of the book.
The waste sheet of the end-paper of one side of

the book is now glued and folded back up to the
linings and brought over the back. The other side
is also glued and brought over the back in the sam«?
manner, and all are well rubbed down, a board being
placed on each side of the book close to the back
and the whole put into a press and given a good nip.

This will make all flat and draw the back tight.

The linings and end-papers form a ^ nd of hinge
on each side, and with these the si boards are
fastened. Make a cut in this hinge on both sides

at the top and bottom (thus there are four cuts),

about 2 in. in from the outside. This is to allow for

turning in the cover. The boards for account book
backs are made of several thicknesses, and the in
side board of the series is generally a thin one ; in
making, this is only glued half-way. Now, after
squaring up the boards, they are .ndded to the book
by gluing thi.s part ou both sides and inserting the
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hinge in the split, allowing the two small pieces
to remain outside. When both boards are put on,

the book is again pressed ; when dry it is taken O'lt,

and is then ready for covering in the usual manner.
To allow time for the glue to set, cut the ends

of the book, and mottle them as directed for the
fore-edge (see Chapter IX.).

It will be necessary to take great care in cut-

ting the ends of an account book, as owing to the
deep groove in the fore-edge, caused by the round-
ing of the back, the paper is apt to break at the
corner. This can be avoided by padding up the
foro-edge with waste paper.

There is nothing special about the manner of
covering account books. They are covered in much
the same manner as letterpress books, with the
exception of knatching, which is done as soon as
the cover is turned in. A pair of knatching boards,
that is. boards with a projecting piece about the
thickness of ii small cane screwed along the top
edge—is placed in the grooves made between the.
bad. and the boards on the sides of the book, and
the whole screwed up in the lying press. After
knatching, a cord is tied round from end to end and
the heads are set. The setting of the heads should
be carefully attended to, as, when properly done,
the book is much enhanced. There should not be
any hammer or fo'der marks on the edge of the
book. When the c ver has become dry, the cloth
sides are put on .. the book is half-bound, and the
end papers are glued up ; a strip of thin board is
placed close up to the joint on both sides of the
book during this process : this acts as a lever and
causes the book to spring when being opened
After glumg up, the book is put in the standing
press, and left there all night if possible, and the
forwarder s work is practically done.

Account books, like letterprpso books .are
covered in various styles. They are haif-bound m
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sheep, goat, calf, morocco, Persian, and full bound
in tiie same materials. When covered in goat or

calf, It IS generally the flesh side of the skin that

is on the outside. Full calf with green vellum

comers rounded, instead of being cut square, is a

good style. Full calf, with Russia bands laced with

wrhite vellum, is very commendable for large books,

but does not add so much to the strength, it is

believed, as is commonly supposed ; do not leave

the lac'ng inside the board, as when glued up it

presents a very bad appearance. Instead of this,

open the board and lay it down on an iron block,

and beat it well with the hammer on the inside so

as to close the holes well up, and after drawing the

lacing as tight as possible, cut off . the laces and
beat again and again, until not a trace of roughness

is seen upon the board.

In finishing account books, the ordinary leathers

ore treated as described in Chapter XIII. Rough
calf and goat are cleaned by rubbing with bath-brick.

. The black lines are put on with iron liquor carried in

a sponge tied to the end of a piece of whalebone or

stick, and held upon the roll as it is being run upon

the backs or sides of the book. These hints on

finishing will be quite intelligible after reading

Chapter XIII.
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CHAPTER IX.

COLOURINO, 8PRINKLIN0, AND MARBLING BOOK EDOE8.

The edges of a book may be ornamented in a
variety of ways, and this ornamentation is necessary
almost, because plain edges rapidly become dirty.
The forms of decoration now commonly employed
are colouring, sprinkling, marbling, and gilding.
The style of decoration is governed by the character
of the binding, and the character of the binding has
generally some reference to the character of the
book.

Colouring the edges of a book in a self or sole
colour is not very much in vogue at the present day,
except for prayer-books, hymnals, and devotional
books, the edges of which are sometimes coloured
red. But many years ago the practice was a very
fashionable one, some of the commonest colours,
after red, being dull green, yellow, and blue. The
colour, which should be well ground, is mixed with
a little glaire and oil, and if one coat is not enough,
the first coat must be thoroughly dry before the
second coat is applied. The book must be knocked
up even at the head and laid on the edge of the
press or table, the left hand holding it tightly to
prevent the colour running in. The colour may be
applied with a small sponge passed evenly towards
the back one way, and the fore-edge the other, to
prevent the colour forming in a mass at the back
or fore edge. The tail of the book is treated in the
same manner as the liead. For the fore-edge the
boards will have to be thrown back and a cutting
board jiold firmly above. The colour is more liable
to vxm m at the fore-edge, therefore a little more
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care will be necessary. If a number of volumes are

to have the same edge, they can be done by simply

placing them one above the other. Sometimes
binders pr*. their books in the lying press when
colouring them as a precaution against the colour

running in. In .applying colour with a sponge or

brush, there is this risk of the ink finding its way
between the leaves, and it may be found safer to

use a spray producer such as is shown by Fig. 48.

In this figure a is a 1-oz. bottle, b and c are

Fig. 48.—Sprayer for Colourinpr Book Edges.

M I

two pieces of glass tube about J-in. bore, and
D is a small piece of wood or metal. When A is

filled with ink or dye, upon blowing down c a fine

shower of spray is directed downwards. A far

neater arrangement made wholly of metal can
be bought very cheaply. Having obtained a suit-

able sprayer, cover the book to be coloured
with paper, leaving only the edges bare

;

take the spray producer, hold it over the book,
blow down c. Fig. 48, and the book will soon be
coloured with an even coat. If this is done for a
short time only it will give a speckled appearance.
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If a few grains of rice or such-like be spread along
the edges before the colour is applied, the effect

will be similar to marbling ; and if it is done first

with one colour— say red— the grains of rice shaken
off, some more dropped on, and then done with
some other colour—say blue—the result will be very
pleasing indeed. Another method is to dip a tooth-
brush in dye, hold it over the edges of the book,
and then draw a knitting-needle from one end of
the bristles to the other.

Sprinkled edges usually are adopted for half calf
and cloth work. Ordinary red sprinkle may be
made of any cheap dark red pigment carefully
ground. Armenian bole (a red earth brought from
the East) is usually employed, but red ochre or
Indian red will do. The Armenian bole is poured
in a small heap on the centre of the grinding slab,
a depression is made in the centre of the heap,
and a lump of thin paste and a few drops of sweet
oil are placed therein. The whole is then mixed
well together with a palette knife into a rather
moist, red paste. The bulk of the mixture is then
pushed on one side, a lump about the size of a
walnut being placed in the centre of the slab and
ground with the muller, working with a circular
motion, until all grittincss has vanished and the
paste is quite impalpable. When sufficient of the
paste has been ground, it is placed in the sprinkle
pot, which is a red earthenware jar large enough
to contain as much sprinkle as is likely to be
needed. Water is then added, and the sprinkle
well stirred until the paste is all dissolved. The
books to be sprinkled are ranged side by side on a
bench and a cord put round them, or, better, they
are screwed up in the lying press. The operator
then takes up a brushful of sprinkle, squeezes out
the surplus on the edge of the pot, and strikes the
brush (kfipping it over t!ie pot) acrop.s a shnrt thick
stick, held in the left hand, until the brush is only
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slightly charged and the spots or drops thrown off

are very small and fine. He then in the same way,

keeping his hands tolerably high, strikes the brush

forcibly against the stick, so as to send down a

shower of very small red spots upon the edges of

the book boneath. Considerable practice is re-

quired for tie proper performance of apparently so

simple an operation as sprinkling.

Although the method of preparing red spym/^e

has been described at length, the amateur wiU find

that almost any dye or stain (such as Judson s dyes),

diluted if necessary, can be used. Some binders

use ordinary writing ink even. A method of orna-

menting book edges that permits of .a great variety

of treatment is to scatter over the edges, before

Fip. 49.—Marblintr Comb.

sprinkling, rice grains and small seeds, or small

paper patterns of various shapes. By altering the

arra.ngement of the seeds or patterns and sprinkling

with a different colour a variety of effects can be

produced. This method is noted on p. 81. The

edges of a book should be burnished after sprink-

ling, colouring, or marbling.

Another method of sprinkling, but one that is not

recommended, is this : A small brush like a sixpenny

gum brush, dipped in colour, is held tightly beween

the finger and thumb of the left hand near to the

end of the hair. The forefinger of the right hand
-^_:i i-u^ ^yr^{an\\r\a hnir with a movement similar

to that employed when playing a Jew's harp. The

brush do«» noc hold much colour owing to the
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manner in which it is held in the fingers, and the
workman in consequence loses time.

One, two, three, or any number of colours may
be used to the same edge, and many combinations
have a pleasing effect. A great deal depends upon
the taste of the workman.
A good substitute for marbling, and one which

looks much better than sprinkling, is mottling. This
is done with an open holed sponge filled with colour
and daubed lightly over the edge, leaving the
natural marks of the sponge. The edge may be
coloured all over first, or it may be mottled on the
white edge alone. Red and black makes a good
combination. This style of edge is not very suitable

Fig, .W.—Marblinjr Con-.b.

for letterpress work, but it looks its best on heavy
account books. It is certainly much more beautiful
than some of the Dutch marble patterns seen upon
this class of work.

The marbling of book edges and the making of
marbled papers is, as may be judged from the
finished results, a difficult art. Some bookbinders
are able to do their own marbling, but, as a rule,
except, perhaps, in country places, marbling is
generally entrusted to professional marblers, who
do the work very cheaply and expeditiously.
Amateurs will do ^*-\\ if they also employ the pro-
fessional marbler, far though the -.voik is ii„t be-
yond the capacity of a painstaking and artistic
amateur, it will im ihe majority be found tedious
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messy, and probably unsatisfactory. But though
marbling requires some skill, yet it is at the same
time a simple process, and the apparatus and

Figr. r>l.—Marbling Comb.

materials mny be described in a few words, all that
ia necessary being a shallow wooden water-tight
trough, a flat piece of wood, equal in length to the
breadth of the trough and about 3 in. broad, a
number of combs (Figs. 49 to 51) the teeth of which
are of different widths, wooden rakes, cups, jugs,
bottles, brushes for the colours, a large earthenware

Fig. 52.—Marbling Trough.

bucket or pan, a bunch of birch rods, and a marble
slab and muUer for grinding the colours. Thus it

is quite an easy matter for the marbler to construct
his own apparatus. The trough is generally of well-
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•easoned oak ; the aize is immaterial, hut must be
larger than the work to be done. Useful dimensions
are about 30 in. by 18 in. or 20 in. by 2\ in. It
should be raado of stuff sufficiently thick to prevent
warping, and about 3 in. of its length should be
cutoff by a sloping partition, which should be about
i in. below the sides. In the right-hand comer of
this part a waste hole should be bored and stopped
by a cork (see Fig. 62). The joints must be well
made and stopped with marine glue or other water-

Fijf. 5.3.—Marbling Trough and Colour Pots.

proof material. Fig. 53 shows a marbling trough
partitioned off to hold colour bottles.

Gum-tragacanth or gum-dragon is the binding
gum used, and it should be large, white, and flaky

;

dark brown lumps must be rejected. To prepare
the gum, in a large earthen pan, glazed inside, and
capable of containing, say, 12 gal. of water, put 1 lb.
of gum-dragon, and on this pour 2 gal. of .soft water
(rain water if possible). Stir it every few hours
with a clean birch broom (bunch of birch rods) kept
for this purpose, breaking the lumps and adding
water as the gum thickens. The gum requires from
two to four days to dissolve properly, and must
then be strained through a fine hair sieve before
use. Other materials from which marbling size
may be made are linseed, flea-seed, and carrageen
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or Irish moss, but gum dragon cannot be excelled
for everyday work.

Generally, the marbling colours are the same as

those used for painting, both in oil and distemper.
They should be procured in the dry state and
ground by the marbler himself, although colours

are to be had ground and ready for use and put up
in air-tight jars. Following is a list of colours

:

Reds—drop lake, peach-wood lake, vermilion, rose

pink, and burnt Oxford ochre. Yellows—lemon
chrome, Dutch pink, and raw Oxford ochre. Brown
—Turkey (burnt) umber. Blues—indigo, Chinese
blue, ultramarine, and Prussian blue. Blacks—vege-
table lampblack and drop ivory black. Orange

—

orange lead and orange chrome. White—China clay,

pipe-clay, flake white, and Paris white.

Drop lake is the most beautiful and expensive of

the reds, the different shades being scarlet, crim-

son, and purple. The scarlet possesses a brilliancy

greater than that of any other colour, and is sold in

the form of small cones or drops. To select a good
quality, break one of the little drops and try the
broken part on the tongue. If it takes up the mois-
ture from the tongue without any inclination to

adhere, it may be purchased. Vermilion is very
heavy, and is seldom used except in combination
with some other colour. Rose pink, a very useful

colour, is chalk or whiting coloured with Brazil
wood ; it is a fugitive colour, quickly fading on ex-

posure to heat or even to the atmosphere, but
Avith Chinese blue or indigo it makes a good purple.

Burnt ochre is extensively used either by itself or

in combination with other colours ; mixed with
black it makes a good brown, and with blues various
shades of olive can be obtained. Wood lake is a
damp colour, and can be used without grinding,
being made almost exclusively for marbling. It is

the best red for general purposes, and has an ap-
pearance almost equal to drop lake. The most
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useful blue is indigo. It is not by any moans h
bright colour, but if of the best quality it is one of

the most durable. It is invaluable for producing
greens and purples. Chinese blue is a necessary
colour, but it is not very durable. It must be well
ground, and with the addition of varying propor-
tions of white nearly every shade of blue can be
pi'oduced. Vegetable black will not produce a
black for marbling except in combination with
double its weight of indigo ; it is much used. Orange
lead, a very heavy colour, is but little used exce]it

for the edges of account books. White is not much
required, as with gall and water white spots can
easily be produced ; however, China clay and pij e-

clay are used where necessary.

For grinding colours in the dry state a marble
slab and muUer must be procured. Large quantities
are treated in a colour mill, which is simply a pair
of porphyry rollers rotating in opposite direc-
tions close together. The colour has to be passed
through several times before the proper degree of
fineness is reached. After being ground, the
colours are mixed in a cup with water. Besides the
gum or size and colours, ox-gall, ammonia, spirits
of wine, and oil will be required. Get a gall-bag
from the butciier and cut a hole in the bottom to
allow the gall to run into a bottle. Gall when new
is often thick, but it will thin and improve with
age. For the bottle get a well-fitting cork, and cut
two pieces out of the sides opposite each other

;

then put the cork tightly in the bottle, and, without
removing the cork, when the bottle is turned up a
drop at a time will come out. The ammonia and
spirits of wine must be kept tight with ground glass
stoppers. Some of tJie colours require a little bees-
wax to prevent them rubbing off and to aid in the
burnishing afterwards. It must be added while
grinding. To prepare it, chop a small piece of
beeswax fine, and place it in a small tinned iron
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or enamelled vessel on a stove until it is melted.

Then pour gradually into it some spirits of tur-

pentine, stirring all the time until it acquires the

consistency of honey. Allow it to cool, when it

can be added to any colour and ground with it when

necessary.

The operation of marbling may now be described.

With the size a little thicker than good milk, fill

the trough to within \ in. of the top, pouring it

through the sieve. Take the skimmer (the flat

niece of wood already mentioned) and draw it over

the surface of the size ; if considerable resistance is

felt, the size is too thick. Throw on a few sr-ots of

colour ; if these lose their shape and appear to be

attracted to th6 sides of the trough, the size may be

considered too thin. Again, if the colours crack

and are a long time spreading, the size is too thick.

Put into each cup or pot of colour a few drops of

gall and stir it well with a small brush, which should

be provided for each cup. There must also be a

cup of gall and water only, with a brush.

It will be impossible here to set out in detail the

manipulation of the colours to produce all the nume-

rous patterns of marbling, but one or two of the

commonest or best known designs will be described.

Brown shell is a simple pattern, being a brown

marble with red, yellow, and black veins. As the

Vjrown is required to spread on the size more than

the other colours, it must be thicker, and ic must
have more gall mixed with it and a few drops of

olive oil to cause the shell to be formed. Test each

colour separately on the trough, skim the surface,

and allow the waste to go over into the receptacle

at the end of the trough. Then with the red brush

sprinkle the entire surface until it is well covered
;

follow with the yellow and the black, and finish

with the brown, which will spread in shell-like spots

lighter in the centre than at the edges, driving the

nther colours into veins. The shell effect will vary
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with the amount of gall in the brown, and the larger
the shell the finer the veins. As to the quantity
of oil, if there is too little the colour will part and
produce holes here and there.

Next the book can be dipped, as in Fig. 54.

Resting the arms on the trough, dip the book from
the back to the fore-edge, making a half-circle

movement with the two hands. If the book is

dipped too much an unsightly mark will be left on
the fore-edge. After dipping, turn the book sharply
towards the body and blow strongly over the edge
to get rid of the surplus size. Sometimes it may

Fig. 54.—Marblinf? Book Eilges.

be necessary to wash the size off. To do this, fill

the mouth with clean water and squirt it over the
edge, jr pour the water from a cup. All these
operations must be performed quickly ; a slow mar-
bler will never be successful. If the trough is big
6 gh, the three edges may be dipped one after
tiio other; if not, the design must be thrown on
three times, the size being skimmed after each. The
pattern can be varied indefinitely by changing, first

the vein colours and then the body colour, making
green shell, red shell, etc.

The Spanish pattern is very common, and is

known by a peculiar light and shade effect of the
body or top colour. To produce brown Spanish
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with red, y i\v, blue, and black veins, the colours

are prepare' as already described ; but it may be

necessary to add more gall to some, the general rule

being to have each colour richer in gall than that

preceding it. The brown, of course, must be thick-

est, and should have more gall than the others.

First throw on the red, then the yellow, and follow

with the blue and the black ; sprinkle all freely, and

distribute them evenly over the entire surface. Now
with a brush well filled with brown start throwing

on the colour at the left-hand corner, working to

and from the body, and taking care not to go over

the same place twice. Finish throwing on at the

right corner farthest away. Dip the edge, but in

doing so give it a wave-like motion—that is, dip

about 1 in. of surface and draw backwards slightly

towards the right ; then dip another portion and

draw back ; repeat until the entire edge has been

dipped.

For nonpareil pattern a peg-rake and comb are

necessary. The peg-rake is simply a piece of wood
with pegs stuck into it. To make it, on a strip of

wood longer than the trough mark the length of

the trough, leaving equal distances at each end.

Divide the marked length e^iually, make a number
of holes about \\ in. apart, and in these insert

t.aper wooden pegs about 3 in. long. Leave one

peg out at the end, so that the rake can be moved
lengthwise the width of a peg space. The pegs

must reach to the bottom of the trough. The comb
is made in much the same way, but is only a little

longer than the breadth of the trough. The teeth

a:*e of pin-wire, and may run from four to twelve

pins to the inch (see Fig. 49, p. 82). They should

just reach to the top of the colour when the wooden
part of the c oib touches the upper edges of the

trough. All trie colours for this pattern should have

about the same amount of gall and should be as

nearly as possible of the same thickness, as all are
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intended to spread equally. First sprinkle or throw
on the red so as to cover the entire surface ; then
throvv on the black, then the yellow, then the blue,
and lastly the top colour of whatever shade may be
desired. Next put the rake into the solution at the
far side of the trough and draw it can-fully to the
near side, and, without lifting it out, shift its
position the width of a peg and push it back again
and lift it out. Rest the wooden part of the comb
on the edges of the trough at the left-hand side, and
draw It carefully along until the comb reaches the
right-hand side, allowing the pins just to touch the
colour

; the pattern is then complete, and the book
may be dipped with a steady hand as before de-
scribed.
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CHAPTER X.

MARBLING BOOK PAPERS.

Tub following information on marbling paper is in

tended to supplement that already given in the pre-

vious chapter.

Gum-tragacanth should alone be used as a
size, for most of the troubles in marbling arise

from the use of an inferior gum or the inclusion of

some other ingredient with the size. Good bright

colours must also be used, and must be well

ground ; in fact, when a colour seems intractable,

sometimes the best remedy is to put it on the slab

again and grind it.

When preparing the colours special v for mar-

bling paper, a little beeswax is adacd, about

1 oz. to the pound of the colour being sufl5cient.

This prevents the colour rubbing oft on the hand,

and causes the paper to take a better glaze when
being milled or rolled. Some colours require more
than others, the greens and blues perhaps requir-

ing most wax.
The illustrations here given show well known

patterns ; but before describing them it may be

stated that if, instead of a common white paper,

one covered with a coloured enamel or gold or

silver is used some very beautiful effects can be

produced.
Fig. 55 illustrates a pattern of marble paper callet^.

" Nonpareil." To produce this pattern, besides the

colours and a bru^h for each, a pcg-rake and fine

comb will be required. Into ea( . cup of colour,

carefully ground and mixed with water, put a few

drops of gall and stir well with the brush to be
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used. Rkim the surface of the trough, and throw
or sprinkle on the colour by beating the brush
against an outstretched finger of the left hand or
against an iron pin held in the left hard. Begin
with red, and sprinkle this so as to cover the entire
surface of the size in the trough, following with
black, yellow, or orange and blue, and finish with
a top colour, which may be left to the fancy of the
operator. Rake the colour with the peg-rake ; that
is, put the rake into the solution at the front of
the trough and push it back, then move it to the
right about the width of a peg and draw it to the

^^^¥\*V»w-
'(i-'WJvVv". **::

^(jtvVW^VV^>iv^'

^^Vwi^v^sir^^^y^g^^^^-

TBsSSiSligSsess
\^j\j\j</'o^

^^f^AMf^s^y'^'-

Fig. 55.—Nonpareil Marble.

front again, and lift it out. The colour will now
lie in regular streaks across th< breadth of the
trough. The pegs must reach to the bottom of the
trough. Now draw the fine comb (Fig. 49, p. 82)
carefully through the colour from left to rig'ht, and
the pattern then is ready to be taken up on the
paper.

To place a sheet of paper on the marbling
colour, as the latter lies in the trough, and lift it
again after it has taken up the colour requires
some skill. By two opposite corners take up
a flat sheet of paper, hold it over the trough
until confident that the hands are in proper con-
trol, lower the right hand until it rests on the side
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of the trough, and allow merely the corner

paper to come in contact with the solution, at the

flame time lowering the left hand slowly until l

entire sheet is on the surface, and the left hand

resting aga'nst some portion of the trough, fhen

raise the right hand until the sheet has been lifted

off. If the paper is too large to manage m this

way, aUow it to lie on the solution, and place

across the trough from front to back a light rod

such as a lath, trking hold of the sheet by the

two right-hand -jomers and placing it over the rod ,

then by gently raising the rod. lift the raper off

•pijr, B6.—Reversed Nonpareil Marble.

the trough and sp-ead it out flat or hang it up to

dry. If the paper is lowered too quickly, the air

wUi get under it and produce white 3pots ;
and if,

when the paper lies on the trough, attempc is made

to get the air out, unsightly marks will be formed.

The varieties of this pattern are infinite ;
for in-

stance any number of colours may be used, or only

one coiou.', hence there is blue nonpareil, black non-

pareil, eiMJ.
J V W ea

Reversed nonpareil is illustrated by J^ig. Be,

and for this it is usual, although not necessary to use

a wider comb (shown by Fig. 50, p. 83), which in

this instance will be drawn through th^ colour from

right to left.
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Fiff. 57 is a variety called " Wave Nonpareil. '

For this, aflf^r tlip [lattcrn has l)oen prochicci as al-
ready di'scriht'd, anotlier coinb is (Mawn though the
colour from i•i,^!.t to Irft with a d.-finito zigzaj?
movement, so as to » oduce even rows, wliich wln-n
viewed diagonally will appear as squares. Tlie
comb for this pafern i.s shown at Tig. 51, p. 84.
It may be described as a double comb, as will be
seen from the plan, the teeth of the second row
being set to come exactly in the centre of the
spaces in the first row. The teeth should not be

Pi>. 57.—Wave Nonpareil Marble.

Jess than 1 in. apart, and the second row sliould
be at ^he same distance behind the first
A very strikiir modification of this pattern is

called Fancy Dutch " (Fig. 58). It may be pro-
duced with three colours only and gall and water,
the colours bemg led, black, and a fancy blue (say
turquoise blue). Throw on a little of the red first
and follow with black in about the same propor-
tion.^ but somewh..,; thicker, and with more gall,
so tnat it may spread and produce larger spots'
The blue must be still t dicker than the black, as
it IS required to spread still more. Finish with a
fairly liberal supply of gall and w..tor, which must
spread more than any of the colours. This done
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rake as for nonpareil, and with the double comb

finish the design.

If, instead of a white paper, a gold surface paper

is used, the effect is really beautiful, as so much

,,0 urp^:^

Q^'^ma. Q
oi.

Fig. B8.—Fancy Dutch Marble.

of the gold surface is seen, owing, of course, to the

gall and water having been used. It need not be

stated that the size should be clean, otherwise

much of the brilliancy will be lost.

Fig. 59.- Italian Marble.

A very simple pattern, called " Itali.in " (Fig 59),

may, if desired, be produced with one colour and

gall and water. Take red, for instance, and with

this cover the entire surface of the trough ;
now
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with a I.nrgr hrush filled with gall and water
spnnklc carefully so as to prouuce vorv fine white
•pots.

The hrush ujed for this is an ordinary glue or

Pijr. fiO.—Dutch Antique Marble.

paste brush with an iron ring, and it should be
beaten against an iron pin as usual. The spots may
be made of irregular sizes by first having the brush
fairly wet with the gall and water, and afterwards

61.—Antique Spot Marble.

almost dry, in both cases going over the whole
trough while sprinkling.

Dutch antique pattern shown by Fii<. 60 is an-
other modification of the nonpareil aeries, and
the colours should be of the best, so that they
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may be as bright as possible. They should be of

about the thickness of cream, and are put on the

trough with little sticks or quills in sloping streaks.

For instance, put on pairs of strokes over the whole

trough, and between these double strokes put a

stroke of say orange or yellow ; then fill th" wider

spaces with green, blue, or black as desired, and

draw a wide comb through to complete the pattern.

If a sprinkle of gall and water is given before

drawing through the comb, and a gold or silver

Fig, 62.—West End Marble.

paper is used, the effect will be found to be much
enhanced.

Antique spot pattern (Fig. 61) is capable of much
variation; the spot, for instance, may be white,

pink, green, or gold. To produce it, the colours

red, black, and yellow may be thrown on in the

same or varying quantities and raked once up and

down ; afterwvards another colour, blue or green,

may be thrown on ; then the pink for the spot, or

gall and water, which will produce white if white

paper is used, or gold if a gold surface paper is

preferred.

West End pattern, shown by Fig. 62, is also

capable of much variation, but commonly consists

of two prominent colours besides the veins, one of

the colours, generally the darker, being spotted
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finely with white. To produce this pattern, mix
the colours red, black, and yellow, or as desired,
for veins, and throw them on the trough, red first.

Then mix, say brown, with a larger proportion of
gall and sprinkle it on in large, full spots, so as
to drive the other colours into veins. Now with
a large brush, well filled, sprinkle gall and water
over the entire surface. When well beaten out
against the iron pin, the brush will produce very
fine spots. Then take some white and mix it with

Pig. 63.—Machine-pattern Marble.

the brown so as to make it lighter, adding also a
drop or two of gall ; sprinkle this on full so as to

produce large light spots, which complete the pat-

tern.

Some of the newer patterns of marble papers are

produced by mechanical means. One machine
works somewhat like the air-brush, the colour being

blown on to the paper and making a pattern like

Fig. 63.

It is often necessary to size the paper after

marbling, and before milling or glazing, and the

best way to do this is to fill the trough with size

and place the paper on it as for marbling. Of the

many sizes, glue is always the basis. An old-
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fashioned recipe may be quoted :
" Take of the best

white soap 2 lb., put it into a large copper with
about 20 gals, of water, and when it is quite dis-
solved add thereto about 4 lb. of best glue, keep-
ing the whole constantly stirred to prevent burning.
When both are quite dissolved strain into a tub,
and when cool the mixture is ready for use." After
sizing, the paper is passed through a calendar, that
is a machine with polished steel rollers and with
appliances for heating, so as to give a good glass
to the paper.

|!l

i
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CHAPTER XI.

OILDINO BOOK EDGES

S« thfpJL?'
most beautiful method of ornament-

anrl I If-
".^^ ^°''^^' '^ «"^^« ^l°^°3t any colour

Isect! aUA^^" •
° n *° P''°^"°^ °^*"y beautiful

effects Gilding is not mere ornamentation: it is

hnnt^^S
^'''^ preservative that can be appUed tobook edges Dust cannot penetrate between the

ZZi^ «^lt-edged books, decay is retardedTf notaltogether prevented, and the action of fire is re-sisted to a remarkable extent; it is for this lastreason that the edges of ledgers' are sometime verythickly gilt Among the many varieties of g IdLgmay be mentioned gUt on colour, in which the edge!are fanned out and coloured, and then gilt. Red isthe colour most generally preferred, hence the com-mon expression gilt on red," or " red under gold " •

on m°a,i?«
'>°"'' are used Gilding is also don^on marble; it is called marbling under gilt, and asmay be imagined when well done is very beaSulHook edges are also gilt and tooled, tools of a fine

pattern being chosen and used warm
The tools used by the edge gilder for ordinaryplam gUding are the gUding press, which has long

screws, a steel scraper, a gold cushion, gold knife
tip, burnisher, and a flat brush. The materials re-
quired are gum, Armenian bole, diluted glaire, and
gold leaf.

In shops where gilding is done only occasionally,
the ordinary lying press may be used in place of
the gildmg press. But where large quantities of
work are executed it is usual to have a special
press of the kind shown by Fig. 64.
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The ordinary steel scraper is shown by Fig. 65,

and is simply a flat piece of steel about -^^ in. thick.

The scraper can easily be made from a broken

kni£e, which should be ground up in the same way

V

1

1., .; !

ii

i

i

Fig. 64,—Gilder's Press.

as a carpenter's chisel, except that the corners

should be rounded a little. Many workers prefer

it ground up while soft, so as to cast a " burr " upon

the edge, and then hardened ; the burr thus pro-

duced is used to scrape with, and a scraper thus

made will be found to cut. very quickly.

Fig. (56.— Steel 8crapcr for Book Edges.

The book edge gilder's gold cushion, illustrated

by Fig. 66, resembles that used by the painter and

decorator, and consists of a flat board measuring

about 1 ft. by 9 in. or so, with two or three thick-

nesses of flannel or printers' press-blanket laid flat

upon it, and then covered with a piece of calf-skin,
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edges" rta^d.^
"^^^^'^' ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^«

To make a gold cushion, take a piece of wood,«ze immatenal-12 in. by 6 in. by l in. does ve";well-and lay upon it several sheets of blottin/-
paper, the bottom one the «ame size as the wood,the next a shade smaller, the next smaller still, and
so on until enough is laid on, and then cover with
a piece of calf, the rough side up, and fasten it on
by nailing it all round the edge. A slip of stout

Fig. 66.—Gilder's Cushion.

vellum is generally placed along the edge outside
the leather, and nailed through with brass nails
with big convex heads, such as upholsterers use for
brass-nailing chairs. Decorators and gilders goner-
ally protect the cushion with a screen of stout
vellum a few inches high, but as the finisher does
his work indoors a screen is hardly necessary

; it

is, however, shown in the illustration (Figl W).
Gold cushions can be purchased of any artists'
colourman, and of many oilmen. The knife is about
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the shape of a paloLte knife (see Figs. 67 and 68), with
a somewhat rough (but not too rough) cutting edge.
The tip (Fig. 69) is similar to that used by the
decorator and gilder, and consists of a few hairs
of sable secured in a cardboard handle. It is
used for lifting the gold leaf, but many finishers
prefer a bit of cotton-wool or wadding, rendered
slightly greasy by being passed across the fore-
head.

I

Fig. 67.—Gilder's Knife.

The steel burnisher used is illujrtrated by Fig.
70 ; iii has a wooden handle.

All the gilding done in the finishing of books is

executed with gold leaf. The gold leaf is put up
into small paper books, each containing twenty-five
leaves of gold, and is sold by the hundred leaves
(four books). Gold leaf varies in colour according
to the manner in which the metal is alloyed before
being beaten out. The different tints are deep
gold, ruddy orange, medium gold, pale gold, and
pale lemon. Generally deep gold is preferred by
London binders.

Fig. 68.— Gilder's Knife.

With regard to preparing the edges to receive
the gold, screw the book into the press, with the
edge to be gilt level with the top of the press,
carefully ascertaining that the leaves are quite
level with each other, and then give it a coat of
size. The fore-edges are first dealt with. When
the size is dry, scrape the edge until all irregulari-
ties of the leaves disappear. The scraper, which
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Bhould net have a very sharp edge, is held between
the thumbs and fingers of both hands in an in-
clined position, and is worked, with some amount
of pressure, along the edges of the book in a direc-
tion away from the operator. The scraping is con-
tinued until the edges are perfectly level and
smooth. To gild edges that have not been properly
treated at this stage will simply be a waste of
gold.

A little Armenian bole or red ochre, mixed with
a little thin glaire, is smeared over the edges with

.

^ illm

o
FigTi 6P,—Gildfr'a Tip. Fig. 70 —Gilder's Burnisher.

a bit of sponge, and then wiped off as clean as
possible with a bunch of clean shavings. When
dry the edges are burnished. This red ground
forms a good foundation for the gilding. The
edges are then glaired, and the gold leaf is ap-
plied.

An alternative method of treating the edges after
scraping is to mix a small portion of size with a
little blacklead until they form a paste ; brush some
of this on the edge quite evenly, and then brush
briskly with a hard brush until dry. If the edges
now present an even appearance—no parts being
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powdered redTi,'''
'"""^ Armenian bole or

£. thrctMon".tud°r7a«ef
be*"'"'

^""'""^

^olJI^?^"''?'^. ""^" ^^'•««^ ^han the strip of

sLhtP^r^^ -M ^"'P'''® Tuentioned, only theslightest possible amount being needed. The leaf

actTitht' "S ?^.
/-"-«'he paper into co„

edges
' ^*'^ "* '^' P'^'^^ °" <^h« book

Suppose it is necessary to use three half-leaves

Irlv """^V^^ ^i^''
^^y "»* two leaves onthe cushion and cut both in half with the knifeSupposing pieces of paper to be used lift ,m .

Piece of gold, which then will adhere L 'the papVI^y this down, gold upward, and lift the otherTopiece in like manner. Now well fill the si.e brulh

fI^!i-T u^'fu^ Tf^P '^ possible, taking care not

Istwe'l-ft t'h' ''u''^"'' '^^" ^« quickly":
possible lift the gold now on the papers and 'ay

Ztir" T"" u^"
'^^'- ^^'^ °^"«^ be taken t^prevent makmg holes in the leaf, and the rarious

pieces must overlap but slightly. Holes that have

WdSSps.'^""^'^ ^" ""^^«'^^^' - ^^- -
If time can be allowed, it is best to protect the
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edge from dust and to allow the gold to dry natur-
ally. This may take from three to six hours,
according to the atmosphere of the room in which
the operation is carried on. When dry the gold
must be burnished. The burnisher should be used
in somewhat the same manner as a cobbler bur-
nishes the edges of a boot sole ; the main thing is
a fair amount of pressure applied evenly. If the
gold 18 to be bright, the edges must be rubbed over
with a waxed cloth before burnishing ; dull gilt is
produced b;, J^eeping a piece of paper between the
gold and the burnisher. The edges are then
papered up until the binding of the book ic com-
pleted.

The method of burnishing adopted by some
bookbinders is us follows. Before burnishing the
gold is rubbed down with a piece oi paper held in
the left hand ; then place the paper upon the edge
and rub the burnisher over it. The edge must be
rubbed over with something to prevent the bur-
nisher sticking, beeswax being generally used. A
little is rubbed on the cheek of the press in a con-
venient position for the right hand, and a piece of
leather or the fleshy part of the hand is rubbed
over the wax, and the edge is rubbed with this.
The burnisher is grasped in the closed hand and
held by the thumb and forefinger; it comes out
between the first and second fingers. The handle
is placed against the shoulder, and this indicates
that considerable pressure is to.be used in this
operation. The burnisher is passed forwards and
backwards across the edge. This motion is kept
up until a high degree of polish is obtained, rub-
bing being done now and again with the wax if

required.

Somel'^ues, especially in devotional books, em-
blems and devices are painted in water-colours on
the gilt fore-edges. Another plan, effective but
expensive, and therefore seldom resorted to, is to
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fan out the edges, and paint on them in water

ml« 1 u^ ^'^*?" '° *^® "»"»1 °»«nner. A speci-
men can be seen in the GuildhaU Library. London.

r.7^^' "'l'*
"°,'^*' «°^'^" effect is produced by

used -fV^' '.f
«"' ^"'- ^^^«r ^°'°"" '^re often

method 18 the same in aJl cases. For red. get a

DowZf T^^^'^J
°^ vermilion (a dry colour in

oLtf ^>h^ 'V* °"/ "^^^^ «^^^' °»i^ it into a

ff^ fi^* ^ '^L^®^
"*** ^^^^ a stone muller grind

a rni- ." ,^^-^ \"-' '^"^ ««»°°*^- Then mix it ina cup with glaire thm enough to be applied with a

cStT* 11
^' done take the book (which must becut on all edges) and place it on the bench, open-

ing It from about the middle so that the samenumber of leaves may lie to right and left. Put a

1.? fl l"^ !? V^'
right-haj^d side of the open

le«,es flush with the edge, press it down tightly
witn the left hand, and with a sponge dipped in
the colour put an even coating over this part of

l^L °f .t *^!; ?^ *^^' '"^^^^^ t^« "des of the
edges of the book are coloured and will always
show when the book is open, which is the effect
desired Then turn the book round and treat the
lett-hand side m the same manner, and when dry
close the book, turn it round, open again, and
colour the other side of the ed^es. This completes
the fore-edge of the book. The ends will be more
difficult to manipulate. With the book flat on the
bench and with the fore-edge towards the operator,
take the right-hand corner of the book between the
thumb and finger of the right hand and Tnove it
towards the left, pushing the top part of the book
backwards, and when in this position hold it so
with the left hand. Then put the backing board
on aa before and colour this edge. Turn the book

I \
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»rte''d!^l''^'''i^'
"^"^'^°» P^°^«" « the oppo-site direchon and again apply the colour Theother end is treated in the same way Wh«n

n^ ; Hrdln?^^' -^ '^^"^ ''
""'

into' the p^tano^the ordinary g.ldmg ope Jons are proceeded
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Ihr covers of books bound in plain uncoloured calf

or sheepskin are sometimes sprinkled in order to

relieve the monotony of a plain unomamented sur-

face. But the custom is not so common now as it

was fifty or more years ago. Very pretty effects

can, however, be produced in this way. The
materials and the methods employed are the same
as adopted for sprinkling book edges.

Sprinkling on panels, as illustrated by Fig. 71

(see opposite page), is a style of ornamentation that

may be made very effective. By calling the work
a kind of stencilling, the manner of doing it is ex-

plained. Such panels, borders, or other patterns

are afterwards blind-tooled by the finisher.

The marbling of the covers of leather-bound

books is produced by the appLcation of solutions

of pearlash and green copperas. The book is sup-

ported open as for sprinkling. The operator dips

into clean water a coarse 'rush or a bundle of

feathers tied together, and throws some large drops

of water on the book. As the covers are extended

in a slanting position, these drops of water run

down and form irregular rivulets. A smaller brush

is then dipped into a strong solution of pearlash

(potash), with which the cover o* the book is lightly

sprinkled, and lastly a solution of green copperas

is added with a still smaller brush. ,All this is

done so quickly that the drops of water trickling

down carry with them some of ea^h of these solu-

tions and stain the leather a rich brown (pearlash)

and black (copperas). The cover is then well

sponged with clean water.
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Tree mnrbling is formed on cnlf-bountl hook, inmuch the same manner as ordinary sprinkling

except that the hoards are hont outwards to allow
tue water and colours to run to the centre and
produce what seem to be the branches of trees
Ihe name is also given to such processes as endea-
vour to imitate the grain of w.md. As the success
° i P'""^'^"*"'' often depends on the quickness
with which they are executed, it is important that

Plsr. 71.-Sprinklinjf on Panels.

Iccesf
'""' ''''"'^''' ^'•"^^^'' «''=•' "« «-»y Of

is l^^^l%
"""'^

,f' u^°°^'
^'" ^°"°d ^'th what

18 tenned tair calf, this being leather which hasnot been dyed. First the books must be cireful^washed with paste water containing a little salts nf

c'oaWh'"' '?f^'^''
^° ^^^- SomV workers al.:icoat thein with glaire. but this, whilst allowing the

them striking in where wanted. When thoroughly
dry the volume is placed between marbling rods
the sides of the book hanging over with the leaves
between the rods as shown in Fig. 72.

The rods should slope so as to allow the water
to run gradually towards the bottom of the book
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and if the back is to be left plain it must be covered
with a piece of millboard or strawboard shaped
to suit.

To avoid the scum which is caused by the beating

cf the brushes over the colours, it is better to rub
che ends of the bristles on the palm of the hand,

on which a little olive oil has been spread. The
brushes should be such as are used for sprinkling

edges, and should be bound with iron rings. A
bunch of quills or birch rods will also be required

for throwing on the water.

For ordinary work, with the book on the rods,

throw on the. water in large drops until these unite.

Then a number of fine streaks are produced by

throwing colour evenly over the entire cover, using

a brush charged with brown liquid and beaten on

the press-pin as when sprinkling edges. Afterwards

the black liquid must be similarly thrown over.

This must be done quickly ; in fact, while the water

continues to run.

Marbling water should be soft, and should have

added to it a few drops of salts of tartar. Brown

colour is prepared by dissolving \ lb. of salts of

tartar in 1 quart of water. For black colour, dis-

solve \ lb. of green copperas in 2 quarts of water. A
good blue colour may be prepared by mixing 1 02.

of powdered indigo with 2 oz. of oil of vitriol and

letting it stand for twenty-four hours and then add-

ing 12 oz. of pure water. One of the best yellow

colours is prepared from hay saffron. Put a small

quantity in a cup or similar vessel, fill up with

water, and set beside a hot stove and allow to in-

fuse.
' The quantities are immaterial, as the liquid

can be made of whatever strength desired by simply

adding water to the stock solution, which should

be kept in a bottle. For green colour, liquid blue

and yellow mixed will suit all purposes. For red

colour, boil \ lb. of Brazil wood and 8 gr. of nut-

galls.'both powdered, in 3 pints of water ; let it boil
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one \\^T''^Z^^^ ''"f,
""*^^ '^ ''^ ^«d"-'«d aboutone-third, and then add 1 oz. each of powderedalum and sal-ammoniac, and when dissolved srJnt^^rough a sieve. This must always be used wa™Orange colour is produced from' red TdyX

bnJl^'^ ^°!°"" ,'^°"^^ ^" ^^ kept in well-corked
bottles and m a dark place, if possible. They cin
bemused full strength or diluted with water Tf

the^worf''"°Th? 'f f f°"^'
^^"^ ^^ ""^^^^^^^y fortne work. The safest to use is oxalic acid, cf

Pie. 72.—Book between Marbling Roda.

which a saturated solution should be kept in use •

a few drops only should be added to the "vateVThe proportion should not exceed one of acid Tntwenty of water, otherwise the leather ntay becoiToded or destroyed. ^
For walnut effect, throw on the water in largespots and then quickly sprinkle with brown firstand afterwards with black. For cedar sprinkle

as for walnut, and, before the cover is' perfectlvdry m various places on the cover daub lightlywith an open-holed sponge dipped in orange so as
to form a cloud effect. When this is dry, apply
red as nearly as possible on the same places andwhen perfectly dry give the whole two or three
coats of yellow, taking care that each coat pene-

H
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trates evenly into the leather. For mahogany, act

as for walnut, but sprinkle the black more boldly,

and, when the work is dry, give two or three coats

of red. For box, the boards must be bent in five

or six different places ; then proceed as for walnut.

After the work is perfectly dry, throw water in

large drops and sprinkle small spots with weak

blue ; when the work is dry, apply red with a

sponge as directed for the cedar. Finally, when

dry give two or three coata of orange.
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CHAPTER XIII.

tETTERINO, OILDINO, AND FINISHING BOOK COVERS.

FiNiSHiNa includes all the methods employed for
decorating the cover of a book. The most usual
form of decoration consists in impressing on the
book cover, in leaf metal (gold, silver, or other
s! table metal), various designs of an ornamental
character. A similar impressed design, with the
metal leaf omitted (called blind work), is also em-
ployed. Book covers are also decorated with super-
imposed metal ornaments, which are riveted on.
Ivory and other materials are also employed for
purposes of ornamentation; but the most usual
form of decoration is by gilding and blind work.
The finishing of leather books is imitated in cloth.
In the former, all the decoration is done by the hand
of the workman, the design being worked out or
built up bit by bit; in the latter, the orr.iTMented
cover is produced in a mechanical manner by print-
ing from an engraved block. The comparing to-
gether of two ornamented book^ one cloth and one
leather, will enable even a supirficial observer to
see the difference in the style of decoration, and
will give some idea, too, of the great number and
the variety of the tools required by the finisher. The
more necessary of these numerous tools are de-
scribed below.

The finishing press is a small screw press
(Fig. 73), smaller and less powerful than the ordinary
lying-press

; it stands on the bench or counter at
which the operator works.

The finishing stove is used for heating the tools
and generally is a specially contrived gas stove.
Fig. 74 shows a small one that can be stood on the
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Fi;r. 73

;i«1

Fi-. 74

Fipr. 7:1.—Finisher's Press. Fig. 74.—Finisher's Stove.
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work bench or on a tall tripod. An ordinary oil
stove can. of course, l)e used if gas is not available.

The fillet (Fig. 75) is used for gilding plain lines
on the backs of books. The tool is simply a small,

Fig. 75.—Fillet.

freely revolving brass wiieel mo.inted in an iron
carriage that is fixed in a strong wooden handle.

Fig. 76.—Lines made with Fillets.

Fillets of various kinds are made ; they are known
as thin, thick, extra thick, thick and thin, etc., and

Fig. 77.—Line made with Pallet.

one-, two-, and three-line fillets. A few examples
of the lines (Figs. 76 and 77) produced by different

Fig. 7.^.—Pallet.

fillets will also illustrate the manner in which the
tool is employed.

T' II is also a iss wheel, similar to a fillet,

but i "^r in the rim. Instead, however, of trao-
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ing lineg, the roll reproduces any ornamental designs
that have been cut upon its surface bv Ihe book-
binder's tool cutter.

The general form of pallets, which are of various

Fig. 80 Pig,
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Figs. 79 to 84.—Pallet Patterns.

sizes, is shown by Fig. 78. The shape of the tool
suggests the manner of using it. The variety of
patterns that may be cut upon pallets is infinite, from

(lib

Fig. 85.—Line Tools.

the most simple zig-zag to a broad belt of flowers and
leaves. Figs. 79 to 84 show simple but useful
patterns.

Line tools are shaped something like pallets, but
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are made in sets of ten or a dozen tools of various
lengths. Specimens of the lines produced by them
are shown by Figs. 85 to 87.

Fiff. 86 Pig. 87

Figs. 8« and 87.—Line Toola.

Gouges (Figs. 88 and 89) are curved line tools.
They are made in sets, and also in various r.urva-
tures, from a quarter-circle to a complete circle.

Fig. 88.—Lines made with Ooages.

These tools are of great use in patterns made by tiie

combination of straight lines and curves.

Fig. 89.—Liuea made with Gouges.

Drop tools, flowers, and other ornamental separ-
ate tools are used in great variety. In an elaborate
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design, every ornament may require a separate tool,
and the binder's tool cutter is always at work.
Fig. 90 is an example of a small ftnishing tool.

The ends of tools for producing corners and
centres are shown in Figs. 91 to 94, and being repeat
tools, four impressions of each will produce a centre.
Other simple designs are shown by Figs. 95 to 98.

To show how the above tools are used- on the

Fig. 90.-8uiall Finishing Tool.

covers of books is unnecessary, when so many exam
pies can be seen in the shop windows of high class
booksellers and in bookbinders' show cases. One
example, however, of a book back may be given
(Fig. 99), and from it will be seen how it is possible
to produce elaborate effects by combinations of
simple ornaments.

Finishing requires not only careful attention in
everj- detail, but a considerable amount of taste and

^•^

Fig. 91

Figs. 91 to

Fig. 92 Fig. 93

94.--Corner Patterns, Four of each making
Centre PatternB.

ability ; taste to form a true estimate of what will
harmonise with the nature of the work and add to
the beauty of the binding, and ability to execute the
designs.

According to the custom of the si. (see p. 64),
the finisher's first business may be to examine the
book critically, and if he finds any defects in the
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Fit,'. 95

Fig. 9tt

Fig. 97

Fig. S8

FigB. 95 to 98.—Cover Oma-
ments. Fig. 99.—Finioliod
Back of Buuk.

m^h-

•^ ^» •».<) 'ji>'it'lB»a>»W'ji)

HORACE

j^*5^r«®A^ft)wA-(ij

^£>J-J<3<-

*^*^***«»**•&•

^S>J"J<I^

£^"J<3+-

g?^'S>fe»'?;$>'A(ftjg>>»>

^••Ja+-

^^*;®^^®®'A'j&^

LONDON, 1896.

Fig. 99
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forwardiriK he should point them out. With a band-

stick (a piece of hard wood a-hout 10 in. i)y 1 in, by

\ in. i)laned square) the leather is rubbed close into

the sides of the bands, providing there are bands.

If the book is bound in calf, a small piece of thin

leather of a colour harmnnisin^- with the colour of

the cover is cut out, pared neatly, and pasted on

where the title is to appear (see p. 62).

Morocco and roan binding seldom have coloured

titles, so they are not " pieced," as it is termed.

The book should next be trimmed, that \a, all

inequalities left by the forwarder in the cover should

be pared evenly by the finisher. Backs, corners,

sides, and insides should be treated in this manner,

for a bad appearance is given to a finished book by

lumps of leather showing beneath the cloth or paper

of the sides or insides. The board should be

opened, one of the end papers torn out (back and

front) and laid aside for lining the boards after-

wards and the joints scraped to take away any

little pieces of paste or glue that may have lodged

there. The end paper which is to be pasted to the

board should be trimmed at the sides, so that it will

be at equal distances all round from the edge of the

board. Attention to these little matters, although

they may seem trivial, will go a long way in adding

to the beauty of the finished volume. But it may be

that all the finisher will be required to do is to

proceed at once with the finishing directly he re-

ceives the book.

All leather^bound books are washed with paste-

water, thatia, (?kar water wjth a littre paste mixed

in It THisjiefilaces, or in some cases Stipplements,

the- iceilum aizeVsedjojmeily*:^^*™-^---'-^^
Calf, because "of its gieat porosity, requires to be

well rubbed with paste before washing. Paste the

back with the brush, and rub the paste well into the

leather with thf der, taking care not to rub too

hard. So^uetimes a little oxalic acid is added to the
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paHU, water, an.l »hi.s hoi,,, (., .loar the li„|,u.rCO ours of eather Dis-vLion uill have to bo u .IJm th., mattor, as tho ac-i,| will d^.troy «oin. colour.

!ir "(,"\« '^'''/"ihet wa., mounted a« a separate
tool, and this plan still occasionally is met with.

Fig. 100.—Letter Holder.

The modem plan is to cut the letters in brass type
and use them in a typeholder. The ordinary types
employed in printing arn .alp.o poraetimes used.
They are arranged in a holder (Fig. 100), and may be
spaced - .t to fill the width of the back or put close
together, as may be found necessary.
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Small implpinontH ;uui utensils nlso are neceisary.

An earthenware pipkin, Klazed inside, is required for

hoilinK the size. It should be provided with a flat

tin lid. An instrument called the " devil " (Fig. 101)

is used in preparing the glaire. which can be kept
in any small earthenware vessel ; the devil consists

of two pieces of quill fastened as shown to a long
stick like a penholder. It is used like an egg whisk.

Two polishers used for polishing and smoothing the
back and sides of the book after finishing are shown
in Figs. 102 and 103. Fig. 102 is the polisher gener-

ally preferred by London binders, and is very useful

ri(f. 101.—Devil for Preparinpr Glaire.

for working close to the bands, but the one shown by

Fig. 103 is very good for the sides of whole-calf

volumes. Some pieces of sponge, two or three

camel-hair pencils, a gold rag, several small pieces

of flannel, and a bit of good raw rubber are also

required. The materials used by the finisher are

few, and, with the exception of gold leai, are of little

value.

Finishers' size is made from waste slips of vellum,

which are cut up very small, put with sufficient

water into a clean pipkin, and allowed to boil gently.

It will not keep long, and fresh size should be made
often.

•^9. Z
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Olairc in made hy bronkinK the nliite of n frrshegg into a tea cu|., carefully excluding the yolk,

Fip. 102 Fi^r. io:j

FifTs. 102 iiml lo;}._rnlis)if>i*.

adding water until the cup is about half f.dl, beating
well together, and adding a pinch of salt as a pre-
servative. This having been allowed to stand for a

'Hi u^i't¥7-j»§m,*i<z,:
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few hours, is carofully -strained through a piece of

old linen and bottled for use. No particle of the

yolk should be mixed with the white. A usual

method of making the glaire is by rolling the devil

with a rapid motion between the palms of the hands,

the quills being in the albumen. When all the

albumen has been beaten to froth it is put aside to

settle, and the result is glaire. The original white

of eggs is ropy and gelatinous, but the frothing up
makes it as thin and fluent as water. Another
method is to place the whites of two or three eggs

in a cup, and add a small quantity of vinegar and a

pinch of salt, beating the whole well together. At
the end of a minute or two remove. the froth from
the toi and place the preparation in a bottle.

The glaire, when ready, is applied all over the

civer of the book with a small sponge. When the

first coat is thoroughly dry give it another.

The back or side of the book on which the gold

is to be affixed must be slightly greased after the

application of the last coat of glaire. Finishers

differ somewhat as to the material to be employed.
Olive oil is used by, perhaps, most workmen ; lard,

or composite, or some kind of palm-oil candle is also

used. But the quantity required is so small that

any tolerably pure fatty or oily substance will do.

Sometimes, in order to add to the glossy appear-

ance of calf backs, and also in some degree to serve

as a preservative coating, some kind of ine spirit

varnish is applied to the leather. The varnish

should be of the best quality, both as regards the

spirit used as a solvent, and the copal,- mastic, or

other gum dissolved in it.

Suppose, as a sufTiciently typical example, that

the finisher is about to deal with a batch of from
twelve to twenty half-calf books. The first opera-

tion is to paste-wash the^ leathe r. A small quantity

of thick paste is applied to the back of the book, and
rubbea up and down the back with a folding-stick.
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This forces tlip u>.^lo into and fills up the small
pores of the le. ..icr. and Lh.,; forms a foundation for
the succeedin. f,;,eration- J» The paste is then
washed off the ! u-k: with a sponge aSd clean water,
the sides of the back dni the corners being also
wiped over with the pasty water in the sponge.
VVhen dry, the leather is sponged over with warm
size, and. when the size is dry, the glaire is applied
with a bit of sponge (kept specially for that pur-
pose), or with a camel-haii- pencil.

The best procedure for ordinary half-calf work
(or for whole calf \vh( re there is to be no finishing on
the sides) is, for the first application, to go over all
the leather with the glaire. When this coating is
dry, a second coat is applied, this time to the back
only. A third coating can be given, eitlier to the
entire back, as in the previous application, or merely
across the lettering piece. When the backs of the
books are sufficiently dry, a piece of cotton-wool to
which the least touch of oil or lard has been applied
IS passed rapidly over all the surface that is to be
gilded. The strips of leaf are lifted to the place
that IS to be gilded either with the tip or with a bit
of cotton-wool, the slight oiling the cover has re-
ceived causing the leaf instantly to adhere where it
is placed.

The books are now ready for the next .stage It
should be remarked here, however, that until the
amateur has acquired some experience, he will do
well to mark lightly on the back or cover, as the case
may be, with a folder, the positions tiie ornaments
and lettering are to occupy. The ad\ i.sability of
working from a sketch j.lan will also be evident
The good appearance of even excellent ornamenta-
tion on a book cover, as elsewhere, will be marred and
probably spoilt if the arian^rrment is not symmetrical.

Pressiue with hot t-ools cansps the gold leaf to
adhere to the leather, and reproduces at the same
time the pattern engraved on the tool. The heat
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of fche tool is tested with a drop of water, which, if

the tool is hot enough, should evaporate quickly

without hissing ; if the water hisses, the tool is too

hot.

Suppose a volume to be screwed up in the finish-

ing press (Fig. 73, p. 116), which is lying on the bench

in front of the worker, the head of the book being

towards the right hand ; the heated fillet is taken

from the stove, and the edge of the fillet, which

must be perfectly clean and bright, is drawn quickly

over the palm df the left hand to aid the adhesion

of the gold. The fillet is then rolled carefully over

the slips of gold leaf, which will adhere to the fillet

Pig. 104.—Iklethod of Holding Lettcrinpr Tool.

till its periphery is covered. Then turning to the

book, hold the bottom of the handle of the fillet with

the right hand, allow the upper part of the handle to

rest against the right shoulder, and roll the fillet

over the back of the book at the places marked for

the bands. Having thus filleted the back seven

times (if an octavo), the finisher shifts the press so

that the tail of the book is towards him, raises the

head of the book somewhat higher than the tail, so

that the back is rather inclined, and then proceeds

to apply the lettering upon the lettering piece, pre-

viously covered with a piece of gold leaf as

described.
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let "rJ^'^et^ai'e wTbeto *:/:"r'^ "r"""straight and the letter, equKnt ^."^ ^ ""'
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applicable to the amateur who possesses but very
few appliances. As in working with single letters it

is very difficult to keep them even, both as regards
the straightness of the lines and the distance of one
letter from another, the amateur may find very
useful a small and inexpensive apparatus which he
can make easily for himself. The method is illus-

trated by Fig. 106, where A is a piece of flat wood,

Fig. 106.—Method of Spacing Letters.

\ in. thick, Ij in. wide, and about 6 in. long ; b is

a small T-square with one edge tapered off, as
shown ; c is a paper scale, marked out as in Fig. 107,
and pasted or glued on. Fig. 107 is reproduced full

size. The exactness with which the letters can be
placed in position by means of this appliance will
amply repay the time taken in making it.

The proper type may be procured from any of

ill
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Fig. 107.—Scale for Spacing Letters.

the firms who deal in bookbinder's tools ; but where
economy is an important object, the local printer
would probably supply, at small cost, a set of print-
ing types, which, provided that care be taken not to
break them by rough usage, nor to melt them by
overheating, will be found to serve the purpost just
as well as brass types.

A holder for single letters can be made by the
worker. Get a piece of ijron rod, f in. or i iu, in
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diameter, and about 3 in. or 4 in. long, and file it tothe shape shown at A (Fig. 103). Make a piece oithe same shape as B, ajid see that when A and Bare p aced together they form a round rod that
18^ B simply fills up A where it has been filed awafW th a small square file reduce b to the shapo

ut At'th'e'
'' ""' ^'^'^ "^^^ ^ --" «harp fh seicut A m the same manner about I in up When aand B are placed together they fo4 a square wh^hIS for the purpose of holding the letter to b;rsedNow make a small screw with head-al^ut No 10B.w.o.-and havmg done this, drill a hole through Ai m. from the end, to allow the screw to droothrough

; contmue it through b, but make it sJue?

Fig. 108.—Type Holder.

than the hole m a, because, whilst the hole in aallows the screw to drop through, that in b requTresto be tapped. Take care at this poin(>-A is clean

a ffi '

if
'! '"T^- ^^^ ^^^«" ^ should be maSe

A in « h°'
u'

?^"i % ^"*^ °^ *^« «^^« diameterA hole should be drilled for the screw to passthrough as shown; but in this case the hole fn a
8 tapped Continue the hole into b, but not quiteUirough It, and then enlarge the hole'until the screwwill drop into It. It has now only to be drivenTntoa haft, when it will be ready for use

TTn'^^^ "^tt^^ °u
"'^°^ ^^'^ holderis as follows-Unscrew the knob c untU the letter to be used willdrop into the square, and then screw in d until itforms a pivot for b to work upon. It will not benecessary for r, to be moved, except when a different

Bize of letter is to be used ; simply tightening c willcause It to gr.j, the letter, and a slight tun, back
will allow the latter to fall out The typeholder aad
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the guide will ensure perfectly straight linea and
equa! spaces.

The gold leaf can be bought at Is. l^d. or la, 3d.
per book. Dutch metal is the best imitation, but
no matter how good the imitation, time will destroy,
more or less slowly but very surely, the lustre of
the metal, and finally turn it black. When it is con-
sidered how small a quantity is used at a time, it

is clear that the purchase of inferior leaf is inafl-
visablo.

In arranging the title the object aimed at is
to enable the book to be found at a glance. If
the title occupies two lines, the first line may be
in larger type than the second ; if three lines, the
first slioiild be largest and boldest, the second small-
est, and the third of a size midway between the first
and second

; but a great number of modem books
have their two- and three-line titles all in one size
type. Suppose that the title shown in Fig. 109 is
to be printed. If it is set out as shown, and the
year put about two-thirds down, the result will be
as effective as a much more elaborate arrangement.

Ta,ke the volume and screw it in the press, with
the back of the book level with the top of the press.
Place the ruler (Fig. 106) across the book, and, by
means of two pins, fix it in position to the upper
edges of the press. The best size scale for the word
Work will be that marked No. 4. A good bold type
will be best for this. Lay it on the stove, in the
oven, or in front of the fire to get hot (being'careful,
if the type is of ordinary type-metal, that it does
not reach melting-point). With a small sponge,
damp the space to which the letters are to be ap-
plied, and lay on a piece of gold leaf large enough
to cover the letters. Take up the letter W, fix it
in the holder, and see that it is of about the same
heat as a sad-iron when in use. Now place the
T-square across the first mark to be used on scale 4,
put the heated letter into the comer formed by the'

[^!- \
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ruler and square, n,ark('d x on Fi^. lou, aiul press itfirmly on to the gold leaf, koepin. it on for a fei'moments. Put the W aside and fix the O in theholder. i>-ove the square to the next mark on the

on tiir.il Tr^.'.f"''^"-''"''""
'-^^ ^^f^'-^- «"d so

ruler a little lower duwn and print in " Vol 24 "
Scale No. 3 will do for this, using smaller type.

Fig. 10».~Back of Book.

K-!'t''l'K'*u'^°"l'^
""""^ ^® ^"^^'^^ Jo^-er down the

w°^; ^° ^^-^FT^Z^
^^^°'^ indicated, and the year.

1902 prmted. The^perfluous^old leaf is wiped
2°..^th a greased sponge, when tKe lelTersIli^d
stand^^revealed^ear M<ij).erfect. It will he noticed
that a though Imes have been represented aboveand below the title, no mention has been made 0/Wiem. This is a simple matter. Where the type
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is procured, lines, tnchnicalJy termed " rules," of
various kinds can bo got, or they can easily be made
from scraps of sheet brass, and then they can be
used in the same manner as the type. Or together
with the various ornaments, etc., so often seen on
books, they can be added by means of the tools

already illustrated in this chapter.
In shops where a great deal of lettering and

ornamenting has to be done, a lettering press (Fig.

110) is used. The lettering or ornament is attached
to the platen off the press, which is heated by gas,

and is brought down forcibly by working the handle,
somewhat after the manner of a hand printing press.

The sides of whole-bound calf books may either
be left plain and polished or grained with a gold
roll run around the sides of the boards, the edges,
and the inside of the squares. These places can be
specially re-glaired. The rolls are used on the side

in the same manner as described for the fillet.

In what is termed " antique " work the calf is

not glaired all over, but is left dull. The lettering

piece is glaired, and also the bands if the latter

are to receive any gilding. The centre ornament,
generally a leaf, acorn, or Maltese cross, is worked
blind, the place glaired with a camel-hair pencil,

and the hot tool worked on it again, the superfluous
gold being rubbed off.

Sizing may be omitted for morocco and goatskin,

glaire being applied only to those portions that are

to be gilded. Roan may be glaired all over the
back, and one coating should be sufficient. For
inlaid Grolier patterns or the sides of calf or
morocco books, the various line tools, gouges, etc.,

may be worked blind, the impressions then glaired

with the camel-hair pencil, slightly oiled, the gold
leaf laid on, and the hot tools carefully worked
again. Care should be taken to keep the pressure
used as nearly equal everywhere as possible, as
nothing looks worse in a design than very deep im-
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preRsions ab some places and very slight ones at

others. In no case must tho tool be heated too

much, or it will burn the heather and perhaps cut

right through. .Sometimes, although not often, the

sides of calf- or morocco-bound volumes are decor-

ated with large and special designs, stamped on by
the arming press.

The ornamentation of book covers by gold block-

Fig. 110.—Lettering Press.

ing them with fancy designs and ornaments will now
be treated in detail. The iron blocking presses

(Fig. 110) necessary for gold blocking are generally

on one principle, and the chief parts of each are a
heater box, a blockin.p^ plate, and a bed. Hand
presses are set in motion by a lever, and ia steam
presses by a pulley driven by belt.

The heater box (Fig. Ill) is simply a mass oi

metal pierced with two or more holes, in which lis
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the atiiiosi)lit.ric gas biirnors which «ive the requiix-l
heat. The bottom of this box is planed level and a
slot IS cut in its entire length. This slot IjoUIs the
blocking plate (Fig. 112), a flat iron plate, perfectly
smooth on both sides. On the upper aide is screwed
a bar shaped to fit in the slot in the heater box. A
lug in front is pierced with a hole, through which a
thumbscrew passes to the heater box to keep the
plate in position. The bed is also a flat plate pro
vided with gauges at right angles to each other.

An arrangement is provided underneath the bed
for raising or lowering it as desired according to tho
thickness of the work in hand, or for giving more
or less pressure suitable to the various blocks or
materials to be dealt with from time to time.

Blocks or stamps are fcr the most part cut in
bras^, an ; \^ hen new are generally about \ in. thic'c

;

they are lUso made by the electrotyping process, and
often ordinary stereotype blocks are used.
A block for a book cover or the lid of a box, etc.,

may be made up of several pieces. For instance,
there may be four pieces of line for the outer border,
four pieces with a floral or other pattern, four corner
pieces to match, a lettering piece, and a crest or
monogram for the centre. These pieces are
mounted together neatly so that they fit or cover the
desired space as Figs. 112 and 113, which are the
halves of an album cover design registered by
Messrs. De la Rue and Co., London; the width as
illustrated is less in proportion to the height than
il should be, owing to a portion ol the design being
cut out to accommodate it to these pages. Figs. 115
to 118 represent the various parts used, the design
being completed with a few lines.

Before beginning work the blocking press must
be h-eated, the gas in the heater box being lighted
some hours in advance. Take a piece of brown
paper somewhat larger than the bloik ; it must be
of good quality, that know, .a

" casing " being very

\
' V.
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8eivio»'al»l«'. On it draw two lines at right angles
to each other near the edge>i ; tiien glue <)ii<> of tho
pieces of the broad and narrow line. A eoiivenient
method of applying the «luo is to use a lump of dry
glue and, having hcAted the piece of line, rub tho
glue over it ; the heat will of course melt the glue
and the fingers will ho kept clean. Place the line
on the paper carefully close to the pencil line, glue
another piece, and place it in the same manner
against the other line, taking care that the comer
is properly formed. Cilue the other two pieces in
like manner, one after the other, and lay them upon

'^^ ^

ooo

r

Fig. Ill

3
Fig. 112

Fig. 111.—Heater Box. Fig. 112. -niorking Pl;ito.

the paper ; attention must he given specially to the
corners, and if the pieces have been cut and mitred
properly a perfect rectangular border will be the
result. While this is lying on the bench, place over
it a piece of strawboard, larger of course than the
space occupied by the lines. Draw the whole care-
fully off the bench on to the flat hand and turn it

over sharply so as to have the board underneath
;

then push it carefully on the bed of the press as near
the centre as can be judged by the eye and pull down
the lever, causing the blocking plate to press upon
it. The heat of this plate will first melt the glue
and afterwards dr^ it, thus causing the lines to

adhere to the brown paper. After having been
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under pressure for a few minutes, take the board
out, again turn it over, and place it on the bench.
The brown paper may be trimmed off from the out-
side of the lines with a knife, or it may be left until

the whole stamp is set up.

Next place the eight pieces of floral border on

3C

Fig. 115.—Part Border of Cover Design.

the paper inside the lines already adhering thereto
;

arrange them carefully, adjusting them with the
compasses at equal distc n es all round. Then take
up one piece without moving the other and heat it

sufficiently to melt the glue ; pass the glue over it

and be sure that it is well glued, place it on the
paper in its former position, pressing it down with
the fingers, and repeat the operation -with the other
pieces, again putting the board over it, and turning
it over. Then place it in the press as before.

When sufficient time has been allowed, take it

out and place it upwards on the bench as before

^^^^^^^^mm^^^^m&mMmMmmmmm

Fifr. 116.— Part Inside Border of Cover Desijrn.

directed. The four corner pieces are then taken,
and each piece is glued and placed in position in the
manner described for the other pieces. Then if the
paper has not already been trimmed from the out-
side of the lines it must be done now, and if the
various pieces have been properly glued and the
paper is of the proper quality, there will be no fear
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of any of the pieces dropping off to give trouble
later on.

Cut two pieces of stout strawboard, one exactly
the size of one of the boards of the book cover to
be blocked, the other somewhat larger each way.
With the larger one, set the gauges on the bed of
the press, also adjust the bed itself so that the
centre of the blocking plate and the centre of the

Fig. 117.—Corner of Cover DesiVn.

board will coincide Now put the smaller board
centrally over the In.ger one and draw two pencil
lines at right angles to each other. Those lines had
better be at the left-hand side and the end farther
from the operator. Get four small pieces of board

Pig. 118.—Inside Comer of Cover Desi<rn.

A (Fig. 119) and attach them as stops to the large
board with gluo, placing them up to the pencil lines
at some distance from each other, two on each line.

Press them down and see that they stick well, as
the accuracy of the blocking depends upon tliese

little pieces retaining their ix)sition. This board
and the little pieces glued upon it is called the
tray or force.

Put the board that was cut to the size of tha
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book cover on the tray close to the stops, and on it

carefully place the block or stamp, adjusting it to
the desired margin. Draw the whole from the
bench, taking care that neither the board nor the
block shifts, and place it on the bed of the press,
adjusting the bottom board or tray to the gauges

;

then draw or pull the lever so as to make a good
impression. Release the lever and withdraw the
tray, etc., from the press, place the tray on the
bench, remove the block, take up the board, and
examine the impression. If this is satisfactory as to
position, replace the board upon the tray and the
block upon this, and adjust it to the impression
already made. If this is done quickly the block
should be heated sufficiently to melt the glue. Glue
the back of the block well, especially on the heavier
parts, insert it in the press as before and pull the
lever again, holding it down for a few minutes to
allow the glue to become set. On releasing the
lever the block will be found adhering to the block-
ing plate. The tray can then be withdrawn.

An impression from a block of any kind, espe-
cially a large one, seldom is equally sharp aU over.
To make it so, padding, packing, or " making ready "

has to be resorted to. First take a good impression
on a sheet of white paper, placing it in position on
the tray while doing so, and with this as a guide
paste pieces of paper on the tray where the impres-
sion is light. A number of impressions may have to
be taken before a satisfactory result is obtained.
The work must, however, be done carefully and
completely if good blocking is to result.

The blocking of the cover may be proceeded with
now. Assuming this to be of morocco, put the cover
on the tray, and make a light impression on it by
pulling the lever partly home, at the same time ad-
justing the pressure so that when the lever may have
been pulled to the full extent of the stroke the im-
pression will be as deep as desired and sufficient to
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make the gold adhere to the leather. The impression
is, of course, adjusted by raising or lowering the bed
of the press. It is usual to wash morocco leather
with paste-water, and this should be done with the
cover in hand. The paste-water should be thin and
slightly heated ; wash over the entire cover with a
sponge and afterwards brush lightly with a soft
brush, like a cloth brush. This prevents a streaki-

ness appearing while the cover is drying. When dry

Fig. 119.—Tray or Force.

the entire impression is painted over with glaire,

using a small camel-hair brush or pencil.

Glaire (see p. 125) is best prepared by beating up
the white of fresh eggs to a thick froth and allowing
it to settle, when it will become a clear amber-
coloured liquid. At the present time, however,
egg glaire is being replaced somewhat by dried
albumen dissolved in water ; it is unnecessary
to give the proportions of each, some operators pre-

ferring the glaire thick, others preferring it thin.

While the glaire is drying, examine the press and
try the blocking plate to see whether it is hot
enough. The usual way to test this is to wet the
finger upon the tongue and touch the plate with the
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finger, judging by the amount of hissing which

takes place ; experience alone can teach the amount

of heat nece8sarj\

The gold leaf may next be put on. Place a few

leaves of gold upon the cushion and cut as desired,

rub the cover over with a greased rag, that is, a rag

with a little olive oil evenly distributed over it and

allowed to soak in. Take a piece of gold on the tip

or laying on cotton and press it gently on the cover ;

the greasiness from the rag will make it stick. Go

on in this manner until the whole design is covorod

with gold leaf. Then place the cover again on the

tray, making sure that it lies well up to the stops,

and place the tray well up to the gauges on the bed

of the press. Next pull down the lever. It may be

necessary to rest a few seconds, or a sharp pull and

immediate release may be preferred. When the

lever is released, the cover and tray are taken out,

the cover is placed on the bench, and the surplus

gold is rubbed off with the gold rag, a rag or cloth

kept for this purpose only. Any gold still adhering

where not desired is cleaned off with rubber. The

impression on the bock cover should be clear and

bright, every part showing the same depth of im-

pression. The other side of the cover is done in

like manner, and when that is finished the operator

is ready for the next job.

A few remarks may now be given as to the pre-

paration of various other materials for gold blocking.

Ordinary bookbinders' cloth requires very little

preparation. If the cases are fresh made they will

work without addition, but can be washed over

with very weak glaire ; use a large sponge and

avoid streaks and froth. A spot of olive oil in the

glaire will keep down froth. Paste-grain roan can

be worked without glaire or other preparation. If

the block is a heavy one, blind the impression

lightly first and pencil in with glaire. Morocco,

grained roan, calf, and russia should be washed with
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paste-water and glaired as described above. White
vellum is difficult to work, but should be wnshed
with size prepared from its own cuttings or vellum
scrap : Young's patent size or paste-water may be
used. After drying, the impression is glaired as for
leather.

Paper and cards, if white and plain, may be
washed over with clean glaire. If enamelled, as
shop-window tickets or photographic mounts, block-
ing powder is used. This is generally composed of
various proportions of shellac, gum sandarach, and
resin very finely ground. It is best bought ready
prepared, as home-made powder is not sufficiently
fine. The gold can be laid on the cards, if glaired,
but if powder is used the gold must be laid on the
stamp. Cards may also be pencilled in with glaire
like leather. Silk or velvet may be pencilled in
with glaire or powdered, and with both the greatest
care is necessary. With velvet the impression must
be well blinded in first so as to set down all the nap
and to get as solid a foundation as possible. Dust
in the powder to the impression, or pencil carefully

with glaire, avoiding any unnecessary spreading.
For gold blocking cards, proceed in the following

manner. Light the gas jets and allow the press to be-

come heated, in the meantime preparing the cards.

If they are white, coat or wasli them over with
glaire, using a soft sponge ; spread them out and
while they are drying prepare and sot up the blot-k.

If this is of several pieces it is mounted on brown
paper or thin strawboard, and fastened in position
on the blocking plate of the press with glue. Thon
set the gauges on the bed of the press so that the
block will come in the desired position on the cards.

The gold leaf may next be laid on. Rub the card

with an oily rag and lift the gold from the cushion
with a piece of carded cotton or a tip arid press it

gently on the card. Put this on the Ijed of the press

up to the gauges and pull the lever. If the impres-
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sion on the card is clear and bright, rub off the super-
fluous gold and clean with rubber. If the cards are
coloured, blocking powder must be used instead of
glaire. In this case the blocking plate must be
taken out of the press and the gold laid thereon,
then replaced in the press, and the card, with the
powder dusted on, is put in and the lever drawn
down as before. The gold will adhere in the same
way, but will not be quite so clear as when glaire
is used.

Gold blocking on velvet is usually done, as has
been mentioned, by first blinding in the impression
with a very hot tool or stamp. This must be done
thoroughly until ,the impression shows clear and
sharp, and every particle of the pile is well laid
down. The impression is carefully painted over
with hot isinglass, applied with a small camel-hair
pencil. When dry, the impression is painted with
glaire, and when this is dry the gold is cut into
pieces and taken up on the hot tool and pressed
into the impression already made. The gold will
adhere and should look clear and bright ; any super-
fluous gold must be carefully brushed away.

For gold blocking the material known as " Kero-
tol," the varnish sold by the manufacturers of the
material should be used unthinned ; but there does
not seem to be any preparation entirely satisfactory,
and Kerotol is a very difficult material to deal with.
Perhaps the following mixtures might suit. Take
about 1 oz. of Russian glue, break it into small
pieces, place it in i pint of water, and dissolve
slowly. When thoroughly dissolved, carefully drop
into it about a tablespoonful of benzine, stirring
well. Use this in the ordinary way. The benzine
helps to destroy the oil in the material. Or make
a saturated solution of sal-anmioniac, and wash up
about a dozen articles at a time. Allow them to
become surface dry, but no more. Powder may also
be used. Be careful with the heat. The sal-
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aminoniac is worth trying, as it produces good workIt s useless to attempt to work with glaL. as thii
wrill chip off when dry.

When book covers are blocked in white metal.

Fig. 120.-Part Desijrn of Hand-tooled Jlorocoo Cover

firZ l/f
\'-

^''""J '% "'"'*• ^^ '' ^"^1^ thicker
than the old-fa^hioned silver leaf, and consequently
IS more difficult to work, requiring more heat and
a stronger size. A size made from Russian glue,
similar to the one recommended in the previous
paragrai)h, has been found to work with cloth of all
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grams and with leather of aU kinds. As a basis
break a cake of Russian glue in small pieces, putthem mto a jam-pot or other suitable vessel, pour
on about \ pint of water, and set it on the stove to
melt slowly. In a few minutes, when all the glue
has melted, wash up the cases with this, using a
sponge in the same manner as if glaire were being
used. Try one or two cases, and if the size is too
weak, add more glue.

Owing t'> its thickness, aluminium must be
treated in a similar manner to Dutch metal, that
18, laid on and worked off immediately. Rubbing
the case with a greasy rag will not cause the metal
to adhere, and the^use of more oil or grease simply
results m staining the cloth. Therefore the only
method IS to spread it over the space to be blocked
and work off at once. As the metal is very cheap,
It IS not worth while cutting it exactly to the size
of the block. After blocking, the superfluous metal
18 brushed off, cleaned with a piece of hard india-
rubber, and finally rubbed with a clean duster.

For printing in ink on book covers a blocking
press, an inking roller, a slab (stone or metal), a
pallet knife, and a sheet of rubber about \ in thick
called the inking pad will be necessary. After the
block haa been set up, the book covers are blocked
blind (a plain impression of a block on a cover is
termed blmd), using a warm press. The press is
then allowed to cool, and the preparations for ink-
ing are proceeded with. The slab, roller, etc are
placed conveniently on the bench. Then with the
pallet knife take a small portion of ink from the
tin and daub it on the slab in two or more places
Take the roller and carefully roll over the ink daubs
so as to spread a perfectly even coating of ink on
the slab and roller. With the roller well ink the
pad, rolling backwards and forwards several times
and taking up more ink if necessary. Then push
the pad m on the bed of the press and bring the
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block down on it gently several times, meanwhile
shiftmg the position of the pad. the object being tomk the block thoroughly. The pad is taken out
and a book cover is laid in and impressed by pulling
the levers in the usual manner. When the cover

Fig. 121.—Part Design of Hand-tooled Morocco Cover

is taken out it must be placed on end or hung up on
a line to dry. For every impression the pad must
be inked before attempting to ink the block, unless
this is very small. The pad may be dispensed with
if the blocking plate is taken out each time and
turned upwards on the bench ; the roller can then
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be used direct. Some? presses have an arrangement
specially for this purpose called a hinged plate;
also there are self-inking presses for dealing with
large quantities.

Figs. 120 to 123 show some designs for tooled
and blocked book covers. Fig. 120 is a comer and
border design to be executed by hand-tooling on
morocco

; the bands should be made to look heavy.
Fig. 121 is a quarter design for the same purpose

;

in the comer circles there are small ornaments,
whilst altemate circles are filled as illustrated ; or,
instead, all the circles may be fled. Fig. 122
depends for effect entirely on the proper execu-
tion of the comers, which are connected by plain
lines. Fig. 123 shows a design, dating from 1659,
for use on a morocco-bound Bible

; perhaps the age
of the design is the only feature that recommends it.

The smooth sides of whole-calf volumes are some-
times impressed with a pattern by pressing them be-
tween graining plates (Fig. 124, p. 155), this opera-
tion being known as graining. One plate is placed
against each board of the book, which is then put
between pressing boards, ' jrewed down tightly in
the standing press, and left for some hours or j-'I

right. The most usual pattem is an imitation •

the grain of Russia leather. After the book i^

been pressed with the plates in one position .he
plates are reversed, and the book again put into the
press. The result of the double pressing is shown
in Fig. 125. Fish scale, shagreen, and many other
patterns may be obtained by the use of engraved
graining plates.

It is the custom in some shops, when dealing with
half-bound boo'-', for the sides to be put on when
the lettering an^. ornamentation are complete. The
inside of the board is lined with the end paper laid
aside for that purpose. The other end paper is
pasted to the board

; care should be taJten to make
it stick at the joint The boards are left open to

mamm
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dry, and wli^n sufTjiimtly so the l»»,ir(ls are closnil,

and if the book has marble edges tht-y arc bumiHhod
with a tooth shaped burnisher. A sheet of tin or
zinc is placed inside and outside each board, and
the book placed in the standing press, and the press

Fig. 122.—Part Design of Hand-tooled Morocco Cover.

screwed up more or less tightly, calf allowing of

more pressure than morocco. Instead of tins for

the outside of morocco books, boards covered with
flannel are used to preserv'e the grain nf the leather.

When the books are taken out of the press they are
polished up and looked over for any defects or
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finger marks, nnd when these have been put right
the book ia completed.

One of the most necessary things in bookbinding
is to have clean hands, clean brushes, sponges,
paste, water, etc. If this is not attended to strictly,

stains nnd dirty marks are inevitable. Oxalic acid
is the only acid used to remove stains. Should a
book become stained and dirty, prepare a satur-
ated solution of the acid, pour a few drops into a
cupful of water, and wash the entire book cover,
using a clean sponge. Do not aUempt to rub any
spots locally, as rubbing vi'<Si take the colour out
of the leather, and when the leather is of the quality
known as fair calf, pink spots will result. In such a
case the only remedy is a new cover. The acid
solution can be kept in a bottle.

To clean up calf or morocco covers of books, the
following method may bo employed. Procure a
pitcf of raw rubber, and if this is not soft heat it

ovc- the fire or gas flame, for hard, square edges
produce scratches on Ihe covers. With this rub
over all the gilding on the backs and sides, gently at
first and a little harder afterwards ; this should make
the gilding clear and bright. Now prepare some
paste-water, mixing flour with water till it is as
thick as good milk, and apply this with a sponge.
Wash over the leather, taking care not to touch the
cloth or any of the gilding.

To clean cloth sides, use glaire and a sponge.
Have plenty of glaire in the sponge and work quickly
in a circular motion, taking care not to go over the
same part twice. For some cioths a weaker solution
must be used, so add as much water as will make
twice the quantity. If this glaire is not properly
beaten up, the parts of the book to which it is ap-
plied will, when dry, have a nasty glaze, which will
turn white and so spoil the appearance.

Oil or grease stains may be removed from cloth
book covers as follows. Dip a piece of cotton-wool
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Fip. 123.— Iland-took'd Morocco Cover of Bible.

into benzine and wash over the cover; do not rub
it locally, as this will cause the oil to spread and
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leave a ring round the place washed. Move the
wool over rapidly; the benzine will sink in the
cover and it will appear to have been spoiled but
the benzine will soon evaporate and leave the cover
bright and clean. If the stain has been caused by
any watery liquid, the colour of the cloth will be
destroyed, and there is no effective remedy ; but the
cover may be improved by washing with glaire-that
IS, white of egg beaten up. But whichever treat-
ment 18 adopted, be sure to wash over the whole
coyer with a quick movement, as much rubbing will
only make matters worse.

Egg stains may be removed from leather book
covers and similar materials by washing with warm
water m which a little flour paste has been mixed.
Wash the entire cover, using a clean sponge, but be
careful not to rub the gold tooling or lettering. If
the cover is of cloth, there will be some difficulty in
getting rid of the stains; glaire must be used, and
before beginning to wash dilute the glaire with an
equal quantity of water. Use a sponge and work in
a circular direction

; do not rub much or the colour
will come out and the surface will have a fluffy
frayed-out appearance. Egg matter that has become
nardened will be difficult to remove.

The following method may be tried of removing
some oil that has been spilt over a book and causes
the letterpress to show through from each side of
a leaf. Lay a sheet of blotting paper on each side
of a leaf and gently rub a hot iron over it. By this
naeans some of the oil will be removed. Continue
this treatment for a considerable time. Another
method is to get some benzine and wash the leaves
using cotton-wool. This treatment should not be
carried out near a fire or in a very hot room. If the
book IS badly saturated with oil, the task is hopeless
It may be possible to remove the greasiness, but it
will b^ impossible entirely to remedy the transpar-
ency of the leaves.
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To remove scratches in morocco, if the skin is
not broken, damp the part with hot water, and beat
with a clothes-brush, holding it by one end and
beating with tlie point of the other ; this will raise
the grain, and if the scratch is slight it will be
hidden effectively. If not. while still damp, with
the point of a fine needle carefully lift the leather
in the scratch, working with the grain, and after-
wards damp again and use the brush. If the skin is

broken, use the needle and pick up all the edges of
the scratch on both sides, rub in a little thin paste,

Fig. 1:'4 Fig. 125

Fig. 124.—First Press-nar with Graining Plate. Fi;
Second Pressing with r^-aining Plate

sr 125.-

and lay down the edges, using the needle ^o that
each little piece may be carefully replaced in posi-
tion. Rub off any surplus paste with the sponge.
"When dry go over it with the needle, stroking where
necessary in the direction of the grain of the
morocco leather. For calf, instead of the needle
and brush, use a bone folder or the handle of a tooth-
brush. Damp the part first with hot water, rub
on a little paste with the finger, and rub well with
the folder, taking care to keep it flat or more marks
will be made. Wash again and allow to dry. Re-
peat the operation if necessary. If the skin of calf
has been broken, the method of pasting down must
be employed, using the folder instead of the brush.
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76
Binding, 73—78

, Covering. 77, 78
Ends, Cutting. 77

. Finishing, 78

. Glueing up, 74
Heads, Setting. 77
Joints, 73
Knatchlng; 77
Paper, Handmade, 73

, Pressing, between Tins, 75
, Putting Black Lines on, 78
. Bounding, 75
, Sewing, 74—--, Thread for Sewing, 74

Albumen, Glalre replaced by, 143
Aluminium Blocking, 147 143
Antique Spot Pattern Marble 98
Armenian Bole, 81

Back, Account-book, 75 76
, Flattening, 55
. Ledger, 72
, Lining up, 52, 75
. Raking, 52
, Saw-kerflng. 40
, Scratching up, 52

r—.
Specimen Lettered, 120

Backing, 49. 50
Boards, 29
Press, 15

Bands, 40. 52
, Head, 53

-—.Raised Artificial, 53. 54
Band-stick. 122 • •

»"

Beating. 38, 39
Hammer, 11. 12. 38—

-. Rolling Instead of, 38, 39
Bible Covers, 150
Black, Vegetable, 87

n,?^^*'™^^'* Millboard, 75
Blind Work on Covers, 115
Blocking in Aluminium, 147 148

Ink, 148—150
Gold, 135—147
Sliver. 147

Plate of Press, 136
Powder, 145
Press, 135. 136

r— , . Using, 156. 142, 143
Blocks. 136. 137-141
Boards. Backing, 29

, Cover, 50, 51
, Cutting, 29
, Knatchlng, 77
, Pressing, 13

Bone Folder, 11, 36
Bookbinder's Cloth, Gold Block-

ing, 144

Bookbinding, Meaning of Term,

Books, Sizes of 33
Borders, etc., 136—142
Box and Lying Press, 19, 20
Bpzwood Eflect on Covers, 114
Brass Blocks or Stamps, 136
BrowTi Shell Pattern Marble. 88
Burnisher. Gilder's, 101. 104, 107
Burnishing Gilt Edges. 107
Burnt Ochre, 86

Calf Bindings, " Antique," 134
- -

. Cleaning, 152—
. Graining. 150
. Ornamenting. 134
. Paste-washing. 122—
, Piecing. 122

~-
7r-> ^ree Marbling. III-I14

- -, covering Book with. 58
-j~. Gold Blocking, 144-—, Scratches on, 155
Cardboard Cutter, 30—32
^ards. Gold Blocking, 145. 146
Cedar Effect on Cbvers. 113
Centre Tools, 120
China Clay, 87
Chinese Blue, 87
Cleaning Bindings. 152-154-— Leaves, 154
Cleanliness. Necessity of. 152
Cloth Binding, 9, 66

-—.Cleaning. 152-154
Boarding, 66-^
Covers or Cases, 67

7rri^"''«?6" lor, 67
. Gold Blocking, 144
Sides. 64

Cloth-bound Book, Finishing, 115~
. Sewing, 67

Collating, 67
Coloured Plates, Stickiness of, 69Colouring Book Edges. 79
Colours for Book Edges, 81. 82
Z—. Marbling. 86, 87, 82, 112
Combs, Marbling. 84
Comer Tools, 120
Corners, etc., 136—142
Cover Boards for Ledgers, 72
Covering Account-books. 77 78

Books. 58-65
r— with Leather, 58
Pamphlets. 70

Covers. Bible, 150
. Blind Work on, 115
. Blocked Designs for, 138, 139
, Boxwood Effect on, 114
, Calf, Putting on, 62—•—• Tree Marbling. Ill-



Index. »57

Corers, Cedar Effect on. 113
. Cleaning, 162—154
, Cut, Lacing on. 51
. Cutting. 50, 51
, aildlng, 115-146
of Haif-bound Book, 58

, Hand-tooled, 150
, Leather, Cutting, 58
.

, Paring, 58
.

, Pasting, 58
. . Putting on, 58- Gl
, Lettering, 123—134

•— , Lining, 51
, Made-up Millboard, 51
. Mahogany Effect on, 114
, Marbling, 110—114—
. Materials for, 50
, Metal Leaf Decorated, 115
, Millboard for, 50
. Morocco Hand-toolod, 150
. Scratches on, 155
. Riveted Ornaments on, 115
. Settln* Out, 51

. Sprinkling. 110—

. Strawboard for, 50
, Tree Marbling, 111—114
, Trimming, 122
. Walnut Effect on, 113
, of Whole-bound Boi)k, 58
, Wood, 50

Crown Papers, 33
Cundall Folding Maphlnn
Cushion, Gilders, 101 -105

. , Usln?, 106
Cutter, Stanuard, 3fr-32
Cutting Account-book Ends 77

Boards, 29
. Covers, 50, 51
Edges, 55—57
In Boards, 55—57
Leather Covers, 58
Sides. 64

. Tying up Book for, 57
Cutting Boards, 29
Cutting Press, 15

Demy Papers, 33
Devil for Qlalre, 124
Drop Lake, 86

Tools. 119
Dutch Antique Pattern Marble.

97. 98
Metal. 132
Pattern Marbles, 95, 97, 98

Edges, Burnishing Gilt, 107
, Colour for, 81, 82

-— . Colouring, 79
, Colours of, 79
, Cutting. 55—57
. Gilding, 101—109
, Gilt, Painting, 107, 108
, , Protecting, 65
. Oilt-on-red, 101, 108, 109

37

101

I Edges Marbling. 88—91
—-, Marbllng-under-gllt.

, Mottling, 8j
. Painting, 107. 108
, Ploughing. 55—57
, Ued-under-cold, 101, 108. 109
Scraping. 104. 105

, Speckled, 80, 8 1
, Sponging. 79
. Spraying. 80

-, Sprinkling. 81—fl3

Square with Page, 56
Kgg Stains on Covers. IM
Electrotype Blocks. 136
Enamelled P.iper. Marbling 92
End Papers, 48. 65, 150

'ancy Dutch Pattern Marble. 95
illets, 117—

, Applying HtMted, 128
'inlsher's Glalre. 125—1:^7 143— Gouges. 119— Press. 115— Size. 124— Stove. 115, 117— Tools, 115 120
'inlslilng. 115—155— Account-books, 78— Cloth-bound Books 115— Leather-bound Book*. 115—

, Kequlrenient.8 of, 120
lattonlng Curved Back. 55
lower Tools, iig
ly-leaves, 48, 65, 150
older, 11, 36
oldlng Miiclilnes. Cundall, 37

, Martini, 57— , Salmon, 37
--Printed Book Sheets 33—37
olding-sticii, 11. 36
'oolscap Papers. II

O.ill, Preparing, 87
<iatliering, 67
Glider's Burnlslier. lOl, 104 :07

Cushion 101—103—
- . Using, 106
Knives, lO'l, 105, 104
Press, 101
steel Scrap'^r, 101 102
Tip. 101, 104, 106

Gilding as a Proleetion. 101
Covers, 115—146
Edges. 101—109

, Tools for, 101
, Greasing before, 126, 127

: Marbllng-nndi>r-Kilt, 101
. Preparing Edges for, 104
, Red-under-gold. 101. 108

(Jllton-red Edges, 101. 108 109
Glairf;. 125, 126, 143
--, Applying. 126. 127

, Devil for, 124
replaced by Albumen. 143
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'r 1

Oloophlex, 32
Olue. 32. 66
Glueing Blockr, l.W

Gluelng-up Account-books, 74

Goatskin Bindings, l-Mnlshlng,

134
Gold Blocking, 135—147

Bookbinders' Cloth, 144

Calf. 144
Cards, 145, 148
Kerotol, 146
Morocco, 142—144
Paper, 145
Paste-grain Roan, 144

Russia Leather, 144

Silk, 145
Vellum, 145— Velvet. 145, 146

Leaf, 104, 132
, Applying, 106
. Cutting, 106
. Preventing, from Ad-

hering to Cushion, 106
Paper. Marbling, 92, 96

Gouges, Finisher's, 119
Graining Calf Bindings, 150
Graining-plates, 150

Grease Stains, Removing, from
Covers. 153

Greasing before Gilding. 126, 127

Grindstone, 29
Groller Patterns, Inlaid, 134

Guards for Illustration Plates, 69
Guillotine. 28
Ciin for Marbling Colour, 85, 92

Half-bound Books, 58
Hammer, Beating, 11, 12, 38
Headbands, 53
Heater Box of Blocking Press,

135. 136
Holing Machines, 29

Pamphlets, 70, 71

Illustrations, Binding up, 60, 69
, Guards for, 69
, Positions of, 68, 69

Imperial Papers, 33
Indigo, 87
Ink, Blocking Covers In, 148—150
Inlaid Groller Patterns, IJl

Insets. 35. 36
Interleaving Books with Plates

and Writing Paper, 69
Iron, Knocklng-down, 52
Italian Pattern Marble, 96. 97

Kerotol. Gold Blocking. 146

Keys, Sewing Press 14
Knatching Account-books, 77
Knatching Boards. 77
Knives, Gliders', 101, 103, 104

Knocklng-down Iron, 52

Lake, Drop, 86
, Wood, 86

Law Books, 70
Laying Press (s^ee Lying Press)
Leather Binding. 9

, Glairing, 126. 127
Paste-washing, 122, 127.

143
. Vamlshlne. 126

Leather bound Bockt, Finishing
115

, Taking Apart, 10

"Leaves" and "Pages," 33
Ledger Binding, 72

'

, Sewing in. 72
Cover Boards. 72

. Spring Back of. 72
Legal Bindings, 70
Letter-copying Press, Ure of, i2

Lettering Covers, v^3—154
, Device for Getting Even, 130

, Implementj for, 123— '
, Keeping Equidistant. 129
, Even. 129-132
Pieces, 62—64

- - Press, 134
: Titles, 132—134
Tools, Heating. 127. 128

"

. Typo for, 123. 130

. Type-holder for, 123, 130, 131

Line Tools, 118, 119
Lines, Black, on Account-books.

78
Lining up Backs, 52

Covers, 51
Lying Press, 15—19

and Box. 19. 20
.Tub lor, 28

Machinery, 10. 11
Machines. Folding. 36. 37

. Strawboard-cuttlng, 30—32
Mahogany Effect on Covers. 114
Marbled Paper, Sizing, 99. 100
Marbling : Antique Spot Patten

98
: Brown Shell Pattern 88
Colours. 112.

, List of, 86. 87
, Grinding, 87
, Gum for, 85, 92
, Preparing. 87. 88. 92
, Size for, 85, 92

Combs, 84
Covers, 110—114

~— : Dutch Antique Pattern, 9^

98
Edges, 88—91
Enamelled Papers, 92

: Fancy Dutch Pattern, 95
Gold Papers, 92. 96

: Italian Pattern. 96. 97
: Mechanical Patterns. 99



Index. 159

Nonpareil Pmttern,MarbUn,
80, 92-94
Paiiers, 92—100

: Kcversed Nonpareil Pat-

tern, 94
Silver Papers, 92

: Spanish Pattern, 89

Trough. 84, 85
: Wave Nonpareil PattPin, 95

: West End Patt«rn, 98, 99

Marbling-rods, 111

Marbllng-under gold Edges, 101

Margins, Page, 56
, Patching, 71

Martini Folding Machine, 37

MeUl Leaf Decoration on Covers,
115

Millboard. 50
,
" Black Board," 75
Covers, Made-up, 51

, Tip, 50
Morocco Bindings, Cleaning, 152

, Finishing, 122, 134

, (!old Blocking, 142
Hand-tooled Covers, 150

, Uemovlng Scratches from,
155

Mottling Book Edges, 83

Noiparell Pattern Marbles, 90,

92-94

Ochre, Burnt, 88
Octavo Books, 33, 34

Oil Stains, Removing, from
Covers, 153

, , Leaves, 154

Orange Lead Pigment, 87

Ornamenting Covers, 115

Overcasting, 47

Ox Gall. 87

Page, Edges Square with, 56

Margins, 56
" Pages " and " Leaves," 33

, Number of, in Sheet. 34
, Patching, 71

Painting Gilt Edges, 107, 108

Pallets, 118
Pamphlets, Binding, 70

, Covering, 70
, Holing, for Stltclilng, 70, 71

, Sewrlng, 67

Paper, Account-book. 73

. Gold Blocking, 145
- — . Marbling, 92—100

, Sides, 64
Papers, End, 48, 65, 150

, Sizes of, 33

Paring Leather CoverF, 59

Paste-grain Roan, Gold Block
Ing, 144

Paste-vrashlng Leather Bindings.
122, 127, 16

Pasting In End Papers, 65, 150

Paper sides, 65
Leather jl^overs, 58

Patching Pages, Margins, etc., 71

Peg-rake, 90
Periodicals, Sewing, 67

Piecing Calf Bindings. 122

Pigments for Marbling, 86, 87

Pipeclay, 87
Plates. Binding Book Contain

lug, 68, 69
, Coloured, Remedying Stick
Iness of, 69
. Guards for. 69
. Positions of, 68, 69

Plough, 20—28
Ploughing Book Edges. 5.5—57

Polishers, 124
Pot, Sprinkle, 81

Pott Size Papers. 33

Powder, Blocking, 145

Press. Backing. 15

, Blocking, Preparing, 13f
I

, , Using, 142, 143

, Cutting, 15

-. Klnisher's, 115
-, Glider's, 101

— . Lettercoi)ylii'4, 12, 13
-. Loitering, HA
-, Lying, 15-19
-. , coTiblncd with Box, 19,

20
-. . Tub for. 28
-, Sewing, 13—15
— , , Keys of. 14

- -, , Using. 42

, Standing, 12. 13
Pressing Boards, 15

Printing Covers In Ink. 14C-~150

Raised Artificial Bands, 53, 54

Rake, Peg. 90
Raking, 52
Re-blndlng Books, 71

Red-undergold Ed!;es, 101. 108,

109
Repairing Books, 71

Reversed Nonpareil Pattern
Marble, 94

Riveted Ornaments on Covers,
115

Roan Bindings, Finishing, 122.

134
, Gold Blocking, 144

Rods, Marbling, HI
Rolling Account-book Backs, 76

instead of Beating, 38, 39

Machine, 11

Rolls, 117, 118

Rose Pink, 86
Rounding Account-be ks, 75

Books 48 48
Russia Leather, Gold Blocking,

144
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Salmon Folding Machlns, 37

Saw, Tenon. 29 .

Saw-kerflng Book Backs, 39-41

Scraper, Glider's. 101, 102

Scraping Edges, 104. 105

Scratched Leatlier Bindings Re-

pairing, 155

Scratchlng-up, 52

Sewing, 41-47
Account-books, 74

Cheap CToth Work, 67

Flexible Books, 46

: Overcastlni;, 47

Pamphlets, etc., G7

Press, 13—lb
, Keys of, 14

. Using, 42

, Saw-kerflng lor, 39-41

Several Books at onop, 46, 47

, Thread for, 42

Twine or String for, 40

- - • Two oa," 44-46

Sheers, 29
Sheets. Drying. 39

. Folding. 33-S7

, Number of Pages In. 34

. Recently Printed, 1 r.at

ment of. 39
. Sizes of. 33 ,

Shell Pattern Marble, «3

Sides. Cloth. M
. Cutting. 64

—; ffiing^on, 64, 65 U.O

Signatures, 34—36
Silk, Gold Blocking, 145

Silver Blocking. 147

Paper. Marbling. 92

Size, Finisher's. 124

__ lor Marbled Paper, 99, 100

Marbling Colour, 85 92

Slab and Beating Hammer 12

fsuanlsh Pattern Marble, 89

Speckled Book Edges. '79

Spirit Varnishing Leather Bind

Ings, 126

Sponging Book Edges, 79

Spray Producer, 80

sKlng Book Ecves. 79

Spring Back, Ledger, It.

Sprinkle Pot. 81—. Red. 81 , ^^ ,.
Sprinkling Book Edges, 79

Covers 110

Stains, Removing, from Covers.

152-154 ,,.
V_ , Leaves. 154

Stamps, 136

Standing P^ss 12. 15

Steel Scraper. 101, 102

Stereotype Blocks. 136

Stick. Band. 122

atlffeners lor Cloth Covers, 07

Stone and Beating Hammer, IL

12
Stove. Finisher's, 115, 117

Strawboard Covers 50

Cutting Machine. 30-32

String for Sewing Books, 40

Tapes, Sewing Account books on.

74
Tenon Saw. 29

Tliread. 42 , _,
for Account books, 74

Tins, Pressing Account-book be-

tween, 75

Tip, Glider's. 101. 104
_'.

, Using. 106
" Tip " Millboards, 50

Titles. Gilding, on Covers, lo2-

134

Tools, Bookbinder's, 10-32

, Finisher's, 115—120

, Glider's, 101—IM
Marbler's. 84, 85 87. 90

Tree Marbling. 111-1",^,
. - Boxwood Effect 114

: Cedar Effect 115

: Mahocany Effect 114

.; Walnut Effect, lli

Trimming Covers, etc.. 122

Trlndles, 55

Trough, Marblln?. 84, 85

Tub lor Lying Press, 28

Twine for Sewing Books, 40

••Two on '• Method of Sewing

Books, 44—46
Tvlns-up Book tor Cutting, 57

ill leather Bound Booked. 02

Type lor Lettering, 123, 130^P
Holder, 123. 130. 131

Varnishing Leather B'ndlngs, 126

Vellum. Gold Blocking. 145

Velvet. Gold Block In;,', 145. 146

Vermilion, 86

Walnut Effect on Covers, 115

Washing, Paste, 122, 127. 143

Wave Nonpareil Pattern Marble,

95
West End Pattern Marble, 98

White Pigment. 87

Whole-bound Books 58

^°^a?b%°g.^«lT " '"^

5??^ln^g"^>aSer. Interleaving

Book with, 69

.. r.«„p.«Y LlMOTD, LuiKiATB IJiM.. London, E <
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ItWORK" HANDBOOKS
A iMiM off PrMtloal Manuala IINwtratod
Mrttli niNiMroiM PrawHiK* antf Dlacramft

Oompteto Ltot en Apptioatlon,

rMirrw

1I.N.

Dynamo and BlMtrtC-Moter Bnildingt Explains in simple language
cuctly How and Why a Dynamo or Mntur works. I)«*-rili«r« the tjrpcs In common um.
Illustrate anil KxpUuiu all details ol the machines, and i^ves Practical Instructiuiu oo
BuildinK Dynanius and Motors. FuUv llliutratad.

BMnbOO Wora. Cfmt*ntt.~bimboot lu Sonrcei sad Usei. How to
Wock Bamboo. Bamboo TablM. Bamboo Cfeaifl and Seati. Bamboo Portroom
Furattura. Bamboo Hall Racka and Standi. Bamboo Moalc Racki. mc. ale. 177 Illua.

BMk«t Work Of All Xln4a. Cm/m//.-TooU and MMerial*. Simple
Batkats. Gtocon' Sqnan Baskoli. Flnt Fniit BaskoH. Wicket Elbow CbainL Baikal
Bottle^ailiigi. Docton' and Cbenitatt' Basket*, etc etc 189 lUuitratkaiiL

BooniToo and Boo Booponr AppUiuMM. Cm/m//. — Bw-fntme
~

~ Temporary Uta. Tteftac Bat'Aaae Beehlte.
rBe^ter

Beehhrc. Beehl*e
Stocking Baeblrei.

for

Obsenratory I I (Of Permaoani Use. Obaenratonr Beehive, etc
i« lUustiatlons.

Boat Iron Work. Cm/m<(.—Tools and MaterUU. Bendinf and Working
Strip Iron. Simple Eierdsee In Bent Iron. Flofai Onumanti ior Bent Ironwoik-
Candleaticks, Hall Lanterns, Screens, GtlUes, etc etc s<9 IDuMiBtlaai.

BookMadlng. C«m/mU«.—AppiUncet. Folding Book Sheets. Sewing.
Ronndlnc, BacUng, and Cover Cntdng. Cutttag Book Edges. Corettag Books.
Account Books, Ledgers, etc Colouring snd Marbling Book Edgec CUdng Bonk
Edges, etc. 115 lUustratioiu.

Boot MaklaB and Mondlag. C^ttmtt —Rcpairlnj Heels and Half-
Soling. Patching Boots and Shoes. Re-WeMiurand Re-Sollng. Boot Making. Lasting
the Upper. Sewing and Stitching. Making the HeeL KnMngandFfadshkig.etc iiftUut.

BnUdiOK Modvl Boata Cm/mm.—Building Model Yachts. Rigging
and SdUng Modal Yachts. Making and FIttfng Simple Model Boats. Buikllng a Model
Atlantic I.iner. Vertical Engine tor a Modal Launch, etc etc Itt Illustratfami.

Clay ModOllUlK and PlaatOr COOtfng. Cm//«/<.—Tools and Materials
or Clay ModelltnK. CUy Modelling. Wasta-moukUng Procesa. nace-mouiding and
GeUtine-mouldfaig. Plaster Casts. Clay Moulding, etc etc. 1J3 Illustrations.

Conjnrtas Apparatus Up to Dato and How tolCako It.—Maiie
Productions. Vanishing Wands. Up-to-Data Card Tricks. Flag and Handkerchief
Tricks. Fish Catching in Mid Air. Miscslianeous lUusions, etc With over 150 Line
Drawings.

Cyole Repairing and Adjnsting. CimteHis.—Tht Bicycle and its

Parts. Overhauling a Bicycle. Rehiring Tyre Covers and Tubes. I-"ree Wheels.
Coaster Hubs and V.iriabte Speed Oears, etc. etc. 79 Illustrations.

OoooratlTO Dooigaa of All Ages for AU Pnrpooeo. Contents.
—Savage Ornament. EgyptUn Ornament Greek Onuunent. Roman Ornaments.
AiaUc Ornament. MedijeTal Ornament. Renascence and Modem Onuunents.
Chinese, Persian, Indian, and Japanesa Ornaments, etc etc. *n Illustrations.

DomeatlO Jobbing. C(mi//«/j.—Solderii.^ and Brazing, China Riveting
and Repairing. Chair Caning. Furniture R 'pairing;. Gluing windows. Umbrella
Making and Repairing. Lock Repairing and Key Fitting, etc etc. 1S7 Illustrations.

Eloetrie Aoonmnlatora Contents.- 1\ie Electric Current. Charging
Accumulators. Home-niade Pocket Accumulators, etc. Numerous Illustrations.

lootrlo Bella : Bow to Kako and Fit Tkom Cmcmut.—The Elec-
tric Current. CurrentConductors used in Electric Bell Work. WMng for Electric Bela.
Burglar Alarms. Batteries. Construction 01 Electric Bells, Pushes, etc iCe Illustrations.

nootro-platiag. CM*/m/«.—Introduction. Tanks, Vau, and other Ap-
paratus. Batteries, Dynamos, and Electrical Accessories. Appliances for Pieparing and
Finishing Work. Slwer-platlng. Copper-plating. Gold-pUtlng. Nlckel-pUttag and
Cycle-rtadng. Flnishlnjr Electro-plated Goods, etc t'c 77 Illustrations.

BleotriC Primary Batterlei. Contents —Carbon-zinc Cells. Copper-
sine Cells. " Dry " Cells. Making an Electric Torch. 91 Illustrations.

Bngra^tng Motala C'tf)«/«M<r.—Eofrravers' Tools aid their Use«. Ele
mentaiy Exercises In Engraving. Engraving Plate and Precious Metals. Engraving
Monograms. Transfer Processes of Em^avfaig Metals. Engraving Name Plata*. En-
graving Steel Plates, etc. 117 Illustrations.

Fiunttnre Repairing. CtMi/ns/x.— Materials and Tools, Kitchen,
Parlour, and Dining Chairs, Drawing Room Settee, Cupboards and Boxes, Mirrors,
Repolishing, etc. with too Illustrations.

Olaaa Working by Boat and Abrasion. Cm/m/j. -Appliances,
Btowlng Bulbs and Flasks. Blowing and Etcbbig Glasei Embossing and Gliding:
Utillslag Broken Glass Apparar : Boring and Riveting, etc 300 Illustrations.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, La Btlle Sauvagt, London, B.C.
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WORK" HANDBOOKS {coHh'mud)

I

*i

HuHa L«tM«i«iin7 Hmoto Tabtoa.7K>hl LMMrtw. Bloelrad UNm, HMdl Cntttac,

IhM Btchtaig, Bahoitbc. InclMd FmcIm, AnuigainMtt of Wocdt and Coloan^
Wood LotMM. lUuaiiiiaMd StKiw. T«nporary 8if(ni, •(& it lUuMtMloiil.

OVMBSSkOBM aad FhOBttgrspba. Cm/m/x.—Introductkin. Choosing
T.ilkinx Machine. Keproducon. Lubrication. The Needle aad the Stylui. MakiatI •

.lanHJuhutH) Keproducar, etc. With toj Uoe IJrawlnip.

dynuui's Ob* TImbmuUI FracUwu KtMtyte. Co«i/«h<3.-

Staminir Floon. VamMiiog 1-uriilture. Miainic faints. Stains, Vamishei, Glues,

UuummIc Repairs, etc etc _^ ^.. ^ . ^ , ^" tMttMtm, CMt/OT/f.—Plgmenti, OUa, Driert, etc. Tool* uaed

b* rrfatafl. How to Ma on FalBta. DiMaBpef st Tennn Pabtkig. Whitcwaslilntf

aidDacotaUMt aCeOinc. rMMinfallaoai,aica(c. » flhiitiMlaas. _
FofoMttai ai L.atten,~5tppi and Niwwak. The air^yrttafi

O

nrgt. MaMniSlin-
boanh aad Lavtag Cnuad Colaui*. Tba Stagplar Faraa oTLattafhw. ShadedandTaacy
I^iirtaK- PaSfaff a Stonfaoaid. Tkka<.wiWM. rammfttattut, etc. ate i?e tlhiv

-Jtators Mta <«10kMI-ll«arMra. CM/rM/i.—Approved Pattern

of Hydro locubatur. An easily made loo-ew Hydro Incubatur. Makins te^KK
coil-heatu>i Hydro IncuUitor. New Design «I Hot.ato Incubator, ate About iju

lUuDtratloiis. _ _ _ . _ , ,

ntrt^m an4 Bpliolac Bbbm tmd. flTrtif CtmUntt.- latroduc-

lioni Rope Fomadbo. Sinpla and UaaM Knota. Eye Kaoia, HMcbai, aad Bands.

RlaffKDMaBdRopaSiMNrtaaiBga. Tie* awl UMhtagt, etc «• nhwbatkM.

lOIUBOODMI MM AoOMMrlM. C0«U«w/«.—Makini and Fixing Me-
chanical Stages; HnWifav and Lacquering i lmpio*adMount(;Mlcra*cepteU' Limps
aadBuB's^Coadansers. MlnoaMtanandMaaaMataM. Tuntablaa. i4eIltia[iations.

•tor martHm BnlUUBC CoHttnts.—Vnm» for Motor Bieycle.

Pattam for Frame Castlagt. MaEng 3|h.p. Petrol Motor SpwCarharaytor for

h^ Petrol .Motof^Siltloo CoUt for Motor Cycles. Llfiht Weight Petrol Motor

Atoschment to Roadiiai'BlcjrcIa, etc. 137 lUustratiops.

.^ieiir aad Wna^am riOttir—, C«N/«M/f.—Making Pkrtnr*

FranaaTlfataa oa Aft Fraasaa. Pletusa FrasM CiaiBM. Maktag teted Fraaws.

GlkUnr FIctoM Fraaaa. Method* oi Moonttag Pldnras. Majdng Pbotogrwdi Ftsaes.

F!^co«ofwl with Plash and Coifc. Hauttoi •>><> rMhtag Plrturas. 040 Ilhistratinns.

OiiUiMdLmiWBail inn—mrfiMi €•«/«•«(—Slui* Lwitenu Dis-"ar—
. ...^La„,„^ lUnarinaola fat Optical Laaiaraa. Optical Laatam Aecaasorlas.

Its with Optical LaMama, ate. ate 147 lUastrstions.
' ' OMMtaa BBA AentainrlM Conl*ntt.—Modem Half-

Hand and Pocht CaaiaiM. Fawotppa Camawi . Stasauacoric Cameras.

Cwata. DarkSHdaa. ExpoMua Shatlan. CamaraStaads. 141 Illustrations.~ " try. Coit««i/j.— Relation of ChemistiY to

Meanteg a< Snibois and Equations. Ozjcea and Hydrogao rhoto-

V

'soMBgViaw
Bapatttaanl

Snsliais ai

Considetea. Chemistry of Deratopment
Beosina and tha Organic DeTah>pera, etc.Photogiapliy. Haosma ana tua urganic uerei

studios. BiSdiag Stndios^ Portable and T«Studios. SutkUng
koD Greenhouses,
Scenic Accsainries.

lyg , _
Toning, IntenslAcation, etc.

Index. 31 Ilfautration*.

Cm/m//. — Planning
'Portable and Taenporary Studioa. Studloa Improslaed

Oweniag Roooa, etc U^Jittng of StodkM. Backgrounds.

DukKoeos. Portable DarkTear etc Index ito lOustiations.

PbatAgraplur C**.'**/*.—The Dwk Room. Plate*. Expoauwu De-

^alop&c aadlWag Nagattras. POitraitnsa aad PklOM ComposMaa. _,F<MMtoht

nS^phT. SSlthtagNe^ja*. P^MaafPrkithwfeoa. Magatl*a*.alc WjOUs.

ThaActhm: Complatkm oT Plan^jTfca Choice dTaPtaao. C«e, M^Asoancajaad
Oaanlng. TuniagPlaaoa. PUno-repairerf Tools. RepaWng Piano Actisas.

Repairs: PoUshtacaad Ronovathig Piano Cases, etc etc. 74 Ittustratioaa.

mwi DdByintolle Bmiis: Th«lr AoOoa wmA CoBSOmoma.
C«w«m«>.-Suok» Pumps and Lift Pumpa. Pump VaWes. Ram or Phingej Pump*.

Making Bucket and Plunou Pomp. Wooden Pui rm. Cantrlftigal Pumps. Mammoth
and Pulsometer PumpaTHydraulic Rams, etc \ idex. 171 Illustrattons and EHagnms.

RVSSle CarpeBtry. C«»/«i/j.—Light Rustic work, Flower Stands.

Vases, etc T-aMes, Chairs and Seats, Gates and Fences. Rosery Work, Porches.

Canopy for Swing. Aviary, Foot-bridges, Verandas, Garden Shelters, etc. 194 lUus.

a—leisr MaiTlilBtit I ThHAx CoBatmetloa. AdJnatBiaait, «a
Kmltr. CtffMafOr.-Tha Deretopmant of the SewtagWachtae. Types 0. ng

MaclitoM. Worktag and Adjusttag Machfaiaa. A4J.«ma5ts for M^okn h ^
BrcAen Thread andMlssad Stitchas. Rapaittag Sawing Machtoaa, etc 177 lUust a.

Samiia' War* C*«^«s'».—Forge* and Applianoet. Hmd Took. D« v. ig

^DownandUpsetiiflg. Weldtag and Pmichtag. 5iidltfc»sonVofk! PrtadptesorForm-

atkm. Banding imd Ring Making. ExamoUa of Forgwi Work, etc <«c ni lUus.

Tanariarrkow to Mala aad Hand Tranaara. VMta. aad
^SaatSr C#«*«<r.-Talk)n' Requisites and Methoda of Stitthing. Simple R*p«lts

riT rmitnir Ra-HalBg, Ro-po^eting. aad Re^coiaring. How to Cut and Make
TroasersTBow to Cot awl klakaVasla. etc. etc. •« »>»«!SS» .. «*ii.

baaaaOa. aad WUHST C0n««<».—Skinning, StuAag and Moimtfaig BMs.
iSooSiw ASmala' Hamad Heads: PoHshfaw and Mounting Horns. SUnntag^tafing,

i!aoS^mlu^ itim^t,0«uiii!^ ronnittstrationa.

CASSKLL ft COMPANY. LiiiiTBn. L» Bttk Smutmgt, LwdoH, E.C.
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•• WOKK** HANDBOOKS (continued).

T«rn-eett»Werk: MMlaUlas, Monidlac. and Flrlnc Conuuti-M<Kl^ wjj Mould*. Mod,Ulnir«naNftul.lm,f FbluirSd Ch"nV?^Sn?.

Co«/«»i/i.—Klementary Kxariipics. Ilollowitig

'anfb. Madal.
^ « • »4S lUui.

iCollowitiK Tiiiplatc.
TlB|»l«to Work. -

Siiiiiile RiHinil Articles. S.iuccpan M..kink; _

""S^f^'^* . f'^'''•"•-Upholitefm' Materials. UphoUteren- Tool..

Uj)h..Uterln» an Buy Chjh. UpboUtwhiv Couchm and Sotaa. Ui,h..lM«rtii« TooT
Violins and Otliar StrloMd lastnunMita. c<Minti —M>t«ri>ujnd TU..U ;o. Violin Makli* vOTMouW^ vSSmStT^ V„X»^ and Htatahta.Violin*. Double Ba.M and a Violontallo. lapaiieM tiiw-striml Vbfin M«?rf3S!
Or.-MiL ii"'.'"

M»"n^. Il«.Jo Making. ..c.''^ *??, inu«™,^. t;,"^' Du""u?'^"
^*v?^?^,.?*?"^ .S.'".'?^"^'-1.,'*°"*'

»""«'»• Venetian Blind.. O^ sideWin.lnw lIlimK h,«nl,h I „uh Florentine Blinds. Oriental Bllndv K„toon Bind'Mmu I- ,.,„t Blinds. Wire Blii.d,. r,l«, Bhn.K . tc. Indei. »3o llluMr.,tions Vmn"u^.,,,n,WireleM Telegraphy, and How to MaiM the Apparatu
K^^iwM^sw ln.|n,ti.,i,( .,ils. MaL.nn a M.irsr Key. etc. Willi.,.,

''

W;iwii'""'iiM«4-fcl--"""i'!j;;il
»iaMnn ,i Hl,|rsr Key. etc. Willi „., ||luvtrati."nvWood rintahlng. Comprlaing Stalnlnf. Varniehiac andIhlRK.

;
...v»/< - S,.,i„i„>; Wo.«f Ir,„,l, P,.liTin(r. I i""r \f.«,*

""
1'] l'.iHl\ini' In .(i,.l ^L.tiitn.. I i»T f_l .-;.... I »»-... . i . ....

PoUshlRC
1:1!, Hi; 1m I!,-

, ,? - , .^ ... ."«1 S|„tnmk: oir. (il.iziii^ ami W.!," |'„i,;i;„"u,
Jill, 1 Dry .shiiiiii,.'. kelioli-.liint .iml Kevivin<. Hard bt>>|i|>in);, etc

' III rulisliing
1 llluMratiuiis.
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HANDICRAFTS

Spend a Penny-
end save Pounds by learning to make useful articles in leisure
hours. You will find all you need to know in this Illustrated
journal ot Handicrafts. Full of Diagrams and Working Drawings.

Get this week's nanber on Friday and make moaey.
Cassh I. i; Co., Ltd., \..\ Hki.i.e .SAivAf;F., London, E.C
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THE TECHNICAL TRADE JOURNAL
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Are You in the BuiMing Trade?
It so, you can add to the value of your services by reading
the new and up-to-date information on all branches of the
craft in this Technical Trade Journal. Profusely Illus-

trated with Diagrams and Drawings.

Fridays. Id. Of all Newsagents.
Cassell & Co., L;:>., I^nijom, F..C.
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